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How Do I...?
The topics in the following sections explain how to perform specific operations in WebLogic Workshop.

Topics Included in This Section

Getting Started

Topics that get you started working with WebLogic Workshop.

Building Java Controls

Topics that explain how to create and refine Java controls for your web service.

Using Databases

Topics that help you use and administer databases.

Page Flows and JSPs

Topics that explain creating and working with page flows, JavaServer Pages (JSPs), and portlets.

Building Web Services

Topics that guide you through building web services.

Designing Error−Free Web Services

Topics that help you design error−free web services.

Building Asynchronous Web Services

Topics that explain how to design and use asynchronous web services to perform various operations.

XML Messaging using XML Maps

Topics that explain how to create, edit, and use XML messages and maps.

Web Service Clients

Topics that explain how to work with the different aspects of web services, including WSDL files, Java
proxies, and JavaServer Pages.

Using Other Web Services

Topics that describe how to communicate with and use other web services, whether or not they were created
with WebLogic Workshop.

Using Existing Applications

How Do I...? 1



Topics that explain how to work with existing components of WebLogic Workshop applications, including
EJBs, JMS Queues, and Java code.

Deployment and Administration

Topics that explain how to deploy and administer domains, projects, and directories in WebLogic Workshop.

Portals

Topics that cover how to begin working with portals, as well as more complex tasks such as how to customize
portal applications and modify the framework.

Portlets

Topics that introduce portlets and show how to add complex functionality to portlets.

Enterprise JavaBeans

Topics that explain how to develop Enterprise JavaBeans and how to use deployed EJBs in a web application.

How Do I...?
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Getting Started
The topics in this section help you get started working with WebLogic Workshop.

Topics Included in This Section

How Do I: Start WebLogic Workshop?

How Do I: Find Samples of WebLogic Workshop Applications?

How Do I: Create a New Application?

How Do I: Create a New Project?

How Do I: Start or Stop WebLogic Server?

How Do I: Debug an Application?

How Do I: Administer WebLogic Server Through the Administration Console?

How Do I: Delete a WebLogic Workshop Project?

Related Topics

How Do I...?

Getting Started with WebLogic Workshop
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How Do I: Start WebLogic Workshop?
Once you have installed WebLogic Server or the WebLogic platform, you can start WebLogic Workshop
using the following steps.

To Start WebLogic Workshop on Microsoft Windows

Choose Start−−>Programs−−>BEA WebLogic Platform 8.1−−>WebLogic Workshop 8.1.• 

To Start WebLogic Workshop on Linux

Using a file system browser or shell, locate the Workshop.sh file at:
$HOME/bea/weblogic81/workshop/Workshop.sh

1. 

Run Workshop.sh as follows:
From the command line, use the following command:
sh Workshop.sh

♦ 

From a file system browser, double−click Workshop.sh.♦ 

2. 

Related Topics

Tutorial: Your First Web Service
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How Do I: Find Samples of WebLogic Workshop
Applications?
WebLogic Workshop provides a number of samples to help you begin building applications. You can modify
or copy these samples and the code within them. The samples are within an application called SamplesApp,
which is installed with WebLogic Workshop.

By default, WebLogic Workshop starts with the SamplesApp application open, which is where the sample
web services are located. If the SamplesApp application is not currently open in WebLogic Workshop,
perform the following steps:

From the File menu, choose Open−−>Application. The Open Workshop Application dialog appears.1. 
Browse to BEA_HOME\weblogic81\samples\workshop\SamplesApp\SamplesApp.work and click
Open.

2. 

Related Topics

Samples
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How Do I: Create a New Application?
An application is a set of projects in WebLogic Workshop. You must create a new application or open an
existing one before you can begin working with other aspects of WebLogic Workshop.

To Create a New Application:

From the File menu, choose New−−>Application. The New Application dialog appears.1. 
Select the type of application you wish to create. The default application includes a Web project,
which you can use to build web applications and web services.

2. 

In the Directory field, specify the directory where the application folder will be created. By default
your new application is created in the \weblogic81\samples\workshop folder under your BEA
installation.

3. 

In the Name field, enter a name for your new application.4. 
From the Server drop−down list, choose the server you want to use for your application. If you want
to choose a server not in the list, click New and browse to the server you want to use.

5. 

Click Create. If an application with that name already exists in the given directory, the existing
application will not be overwritten and you will receive an error message. If the name does not exist,
you will be asked whether to create a new directory. Click Yes.

6. 

The new application appears in the Application window.7. 

Related Topics

How Do I: Create a New Project?
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How Do I: Create a New Project?
Before you can create a project, you must first create or open an application. To learn how to create an
application, see How Do I: Create an Application?

You can create different types of projects within an application, including the following:

A web project, which can contain JSPs and web services. It corresponds to a J2EE web application.
The project name that you provide will be visible on the URL to clients accessing your application, so
it should be descriptive.

• 

A Java project, which contains Java classes and a build script.• 
A control project, which contains one or more Java controls.• 

To Create a Project in WebLogic Workshop

In the Application tab, click the top−level folder representing your application.1. 
From the File menu, choose New−−>Project. The New Project dialog appears.2. 
In the upper−left pane, select a folder that corresponds to the kind of project you want to open, or just
select All.

3. 

In the upper−right pane, select the kind of project you want to create.4. 
In the Project Name field, enter the name you would like to give your new project. This name
becomes part of the URL used to access pages and web services in the project. For example, for a
deployed web service, the name you enter in the Project Name box corresponds to MyProject in the
following URL:

http://server:port/MyProject/MyService.jws

For pages and services you are testing on your development computer, you will use a URL similar to
the following:
http://localhost:7001/MyProject/MyService.jws

In addition to being part of the URL of all web services in the project, the project name is also used as
the Java package name for all Java classes declared in the project. Therefore, the project name must
be a valid Java identifier.

5. 

Click Create. A new folder is created in the application with the name you entered in step 5.6. 

Related Topics

How Do I: Create a New Application?

How Do I: Create a New Web Service?

How Do I: Create and Use a Java Control Within a Control Project?
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How Do I: Create and Debug a Java Class?
WebLogic Workshop is a full−featured Java development environment, and you can use it to build and debug
Java classes. If you are building an application comprised of Java classes, you can create a Java project.

To Create a New Java Class

If you are starting from an existing Workshop application, add a new Java project. Select the
application name in the Application pane, right−click, and choose New−−>Project. In the New
Project dialog, select Java Project, enter a name for your new project, and click Create. If you do not
already have a Workshop application, create a new empty application by choosing
File−−>New−−>Application. In the New Application dialog, select Empty Application and enter a
name for the new application. Once you've created it, add a new Java project.

1. 

Create the package structure for your Java class or classes by creating folders within the Java project.
You can create a Java class at the root level of the project or under a single folder, but if you intend to
package the class you may want to adhere to a naming standard so that others can reference your class
without namespace conflicts. For example, to fully qualify your class
com.mycompany.myproject.myclass, you would create a hierarchy of folders com, mycompany, and
myproject to contain myclass.

2. 

To debug your class, it needs to have a main() method. Add the main() method to your class so that it
looks like the following example:

3. 

  package com.mycompany.myproject;

  public class myclass
  {
    public static void main (String[] args)
    {
      System.out.println("Hello world");
    }
  }

Before you can run and debug your class, you need to set some debugging properties. In the
Application pane, select your Java project. Right−click and choose Properties. In the Project
Properties dialog, select the Debugger tab.

4. 

Under Debugger Options, select the Build before debugging option if it's not already selected.5. 
Under Create new process settings, set the Main class field to point to the class containing the main()
method. Following the above example, you would set the Main class field to
com.mycompany.myproject.myclass.

6. 

If you want to pass parameters to the main() method at runtime, you can set the Parameters field to a
list of quote−delimited string arguments, separated by spaces.

7. 

After you close the Project Properties dialog, you can set breakpoints within your class, and click the
Start button to execute and step through your code.

8. 

Related Topics

Applications and Projects

Debugging Your Application
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How Do I: Start or Stop WebLogic Server?
The applications you develop in WebLogic Workshop are deployed to a running instance of WebLogic
Server. Before you can compile, run, or debug an application, WebLogic Server must be running. If you
attempt to perform these operations when the server is not running, WebLogic Workshop will offer to start the
server for you.

You can confirm whether WebLogic Server is running by looking at the status bar at the bottom of WebLogic
Workshop. If WebLogic Server is running, a green ball is displayed as pictured below.

If WebLogic Server is not running, a red ball is displayed, as pictured below.

You can both start and stop WebLogic Server in several ways. The following procedures explain how.

To Start WebLogic Server from the Tools Menu

In WebLogic Workshop, from the Tools menu, choose WebLogic Server−−>Start WebLogic Server. If you
want to continue working while the WebLogic Server is starting up, click Hide in the WebLogic Server
Progress dialog.

To Start WebLogic Server from a Command Line

From a command line, change directory to the root directory of the WebLogic Server domain in
which you'd like to start WebLogic Server. The root directory of the WebLogic Workshop sample
server in the workshop domain is BEA_HOME/weblogic81/samples/workshop where BEA_HOME
represents the root directory of WebLogic Workshop.

1. 

Enter startWebLogic.

For detailed information on starting WebLogic Server from the command line, see startWebLogic
Command.

2. 

To Stop WebLogic Server

In WebLogic Workshop, from the Tools menu, choose WebLogic Server−−>Stop WebLogic Server.• 

To Stop WebLogic Server from the Console

Shut down the server from the WebLogic Server console. In the default configuration, the console can
be reached at http://localhost:7001/console. If you are using WebLogic Workshop's Platform,
Workshop, or Integration domain servers, sign in using weblogic for both the username and password.
Note: To find out which WebLogic server you are using, right−click the top−level folder in the
Application tab of the WebLogic Workshop and select properties, then select WebLogic Server in the
left−hand pane. In the pane on the right−hand side you can change various server settings including
the username and password.

1. 

In the tree pane on the left hand side of the WebLogic Server console, select platformServer (for the2. 

How Do I: Start or Stop WebLogic Server? 9



platform server) or cgServer (for the workshop and integration servers), which is located in the
Servers folder underneath the top−level folder.
In the tabbed pane on the right−hand side, click the Control tab.3. 
Click Graceful shutdown of this server... or, if necessary, Force shutdown of this server.... On the
next page, click Yes.

4. 

Related Topics

How Do I: Administer WebLogic Server Through the Administration Console?

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Debug an Application?
If you are having trouble figuring out why your application is not working, you can use the debugger to step
through your source code line−by−line and locate the problem. The debugger allows you to set breakpoints,
step through your code line−by−line, view local variables, set watches on variables and expressions, and view
the call stack and exception information. Note that when you debug an application in WebLogic Workshop,
you are debugging the application as it is deployed on your development server.

To Start the Debugger

In the source view, position the cursor on a line where you wish to break.1. 
From the Debug menu, choose Toggle Breakpoint. A red circle appears at the left edge of the line.
Note: You can quickly clear a breakpoint by clicking the red circle and you can quickly set a
breakpoint by clicking anywhere in the left edge of a line.

2. 

From the Debug menu, choose Start. WebLogic Workshop builds the file and opens the Workshop
Test Browser.

3. 

Invoke a method by supplying any necessary parameters and clicking the button showing the
method's name.
When the line on which you have set a breakpoint is run, the web service pauses and you are returned
to the source view of the WebLogic Workshop at the breakpoint. Now you can step through the code,
using the Continue, Step Over, Step Into, and Step Out commands from the Debug menu. You may
inspect and change the values of variables that are currently defined and see the call stack by using the
debug windows available on the View menu.

4. 

To learn more about debugging with WebLogic Workshop, see Debugging Your Application.

Related Topics

Debugging Your Application
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How Do I: Administer WebLogic Server Through the
Administration Console?
In some cases you may need to configure WebLogic Server while you are building or testing your application.
For example, if you are connecting to a database, you may need to configure the server to add a new
connection pool and data source. You can use the WebLogic Server administration console to administer
WebLogic Server.

To Launch the WebLogic Server Administration Console

Make sure that WebLogic Server is running.1. 
If you are building a web service against your development server, navigate to
http://localhost:7001/console/ in your web browser. If you are building a web service against a remote
server, use the remote server's name.

2. 

Enter your user name and password. If you are using WebLogic Workshop's Platform, Workshop, or
Integration domain servers, sign in using weblogic for both the username and password.
Note: To find out which WebLogic server you are using, right−click the top−level folder in the
Application tab of the WebLogic Workshop and select properties, then select WebLogic Server in the
left−hand pane. In the pane on the right−hand side you can change various server settings including
the username and password.

3. 

Related Topics

How Do I: Start or Stop WebLogic Server?
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How Do I: Delete a WebLogic Workshop Project?
You can remove a WebLogic Workshop project from an application and leave all of the associated files on
your hard drive, or you can delete the project, which will permanently remove the files from both the
application and your hard drive.

To Remove a WebLogic Workshop Project from Your Application

In the Application pane, select the project to remove.1. 
Right−click and choose Remove from Application. Click Yes to confirm that you want to remove the
project from the application without deleting the associated files.

2. 

To Delete a WebLogic Workshop Project

In the Application pane, select the project you want to remove.1. 
Right−click and choose Delete. Click Yes to confirm that you want to remove the project from the
application and delete all associated files.

2. 

Related Topics

How Do I: Create A New Project?
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Working with Java Controls
The topics in this section explain how to create and refine Java controls for your web application.

Topics Included in This Section

How Do I: Start Using a Built−In Control?

How Do I: Begin a New Custom Java Control?

How Do I: Create and Use a Custom Java Control Within an Existing Project?

How Do I: Create and Use a Java Control Within a Control Project?

How Do I: Debug a Java Project?

How Do I: Define Properties for My Java Control?

How Do I: Specify IDE Characteristics for a Java Control?

How Do I: Generate a JWS File to Test a Java Control?

Related Topics

How Do I...?

Working with Java Controls
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How Do I: Start Using a Built−In Control?
WebLogic Workshop provides several built−in controls, most of which are designed to provide access to
resources. You can add a new or existing built−in control to your web application.

Most of these controls are designed to generate a Java control extension (JCX) file when you add a new one to
your application. The JCX file contains configuration information specific to that use of the control. You can
reuse a generated JCX file in multiple applications. This kind of reuse assumes that the resources specified by
the JCX file are present for each application in which it's used.

Note: Not all Java controls generate a JCX file. Controls that do not must always be added as new controls.
An example of such a control is the Timer Control.

Common built−in controls that are installed with WebLogic Workshop include:

Timer Control. For more information, see Timer Control.• 
Database Control. For more information, see Database Control.• 
Web Service Control. For more information, see Web Service Control.• 
EJB Control.For more information, see EJB Control.• 
JMS Control. For more information, see JMS Control.• 

To Add a New Built−In Control To Your Application

When you don't have an existing JCX file for reuse, you can add a new control to your application.

Click Add from the Data Palette view in the lower−right corner of the IDE, and select the control
from the drop−down list. Alternatively, click the Insert menu, Controls, and select the control to
insert.

1. 

In the Insert Control dialog, provide a variable name for the control. This is the name you will use to
refer to the control from your code. Also, provide values for the other fields. The exact fields depend
on the type of built−in control you are adding.

2. 

Remember that for some but not all controls, when you add a built−in control to your application, you are
actually creating a new control file. In the Insert Control dialog, you specify a name for the new control file
that WebLogic Workshop creates. By default WebLogic Workshop adds this control file with a JCX extension
to the same folder as the file that is currently open in Design View. This control file cannot be located in the
root of the project. If the application is in the root of the project, you must create the built−in control in a
different folder.

Note: In previous releases, JCX files were known as CTRL files. CTRL files are still supported.

To Create a Built−In Control in a Different Folder

When you add a new built−in control following the above procedure for controls that generate a JCX file, this
JCX file will be placed in the folder containing the application. If you want to create a new built−in control
and place it in a different folder, you can create the built−in control and then add this control to your
application. To create a new built−in control:

In the Application tab, locate the folder in which you want to create the new control.1. 
Right−click the folder, then choose New−−>Java Control.2. 
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In the New Java Control Extension dialog, select the control.3. 
In the New Java Control Extension − Insert 'Control' dialog, provide a variable name for the
control. This is the name you will use to refer to the control from your code. Also, provide values for
the other fields. The exact fields depend on the type of built−in control you are adding.

4. 

To add an existing control to your design

You can add an existing JCX file for to your design. Note that in order to use an existing control, the control
file must exist in your project:

Locate the JCX file, drag it onto Design View and drop it there.• 

An existing control is already configured for a particular purpose. Note that when you modify the properties
of an existing control's JCX, that control is modified for every file in which it the JCX is used.

If the control you want is in a different project, you can copy the control file to your project to use it. Be
aware that if you copy a control file to a new location, you are creating a new control. Any changes to the
original control will not be reflected in the copy, and vice versa.

Samples

The SamplesApp application installed with WebLogic Workshop provides samples of the built−in Java
controls. Look for these in the WebServices project.

Related Topics

Working with Built−In Controls

How Do I: Begin a New Custom Java Control?

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Start Using a Packaged Control?
You can add packaged controls you receive to your applications. A packaged control will come in a JAR or
ZIP file, and may be included with other controls.

The control you want to use may have come with an installer program. If so, the JAR containing the control
should be in the following location:

BEA_HOME/ext_components/<control_provider_name>/controls/<controlJar.jar>

There may also be a Help folder containing documentation, along with other folders created by the control
provider's installer.

To Add a Packaged Control to an Application

In your WebLogic Workshop application, right−click the Libraries folder, then click Add Library.1. 
In the Add Library dialog, browse to the folder the contains the control JAR with the control you
want to add.

2. 

Click the control JAR file, then click Open.3. 
If you are prompted to add the control's documentation:

Click Yes to have the control documentation integrated with other WebLogic Workshop
documentation.
All of the documentation will be re−indexed so that the new documentation will be available
when you use the Search feature; this may take a few minutes, but will not prevent you from
working in WebLogic Workshop.

♦ 

Click No to decline integrating the control documentation.
Note that you will not be able to integrate the document until you re−add the control JAR
(overwriting the existing JAR)

♦ 

4. 

The control you added should be available from WebLogic Workshop menus.5. 

Related Topics

Working with Java Controls
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How Do I: Begin a New Custom Java Control?
You can use custom controls to enclose business logic in a way that exposes a simple interface to developers.
Java controls can provide ideal places for code that is used by several parts of a project, removing the
necessity to duplicate code.

You can create a Java control for use within the same project as the code using it; for more information, see
How Do I: Create and Use a Java Control Within an Existing Project? You can also develop your control code
in a control project; see How Do I: Create and Use a Java Control Within a Control Project?

For an introduction to Java controls, see Tutorial: Java Control.

To Create Source Files for a Java Control

Locate the folder in which you want to store your Java control source code.
It may be a good idea to create a folder specifically for your control. This will help to keep your
project structure more intuitive if you begin adding files that your new control requires, such as JCX
files for nested controls. The folder you create will be part of the control's package name. Note that
you cannot create the control in the root of a project — it must be in a subfolder.

1. 

Right−click the folder you chose, then choose New−−>Custom Java Control.2. 
In the New File dialog, in the left−hand pane, select All.3. 
In the right−hand pane, select Custom Java Control.4. 
In the File name field, enter a name for your new control source (JCS) file. Be sure to append "Impl"
to the file name, preceding the JCS extension.

The JCS file will contain your control's implementation class, which is why it requires an "Impl"
ending. Note that WebLogic Workshop will preserve the extension as you type.

5. 

Click Create.

WebLogic Workshop creates the JCS file and displays it in Design View. It also creates a JAVA file
without the "Impl" ending for your control's public interface. As you build your control, you work in
the JCS file, adding code for the control's logic. As you do, WebLogic Workshop updates the JAVA
file code to reflect changes to the control's public interface. In other words, you never have to edit the
JAVA file manually.

With your new control, you can:

6. 

Add methods. For more information on invoking a control method, see Invoking a Control
Method.

♦ 

Add callbacks. For more information, see Handling Control Callbacks.♦ 
Add built−in controls. For more information, see Adding a Built−In Control to Your
Application.

♦ 

Define properties that can be set by a developer using the control. For more information, see
How Do I: Define Properties for My Java Control?

♦ 

Specify characteristics of the control in the WebLogic Workshop IDE. For more information,
see How Do I: Specify IDE Characteristics for a Java Control?

♦ 
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Samples

For samples of Java controls whose source is kept locally with the source code from which the control is used,
see the WebService project in the SamplesApp installed with WebLogic Workshop. For samples of controls in
their own control project, see the ControlProject provided with the same application.

Related Topics

Getting Started with Java Controls

Tutorial: Java Control

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Create and Use a Custom Java Control
Within an Existing Project?
Java controls that you create can provide a convenient place to store complex logic while providing a simple
interface for application developers. This topic describes how you can create a new control for use in an
existing application.

For a step−by−step introduction to creating Java controls, see Tutorial: Java Control.

To Create a New Custom Java Control in an Existing Project

In the Application tab, locate the project in which you want to use the new control.1. 
(Optional.) Create a new folder in this project to contain your control's source code.

It is not necessary to create a new folder, but you may find that it is a convenient way to keep your
control souce files separate from the rest of your application's code. For example, if you were writing
an application that handled internal purchasing, you might put controls that handle tax processing in a
taxLogic subfolder of your project.

2. 

Right−click the folder that will contain your control code, then choose New−−>Java Control.3. 
In the New File dialog, in the left−hand pane, click Common.4. 
In the right−hand pane, click Java Control.5. 
In the File name box, type a name for your new Java control.

Note that you can simply begin typing — WebLogic Workshop will preserve the file extension.

6. 

Click Create.

You can now add functionality to the control. For more information, see How Do I: Begin a New
Custom Java Control?.

7. 

To Use a Custom Java Control from Within a Project

Open the file from which you will use the Java control.

For example, if you want to call the control's methods from a web service, open the JWS file in
Design View. You can also use your Java control from within a Java page flow or JavaServer Pages
file.

1. 

Locate your control's JCS file, drag it onto Design View and drop it there.

The result of adding the control will be different, depending on whether you're using it from a web
service (JWS), JavaServer Pages file (JSP), or page flow (JPF). The control you added should be
visible in the Data Palette.

2. 

Samples

The SamplesApp application installed with WebLogic Workshop provides several sample custom Java
controls. Look for these in the WebServices project, in the localControls subfolder.

Related Topics
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Tutorial: Java Control

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Create and Use a Java Control Within a
Control Project?
When you are creating custom or built−in controls, you can use them locally (as part of the project from
which they're being used) or package them using a control project. A control project is a special kind of
project that is designed to collect related controls. The result of a control project is a JAR file that can be used
within other projects.

Keep in mind that for most of the controls you create, you probably won't need a control project. The primary
reason for building controls within a control project is to have the resulting JAR file for portability.

To Create a New Java Control in a Java Control Project

In the Application tab, right−click the top−level folder representing your application, then click
New−−>Project.

1. 

In the New Project dialog, in the left−hand pane, click Business Logic.2. 
In the right−hand pane, click Control Project.3. 
In the Project name box, type a name for your new control project.4. 
Click Create.
WebLogic Workshop will create a new project folder with the name you specified. Inside the new
folder will be a META−INF folder.

It is a good idea to create separate subfolders within your project for each control to contain the
control's source code. Keep in mind that a folder beneath the project's top level becomes part of the
control's Java package name. With this in mind, you should create a folder structure that reflects what
the various controls are designed to do. Note that you cannot create the control in the root of a project
— it must be in a subfolder.

5. 

To begin creating new control source files, see How Do I: Begin a New Custom Java Control? and
How Do I: Start Using a Built−In Control?

When creating new controls, you may consider setting the jc−jar group−name attribute to a name
corresponding to the Java Control Project. For more information, see How Do I: Specify IDE
Characteristics for a Java Control?

6. 

Before you can use the new Java control anywhere in the application, you must first build and package the
control project.

To Build and Package the Control Project

Right−click the control project's folder, then click Build <control project's folder>.• 

WebLogic Workshop compiles the control code, packages it into a JAR file with the same name as the control
project's folder, and adds the control as a library available in the application. You'll find the resulting JAR file
in the Libraries folder of your application.

To Import the JAR File from Another Application

If you want to use a Java control that is in a JAR file in a different application, you will first need to add the
library to your current application:
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Go to the Application pane, right−click the Libraries folder in the root of the application folder, and
select Add Library.

1. 

In the Add Library dialog, navigate to and double−click the root folder of the other application. Then
double−click APP−INF−−>lib, and select the JAR file. Click Open

2. 

To Use a New Java Control

Open the file from which you will use the Java control.1. 
Click Add from the Data Palette view in the lower−right corner of the IDE, and select the control
from the drop−down list. Alternatively, click the Insert menu, Controls, and select the control. If you
set the jc−jar group−name attribute, the control will appear in a fly−out menu with the same name as
the attribute.

2. 

Samples

For a control project example, see ControlProject in the SamplesApp application installed with WebLogic
Workshop.

Related Topics

Getting Started with Java Controls

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Debug a Java Project?
To set up a Java project for debugging, right−click the project folder on the Application tab, and choose
Properties. In the Project Properties dialog, select Debugger in the tree on the left−hand side. Here you can
set debugging options for your Java project.

To specify the class to load when you run the project from WebLogic Workshop, enter the qualified class
name in the Main class field. For example, to begin debugging the MazeClient class in the ProxyClient project
in SamplesApp, you would enter "mazegen.java_client.MazeClient" for the main class. You can then set a
breakpoint on a function in that class, such as main(), and click the Start button. The class is loaded into
memory, the main() function is called as the entry point into the class, and execution halts on the breakpoint.

You can also specify parameters to pass to the application in the Parameters field, and parameters to pass to
the Java virtual machine in the VM parameters field.

You can add to the Application classpath any JAR files, or the paths to class files, that your application may
need and that are not already available as libraries in your application.

By default the options are checked to automatically append all Library JARs and the server classpath. It's a
good idea to leave these options checked unless you know that your Java project requires neither.

To learn more about debugging with WebLogic Workshop, see Debugging Your Application.

Related Topics

Debugging Your Application
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How Do I: Define Properties for a Java Control?
When you create a Java control, you can define properties and attributes that a developer can set to elicit
specific behavior when using the control. This topic lists the procedure for defining and handling properties
and their attributes:

Create a New Annotations XML File — You define the properties and attributes themselves in an
XML file that specifies property and attribute names, data types, default values, descriptions, and so
on.

1. 

Connect an Annotations XML file with Your Control Source Code — You "connect" this XML file to
the control source using a JCS property, and WebLogic Workshop uses the XML file to determine
how to display the property in the Property Editor, as display its corresponding annotations in source
code.

2. 

Enable a Java control to Retrieve Its Property Attribute Values at Run Time — You write code to
handle potential property attribute values by calling methods of the ControlContext interface.

3. 

Note. For an introduction to building Java controls, including specifying properties, see Tutorial: Java
Control.

Create a New Annotations XML File

In the Application tab, locate the folder in which you want to save your new annotations file.
Typically, this is the same folder that contains the JCS for which the annotations will apply.

1. 

Right−click the folder, then click New −−> Other File Type.2. 
In the New File dialog, in the left−hand pane, click Business Logic.3. 
In the right−hand pane, click Control Annotation File.4. 
In the File name box, type a new for the new annotations XML file.

This is typically a name that associates the file with the control. For example, if your control source
file is called MyControl.jcs, you might call the annotations file MyControlAnnotations.xml.

5. 

Click Create.

WebLogic Workshop will display the contents of the new file, which includes template XML source
code.

6. 

Edit the new file so that it defines the properties and attributes your control should expose.

The template in the new file is a starting place. It defines a sample−control−tag property that would
be exposed on a control instance (that is, for the control as a whole). It also defines a
sample−method−tag property that would be exposed on a control method.

The sample−control−tag property defines a sample−attr attribute whose type is boolean. This attribute
is marked as not being "required," which means that a developer using the control would not need to
set the attribute explicitly. As a result, the sample−attr attribute specifies a default value of "false" to
use if the developer does not set their own value.

See Control Property Schema Reference for a complete list of the XML tags you can use to define
Java control properties.

7. 

Once you have define properties in an annotation XML file, you must "connect" the file to your control source
code.
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Connect an Annotations XML file with Your Control Source Code

Open your Java control source (JCS) file in Design View.1. 
Click the design for your control (you can click in the center of the design), so that its properties are
displayed in the Property Editor.

The control's name should be displayed just beneath the Property Editor tab.

2. 

Locate the control−tags property, type the path to your annotations XML file in the box for the
control−tags file attribute, then press Enter.

This should be a relative path. If your XML file is in the same folder as the JCS, you need only type
the XML file name. If the XML is in a subfolder, you must include that folder's name.

3. 

You can now write code that enables the control to retrieve values set by a developer using the control.

Enable a Java control to Retrieve Its Property Attribute Values at Run Time

In your source code, call methods of the ControlContext object, specifying the names of your property and its
attributes.
For example, if you had used the sample−control−tag property and sample−attr attribute defined by the
annotation template, you might use the following code to simply return the attribute's value from a method on
the control called getSampleAttr:

/** @common:context */
ControlContext context;

/**
  * @common:operation
  */
public boolean getSampleAttr()
{
    /* 
     * Call the getControlAttribute method, passing a string with the name of the 
     * property as its annotation appears in source code, along with the name of the 
     * attribute whose value should be retrieved.
     */ 
    String sampleAttrValue = context.getControlAttribute("jc:sample−control−tag",
            "sample−attr");        

    /* Because the method returns a String, convert the value to a boolean. */
    boolean booleanValue = new Boolean(sampleAttrValue).booleanValue();
    return booleanValue;
}

Samples

For a sample that uses control properties, see the POVerify sample included in the SamplesApp application
installed with WebLogic Workshop.

Related Topics

Tutorial: Java Control

@jcs:control−tags Annotation

How Do I...?
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ControlContext Interface

Control Property Schema Reference

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Specify IDE Characteristics for a Java
Control?
When you create a Java control, you can set JCS file properties that determine how the control will be
represented in the IDE. These properties include the control's icon, its name on menus, its description in the
Property Editor, and so on.

To Set IDE Characteristics for a Java Control

Open your Java control source (JCS) file in Design View.1. 
Ensure that the control's design is selected.

The control's name should be visible just beneath the Property Editor tab.

2. 

In the Property Editor, locate the JCS file's jc−jar property.3. 
Set jc−jar attributes as follows:4. 

jc−jar Attribute Description

label The name used for the control on menus and palettes.

insert−wizard−class A class that implements a custom insert dialog box.

description
The text that will appear in the Description pane when the
control is selected in Design View.

version The control's version number.

icon−16
A path (relative to the JCS file) to a .gif file that should be
used as the control's icon on menus, palettes, in Design
View, and so on.

icon−32
A path (relative to the JCS file) to a .gif file that should be
used as the control's large icon.

group−name
The name of the submenu under which this control should
appear.

palette−priority
A number that suggests a priority for this control when the
IDE is ordering controls in the palette.

display−in−palette Defines whether this control should be shown in the palette.

resource−file Name of the resource to use in loading localization strings.

requires−extension
Defines whether this control must be customized. Usually
set to false.

Samples

For sample Java controls, see the ControlProject and WebServices/localControls samples provided in the
SamplesApp installed with WebLogic Workshop.

Related Topics

Tutorials: Your First Java Control
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How Do I: Generate a JWS File to Test a Java
Control?
When you're developing a Java control, you can quickly generate a JWS (web service) file with which to test
the control. The generated JWS includes methods that are designed to call methods of your control. The
generated file is also conversational so that it can support your control's interface even if it is asynchronous.

While the generated file is obviously not a substitute for actual testing, it does provide an easy to find out if
your code works as you expect.

To Generate a Test JWS File

In the Application window, locate the JCS file for your Java control.1. 
Right−click the JCS file, then click Generate Test JWS File.

WebLogic Workshop will open the newly generated JWS file in Design View. The generated file will
include methods that call your control's methods. Where your control's methods have return values,
those values will be returned by the test file's methods.

In many cases, the template you created can be run as generated. However, in some cases you may
need to make a few changes before using it to test.

If the JWS is for a control that's in a control project, you must move the JWS to a web
application before you can use it.

♦ 

If parameters of the control's operations are interfaces or types with no public constructor,
you will need to modify the JWS before it will compile and run.

♦ 

If the control's parameters are types that aren't supported in JWS operations, then the
generated code will be commented. You must fix the code before using it. For example, if the
parameter type is a DatabaseFilter class (as might be generated from a Database control JCX),
then you should change the DatabaseFilter parameter to a String parameter and construct the
DatabaseFilter class in JWS code.

♦ 

2. 

If your control exposes callbacks, be sure to separately implement support for testing them.

The test JWS file does not include code to handle your control's callbacks. To test these, you
might create callbacks within the test JWS, then call these from your control's callback
handlers.

♦ 

Run the test JWS file.3. 
In Test View, click startTestDrive to begin testing.

This starts the web service's conversation.

4. 

After Test View refreshes, click the Continue this conversation link in Test View for access to test
forms and buttons through which you can test each of your control's methods.

5. 

After Test View refreshes, use the test form provided to test your control's methods. After each test,
click Continue this conversation to test another method.

6. 

When you are finished testing, click finishTestDrive to finish testing.7. 

Samples
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None.

Related Topics

None.

How Do I...?
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Using Databases
The topic in this section help you use and administer databases.

Topics Included in This Section

How Do I: Use a Database from a Web Service?

How Do I: Use a "WHERE... LIKE" Clause in a Database Control?

How Do I: Create a RowSet Control to Access a Database?

How Do I: Administer the Default PointBase Database?

How Do I: Connect a Database Control to a Different Database (SQL, Oracle)?

Related Topics

How Do I...?

Database Control
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How Do I: Use a Database from a Web Service?
You can access a database from a web service by using a Database control. You can either use and existing
Database control or create a new one.

To Add an Existing Database Control to Your Web Service

From the Insert menu, choose Control−−>Database. The Insert Controls − Insert Database dialog
appears.

1. 

In Step 1, enter the name you will use to refer to the new Database control. This name must be a valid
Java identifier.

2. 

In Step 2 of the dialog, select the Use a Database control already defined by a JCX file radio button.3. 
In the JCX file field, enter the name of the JCX file or click Browse to find the file in your project.4. 
Click Create.5. 

To Create a New Database Control for Your Web Service

If you are not in Design View, click the Design View tab.1. 
From the Insert menu, choose Database. The Insert Control − Insert Database dialog appears.2. 
In the Variable name for this control field, type the name for your database control.3. 
Select the Create a new Database control to use with this service radio button.4. 
In the New JCX name field, type the name of the new control file.5. 
In the Step 3 pane, click Browse to select a data source. The JNDI Entries dialog appears. Navigate
to the data source you want to select and click Select.

Note: The cgSampleDataSource data source is available for experimentation. For more information
about data sources, see Creating a New Database Control.

6. 

Click Create.7. 

Once you have added the Database control to your web service, you may invoke methods on the control as
you would with any other Java object.

Related Topics

Adding a Method to a Database Control

Database Control

How Do I: Connect a Database Control to a Database Such as SQL Server or Oracle?

Using WebLogic Built−In Controls
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How Do I: Use a "WHERE... LIKE" Clause in a
Database Control?
Curly braces ({}) within literals (strings within quotes) are ignored. This means that statements like the
following will not work as you might expect:

/**
 * @jc:sql statement::
 *     SELECT name
 *     FROM employees
 *     WHERE content LIKE '%{partialName}%'
 * ::
 */
public String[] partialNameSearch(String partialName);

Since the curly braces are ignored inside the literal string, the expected substitution of the partialName Java
String into the SELECT statement does not occur. To avoid this problem, pre−format the match string before
invoking the Database control method, as shown below. Note that single quotes are not included in the
pre−formatted string because single quotes are implicitly added to the substitution value when it is passed to
the SQL query.

String partialNameToMatch = "%" + matchString + "%"
String [] names = myDBControl.partialNameSeach(partialNameToMatch);

Then pass the pre−formatted string to the Database control:

/**
 * @jc:sql statement::
 *     SELECT name
 *     FROM employees
 *     WHERE name LIKE {partialNameToMatch}
 * ::
 */
public String[] partialNameSearch(String partialNameToMatch);

For more information about parameter substitution in Database control methods, see Parameter Substitution in
@jc:sql Statements.

Related Topics

Database Control
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How Do I: Create a RowSet Control to Access a
Database?
WebLogic Workshop comes with a built−in RowSet control that defines methods to read from and write to a
relational database. A RowSet control uses a Java RowSet object, which holds records that were read from a
database or that contain the data that needs to be updated. RowSet objects are for instance used to hold data
that is displayed in a JSP using a grid (for more information, see Presenting Complex Data Sets in JSPs).
When you define a RowSet control for a database, the methods and their SQL query expressions that provide
access to the database are automatically created for you.

Certain XA database drivers must support local transactions for the RowSet wizard to work correctly. To
enable local transactions on your XA driver. (1) Open the WebLogic Server console. (If WebLogic Server is
running, you can open the console by visiting http://localhost:7001/console.) (2) Logon to the console with the
username/password: weblogic/weblogic. (3) On the left−hand navigation panel, navigate to [Your server]
−−> Services −−> JDBC −−> Connection Pools −−> [Your SQLServer pool]. (4) On the right−hand content
panel, select the Connections tab, click Advanced Options Show, at the bottom of the page, place a check
next to SupportsLocalTransaction, and click Apply. (5) Restart WebLogic Server and begin the RowSet
control wizard.

To Create a RowSet Control

Right−click the folder that should contain the RowSet control and select New−−>Other File Types.
The New File dialog appears.

1. 

In the upper−left pane, select Business Logic.2. 
In the upper−right pane, select RowSet Control.3. 
Click Create. The RowSet Control Wizard appears.4. 
In the Name and Data Source dialog, enter a name for the RowSet control. Make sure that the control
will have a JCX extension. Also, select the target database from the Data Source dropdown list. Click
Next.

5. 

In the Select Methods dialog, select whether you want to create methods that provide full access to
the table, or whether you only want query methods (or even no methods at all). In most cases you will
want to select the option Query and update a database table. When you select this option, all the
methods that are necessary to read, update, insert, and delete one or more records are created for you.

6. 

In the Select Methods dialog, also select the table that you want to access by selecting the appropriate
schema and table. Click Next.

7. 

In the Select Columns dialog, select the columns that you want to use. The grid column determines
whether the record field will be read from the database, and will be displayed in the overview table in
a page flow (when you generate a page flow for the RowSet control). If you clear a field's grid
column checkbox, the contents of this field will not be retrieved from the database during read
operations. The read−only column determines whether you can update a value in this record field.
However, it does not affect the ability to delete or insert records. In other words, if you select a
column as read−only, you can insert a new record into the table and provide a value for this column,
but you cannot update the value in this column at a later time.

If you want full access to all the record fields, you want to use the default settings. Click Next.

Note: To determine whether a record field is read−only, you can examine the RowSet's XML schema
defined in the @common:define name="rowset−schemas" tag. Read−only elements will contain the
attribute wld:ReadOnly="true". The XML schema parameterizes the RowSetMetaData interface. For

8. 
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more information on RowSet and RowSetMetaData, see the Java API documentation.

Note: If you select multiple columns as the primary key columns, the generated SQL statement that
inserts new rows into the database will be incomplete. The incomplete part of the SQL statement will
be marked by "TODO". For example,

SELECT TAXID,FIRSTNAME,LASTNAME,CURRENTLYBANKRUPT FROM
WEBLOGIC.BANKRUPTCIES WHERE TAXID = ( TODO: Add sql to retrieve newly inserted row
for user entered primary keys−WEBLOGIC.BANKRUPTCIES)

Complete the SQL statement according to the syntax of your particular database.
In the Primary Key Source dialog, select the source of the primary keys.

If your database application automatically generates primary keys for newly inserted records, use the
default selection Automatically generated by the database. (Database applications typically generate
primary keys by using a sequence table (Oracle) or an IDENTITY field in the database table
(Pointbase, Sybase, SQLServer, etc.).

Alternatively, you can also select SQL statement returning new keys and provide a SQL statement
that will return a new primary key value, allow the user to enter a unique key by selecting Entered by
user at runtime, or disable the insertion of new records by selecting Don't allow new record creation.
In the last case the insertItems and getInserted methods will not be created for the RowSet control.

Note: the option Entered by user at runtime allows users to specify the primary key value of records
inserted into the database without following any set sequence if values. However, for integer primary
key fields, there is one limitation on the insertion of new records: users may not insert new records
with a primary key value that is less than the highest primary key value currently in the database. If
the database currently has a primary key value of 1000, users may not insert a record with a primary
key value of 999. In this case, the control will autoincrement a primary key value of 1001.

9. 

Click Create to create the RowSet control.10. 

You can use the RowSet control in the same way as you would a Database control, including adding it to a
custom control. You can also easily create a page flow to access the RowSet control. For more information,
see How Do I: Create a Database Control Page Flow?

Related Topics

Presenting Complex Data Sets in JSPs

How Do I: Create a Database Control Page Flow?

Using Built−In Java Controls

Database Control

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Administer the Default Pointbase
Database?
You can administer the default database installed with WebLogic Server (PointBase) using the PointBase
administrative console, or any third party database visualization and management tool that can connect via
JDBC.

To Launch PointBase Console from the Windows Start Menu

Ensure that WebLogic Server is running. You will not be able to use Pointbase unless WebLogic
Server is running.

1. 

From the Start menu, choose Programs−−>BEA WebLogic Platform
8.1−−>Examples−−>WebLogic Workshop−−>PointBase Console.

2. 

When the console starts, it prompts you to enter connection parameters to properly connect to the
database. Enter the following connection information, which is also what you will need if you use a
third−party product to access the PointBase database:

Driver: com.pointbase.jdbc.jdbcUniversalDriver♦ 
URL: jdbc:pointbase:server://localhost:9093/workshop♦ 
User: weblogic♦ 
Password: weblogic♦ 

3. 

To Launch PointBase Console from the Command Line

Run the following command as all one line and follows step 3 above. Notice that the placeholder WL_HOME
appears twice in the command, where WL_HOME stands for the root directory of your WebLogic Platform
installation (for example, c:\bea\weblogic81).

java −cp
WL_HOME\common\eval\pointbase\lib\pbclient44.jar;WL_HOME\common\eval\pointbase\lib\pbtools44.jar
com.pointbase.tools.toolsConsole com.pointbase.jdbc.jdbcUniversalDriver

Related Topics

How Do I: Start or Stop WebLogic Server?
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How Do I: Connect a Database Control to a Database
Such as SQL Server or Oracle?
WebLogic Server manages the databases you can use and allows you to access configured databases through
JDBC data sources. If you wish to use a new database, there must be a JDBC connection pool and data source
set up that allows you to access that database. You can set up a new connection pool and data source in the
WebLogic Server console.

WebLogic Server includes pre−configured drivers for accessing Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle. These
drivers are listed in the WebLogic Server console. If you want to use a driver other than one of the
recommended drivers, you may need to install the driver yourself and add it to your class path.

To Change the Data Source Used by a Database Control

In Design View, click the Database control your service will use to access the database.1. 
In the Property Editor window, expand the connection property if it is not already expanded.2. 
In the data−source−jndi−name field, enter the value corresponding to the data source you want to
use.

3. 

To Access the WebLogic Server Console

You can use the WebLogic Server console to configure a new connection pool and data source in WebLogic
Server. If you are running WebLogic Workshop and WebLogic console on the same computer, you can access
the console as shown in the following procedure. Otherwise, check with your system administrator to
configure WebLogic Server.

Launch the console by navigating to http://localhost:7001/console/.1. 
Provide your user name and password; by default, for the Workshop domain server both are set to
weblogic.
Note. For more information, see How Do I: Administer WebLogic Server Through the Administration
Console?

2. 

Next, you must create a new connection pool.

To Create a New Connection Pool

In the Weblogic Server Console, click Connection Pools in the JDBC section of Service
Configurations.

1. 

Click Configure a new JDBC Connection Pool.2. 
Choose the Database Type and Database Driver. Click Continue.3. 
Fill in the following fields and click Continue:4. 

Name. The name of the new connection pool.♦ 
Database Name. The name of the physical database.♦ 
Host Name. The name of the database server.♦ 
Port. The port on the database server used to connect to the database.♦ 
Database User Name. The user name, known in the database, used for the database
connection.

♦ 

Password and Confirm Password. The password corresponding to the user name in the
database account.

♦ 
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On the Test database connection page, a summary is given of the configuration information at this
point. Click Test Driver Configuration to test whether the database connection is properly
configured.

5. 

If there is an error, it will be reported at the top of the same page. Correct the error and repeat the test
until all errors are resolved.

6. 

If the configuration is correct, a Connection successful message will appear on the Create and
Deploy page. Click Create and Deploy.

7. 

Restart WebLogic Server.8. 

Once you set up a connection pool, you must set up a data source based on that connection pool. The JNDI
name you provide for the data source is the name that you will use to set the data−source−jndi−name attribute
of the connection tag for the Database control.

To Set Up a Data Source Based on a Connection Pool

Go to the WebLogic Server Console home page by clicking the home page button.1. 
Click Data Sources in the JDBC section of Service Configurations.2. 
Choose Configure a new JDBC data source.3. 
Specify a name in the Name field for this data source.4. 
Specify the JNDI Name that you want to use to refer to this data source.5. 
Clear the Honor Global Transactions check box if necessary. By default this check box is selected,
which is the desired setting in nearly all cases. When selected, WebLogic Workshop provides default
transaction semantics for web service operations using this data source. These transaction semantics
include wrapping database operations that occur within a web service operation in a transaction. If
you check this option, you may not attempt to control transaction semantics directly (for example, via
calls to java.sql.Connection.setAutoCommit). The sample data source cgSampleDataSource honors
global transactions.

To learn more about WebLogic Workshop's default transaction semantics, see Transactions in
WebLogic Workshop.

6. 

Select the Emulate Two−Phase Commit for non−XA Driver check box if required. This option is
only necessary in a transaction supported setting when the JDBC driver of the to−be−associated
connection pool is not XA compliant. Click Continue.

7. 

Associate the data source with the connection pool by selecting the pool from the Pool Name
drop−down list. Click Continue.

8. 

Choose the target server on which you wish to deploy this data source. By default the same server is
selected as the associated connection pool. Click Create.

9. 

Restart WebLogic Server.10. 

For more information on configuring connection pools and data sources, see Configuring WebLogic JDBC
Features.

Related Topics

Database Control

How Do I: Use a Database from a Web Service?

How Do I: WebLogic Workshop−Enable an Existing WebLogic Server Domain?

@jc:connection Annotation

How Do I...?
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Page Flows and JSPs
The topics in this section walk you through creating and working with page flows, JavaServer Pages (JSPs),
and portlets.

Topics Included in This Section

How Do I: Create a Page Flow?

How Do I: Create a JSP Page?

How Do I: Define an Action that Forwards Users to Other Pages?

How Do I: Make a JSP Page that Submits Data to a Page Flow?

How Do I: Create a Database Control Page Flow?

How Do I: Access Data Binding Contexts in Scriptlet and JavaScript?

How Do I: Create Custom Tags from Scratch?

How Do I: Customize Message Formats in Page Flows?

How Do I: Use Multiple Forms in a JSP?

How Do I: Add Page Flow Functionality to an Existing Web Project?

How Do I: Pass Request−Time Data to a methodParameter?

How Do I: Create a Page Flow Portlet?

Related Topics

How Do I...?

Developing Page Flow Applications
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How Do I: Create a Page Flow?
When you create a new Web project, WebLogic Workshop automatically creates a number of files and other
resources for you. One of these files is the page flow controller (JPF) file. We will show how to do this below.

If you want to add an additional page flow to an existing web project, you will need to add a new page flow
controller (JPF) file. You can also create a nested page flow in the Flow View of an existing page flow. Both
procedures are described below.

Note: You can only have one JPF file per (sub)folder in a Web project. When you add a new page flow,
WebLogic Workshop will automatically put the JPF file in a new folder.

To Create a Page Flow in a New Web Project

Before you can create a new web project, the application in which the web project will reside must be open.
For information about creating a new application, see How Do I: Create a New Application?

To create a page flow in new web project:

In the Application tab, right−click the top−level folder representing your application, and select
New−−>Project. The New Project dialog appears.

1. 

In the upper−left pane, select Web User Interface.2. 
In the upper−right pane, select Web Project.3. 
In the Project Name field, enter a name for the web project. This name becomes part of the URL used
to access JSPs. Click Create.

4. 

The web project folder is created and a number of files are added, such as the controller file, a resources folder
containing for instance the style.css file in the css subfolder, and the WEB−INF folder containing among
others the Global.app file in the src/global subfolder.

To Create a New Page Flow in an Existing Project

To create a new page flow in an existing web project:

In the Application tab, right−click the web project folder, and select New−−>Page Flow. The Page
Flow Wizard appears.

1. 

In the Page Flow Name dialog, enter a name for your page flow. This name will be used to name the
folder that will contain the various page flow (JPF and JSP) files, and becomes part of the URL used
to access the JSPs. As you type the page flow's name, notice that the controller class file is named
similarly to the folder name. Click Next.

2. 

In the Select Page Flow Type dialog, select either the Basic page flow or Page flow from a java
control option.

If you chose the "Basic page flow" option and click Create, the Page Flow Wizard will create the new
page flow folder containing a page flow controller file with a begin action method, and a default
index.jsp file that together serve as a starting point for your work.

If you chose the "Page flow from a java control" option, select the control you want to use in your
web application and click Next. On the next page, select the actions you want to create in the page
flow and click Create. The Page Flow Wizard will create the new page flow folder containing a page

3. 
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flow controller file with the action methods you selected, and the associated JSP files. If you need to
first create the Java control, cancel the Page Flow Wizard and create the control. For information
about creating a Java control, see Working with Java Controls. You might also be interested in How
Do I: Create a Database Control Page Flow?

To Create a Nested Page Flow in an Existing Page Flow

You can easily create a new nested page flow in an existing page flow's Flow View. When you follow the
below procedure, a new page flow and various action methods to navigate between the two page flows are
created.

To create a new nested page flow in an existing page flow:

Select the Page Flow icon in the Palette window, and drag and drop the icon on the controller's Flow
View. The Page Flow Wizard appears.

1. 

In the Page Flow Name dialog, enter a name for your page flow. This name will be used to name the
folder that will contain the various page flow (JPF and JSP) files, and becomes part of the URL used
to access the JSPs. As you type the page flow's name, notice that the controller class file is named
similarly to the folder name. Also notice that the Make this a nested page flow checkbox is already
selected. Click Next.

2. 

In the Select Page Flow Type dialog, select either the Basic page flow or Page flow from a java
control option. For more information about these options, see the corresponding step in To Create a
New Page Flow in an Existing Project above. When you have made your selection, click Create.

3. 

WebLogic now creates a number of components:

In the existing page flow's Flow View, a new page flow icon is created as well as a ghost action icon,
representing the action method that will be called when exiting the nested page flow. You can either
create the ghost action icon here by right−clicking the icon and selecting Create, or, in the nested
page flow, you can call a different action method upon exiting the nested page flow. The latter
procedure is described below.

• 

The nested page flow's folder is created containing (among other files) the controller (JPF) file. In this
controller's Flow View, a done action is created pointing at an exit action bearing the same name as
the ghost action icon in the parent page flow. If you want to change the done action to, for instance,
invoke the begin action in the parent page flow, double−click the done action to go to the action
method's source code, and change its jpf:forward tag as follows:

@jpf:forward name="done" return−action="begin"

When you go to the parent page flow's Flow View, you will notice that the arrow from the
corresponding page flow icon now points at the begin action.

• 

Related Topics

Guide to Building Page Flows

How Do I: Create a Database Control Page Flow?

How Do I: Define an Action That Forwards Users to Another Page?

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Create a JSP Page?
When you create a JSP page, you must make it part of a page flow in a web project. If you are not sure how to
do this, see How Do I: Create a Page Flow? The current topic assumes that you have an existing web project.

To Create a JSP from the Application Window

In the Application window, right−click the web project (page flow) folder in which you want to create
a new JSP page, and select New−−>JSP File.

1. 

In the New File dialog, enter the name of your JSP page in the File name field. Click Create.2. 

The new JSP page will be opened and displayed in Design View. Also, a page icon representing this JSP will
be added to the page flow controller (JPF) file's Flow View, .

To Create a JSP from a Flow View

In the Flow View of the page flow's controller file, right−click your mouse anywhere on the canvas
and select New Page.

• 

A page icon representing this JSP will appear. Also, a new JSP file for this page will be created in the page
flow folder. Double−clicking the page icon will open this file in Design View.

Related Topics

Getting Started with Page Flows

A Detailed Page Flow Example
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How Do I: Define an Action That Forwards Users to
Another Page?
The following topic shows how to define web application navigation within a Java Page Flow file (JPF file).
To learn more about the basics of navigational control in WebLogic Workshop, see Getting Started with Page
Flows.

Note: that the following topic shows how to create a purely navigational action method, it does not explain
how to create an action method that controls both navigation and the submission of user data. For detailed
information on creating action methods that combine navigation and the submission of data, see How Do I:
Make a JSP Page that Submits Data to a Page Flow?

Instead of using the standard HTML <a href> tag to move users from one JSP page to another when they
clicked linked text, you can control navigation with action methods. In this form of navigation, clicking a link
invokes an action method in the page flow's controller (JPF) file. This action method can be defined to simply
navigate to another page or implement some decision logic which determines the destination of the link
depending on some user state or some other factor. To create such a link, you must take the following three
steps, and the optional fourth:

Place an anchor tag on the JSP page1. 
Create an action method in the JPF file2. 
Link the action method to the destination JPF page3. 
(Optional) Define some decision logic within the action method4. 

To Place an anchor tag on the JSP page

In the Application window, double−click the JSP page to open the file.1. 
In the Palette window select the anchor icon and drag and drop it into Design View. The New Anchor
dialog appears.

2. 

Create an action method in the JPF file

Select the invoke an action radio button. In the Details section, provide the text that will be linked in
the Text field. Also, to create a new action, click the New button. The New Action dialog appears.

1. 

In the New Action dialog, confirm that the Create New radio button is selected and enter a name for
the method. Click OK.

2. 

In the New Anchor dialog, click OK.3. 

You have created an anchor that, when clicked by a user, invokes an action method. You have also created a
method in the JPF File.

The code for the new anchor looks something like the following.

    <netui:anchor action="MyMethod">Display Text</netui:anchor>

Note: the HTML equivalent of the <netui:anchor> tag above is:

<a href="MyMethod.do">Dispaly Text</a>
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To invoke an action method from an HTML <a> tag, use the action method name followed by ".do".

The action attribute specifies that the anchor invokes the method MyMethod. Note that the <netui:anchor> tag
does not require a parent <netui:form> tag in order invoke a method. This is in contrast to the <netui:button>
tag, which requires a parent <netui:form> tag in order to invoke methods within a Page Flow file.

Link the Action to the Destination JSP page

Next you need to define the page that will be loaded by this action method.

Open the controller (JPF) file in Flow View. You should see a new action icon representing the action
method you just created. Also locate the JSP icon you want the action method to navigate to.

1. 

Draw an arrow from the action icon to the target JSP page.2. 

To examine the source code for the action method, double−click the action icon. The code will be similar to
the following example:

/**
 * @jpf:action
 * @jpf:forward name="success" path="targetJSPPage.jsp"
*/
protected Forward anchorAction()
{
    return new Forward("success");
}

Place Decision Logic Within Your Action Method

So far, you have essentially created a page flow version of an ordinary HTML anchor tag. To take further
advantage of page flow functionality, you can place some decision logic within your action method. If you
want to make the target JSP page dependent on some other factor, such as a user property, you could add Java
code to your action method.

The action method in the following example examines the user's status to determine the JSP page to be
loaded:

/**
 * @jpf:action
 * @jpf:forward name="success" path="targetJSPPage.jsp"
 * @jpf:forward name="no_access" path="accessDeniedJSPPage.jsp"
 * @jpf:forward name="limited_access" path="limitedAccessJSPPage.jsp"
*/
protected Forward anchorAction()
{
    if(globalApp.User_Status.equals("Administrator"))
        return new Forward("success");
    else if(globalApp.User_Status.equals("Assistant"))
        return new Forward("no_access");
    else
        return new Forward("limited_access");
}

How Do I...?
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The action method defines three possible pages to go to next depending on the user's status. In Flow View,
three arrows should point from the action method to the various JSP pages. In the example, the user status is
set in the globalApp data binding context. For more information about this and other data binding contexts,
see Using Data Binding in Page Flows.

Related Topics

Designing User Interfaces in JSPs

Getting Started with Page Flows

A Detailed Page Flow Example

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Make a JSP Page that Submits Data to a
Page Flow?
The following topic describes two ways to create a JSP page that submits data to a page flow. The first way
writes the necessary code automatically using the Form Wizard, the second way explains how to write the
necessary code manually.

How Data Submission Works in Page Flows

Submitting data from a JSP page to a page flow is a two−step process. First, the data is loaded into an new
instance of a Form Bean, second, the Form Bean instance is passed as a parameter to an Page Flow method.
The data can then be handled by the method as your application requires.

The following diagram shows how the submitted data moves from a JSP page to a Page Flow method.
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Using the Form Wizard to Create a JSP, Form Bean, and Method

The following instructions assume that you have a JSP page and a Page Flow file (JPF file) residing in the
same folder.

To create a JSP, Form Bean and method, such that the JSP page submits user data to the method, complete the
following steps.

Display your JSP page in Design View.1. 
From the Palette tab, in the section marked Netui, drag and drop the Form icon into Design View.2. 

On the Form Wizard dialog, in the section labeled Create New Method, in the field Action name,
enter the name of the method you wish to handle the submitted data.

3. 

How Do I...?
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Click the New... button.4. 
In the New Form Bean dialog, enter the names and data types of the user input fields.5. 

Click OK.6. 
In the New Form dialog, click Create.7. 

How Do I...?
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Manually Creating a JSP, Form Bean, and Method

To manually create a JSP that submits data to a Page Flow method, complete the following steps.

Create a Form Bean

Create a method to handle the submitted data

Create a <netui:form> that points to the method

Create input elements databound to the Form Bean

Create a Form Bean

When submitting data, the Form Bean acts as a intermediary between the JSP page and the method that
handles the submitted data: the data submitted is loaded into a new instance of the Form Bean, and then this
instance is passed to the handling method. The Form Bean you create should meet the following requirements.

1. On the Page Flow file, the Form Bean should be a static inner class that extends
com.bea.wlw.netui.pageflow.FormData.

    public static class NewAction1Form extends FormData

2. The Form Bean should include fields corresponding to the user input fields. If the JSP is to included an
input field field1, then the Form Bean should include a declaration of field1, along with getter and setter
method for this field.

    public static class NewAction1Form extends FormData

How Do I...?
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    {
        private String field1;

        public void setField1(String field1)
        {
            this.field1 = field1;
        }

        public String getField1()
        {
            return this.field1;
        }
    }

Create a method to handle the submitted data

On the Page Flow file, the method that handles the submitted data must take a Form Bean instance as a
parameter.

    /**
     * @jpf:action
     * @jpf:forward name="success" path="next.jsp"
     */
    protected Forward newAction1(NewAction1Form form)
    {
        //
        // Process submitted data here.
        //

        return new Forward("success");
    }

Create a <netui:form> that points to the method

On the JSP page, the <netui:form> should include an action attribute that points to the method that will handle
the submitted data.

    <netui:form action="MyAction">

Create input elements databound to the Form Bean

On the JSP page, each input element should be be databound to a field in the Form Bean. To databind an input
element to a Form Bean field, use the databinding expression {actionForm...}. The following <netui:textBox>
input element is databound to the field1 field in the Form Bean.

        <netui:form action="MyAction">
<netui:textBox dataSource="{actionForm.field1}"/>

            <netui:button type="submit"/>
        </netui:form>

When a user submits data, the value he enters into the <netui:textBox> will be loaded into the field1 field of
the Form Bean.

Related Topics

How Do I...?
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Using Data Binding in Page Flows

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Create a Database Control Page Flow?
If you have an existing database control, WebLogic Workshop can autogenerate a page flow based on the
methods in the database control file. You can use the autogenerated page flow as a management tool for the
database, or as the basis for other web applications that use the database. The features of the generated page
flow depend on the kind of database control you are starting with. In the current topic we use the RowSet
control, which itself was autogenerated from a database. For more information on how to autogenerate a
RowSet control from a database, see How Do I: Create a RowSet Control to Access a Database? If your
database control is not autogenerated, then WebLogic Workshop will make a Page Flow containing "best
guess" actions based on the methods in the database control.

If the RowSet control contains all the query methods to provide full access to the database, then Workshop
will generate a standard page flow containing four JSP pages:

A details page for viewing individual records• 
An update page for editing individual records• 
An insert page for adding new records• 
A grid (overview) page for viewing multiple records simultaneously• 

To Create a Database Control Page Flow from an Existing RowSet Control

Before you begin, you should ensure that each method of the RowSet control references a complete
SQL statement. In some cases, a RowSet control wizard will generate methods with incomplete SQL
statements. Incomplete SQL statements are generated with the word "TODO" included in them. For
example,

SELECT TAXID,FIRSTNAME,LASTNAME,CURRENTLYBANKRUPT FROM
WEBLOGIC.BANKRUPTCIES WHERE TAXID = ( TODO: Add sql to retrieve newly inserted row
for user entered primary keys−WEBLOGIC.BANKRUPTCIES)

Complete the SQL statements according to the syntax of your particular database.

1. 

On the Application tab, right−click the RowSet control (JCX) file and select Generate Page Flow.
The Page Flow Wizard appears

2. 

The Page Flow Wizard displays a Page Flow Name screen. Enter a name for your page flow. This
name will be used to name the folder that will contain the various page flow (JPF and JSP) files, and
becomes part of the URL used to access the JSPs. As you type the page flow's name, notice that the
controller class file is named similarly to the folder name. Optionally you can select the Make this a
nested page flow checkbox. Click Next.

3. 

On the Select RowSet Operations screen, in the Actions to allow section, choose the kinds of actions
you want to have available in your page flow.

In the Show the Details View section choose how you want to link to views of individual records in
your database. When you select the a Details link column radio button, the generated overview table
will contain a linked Details column implemented as a netui−data:anchorColumn tag which will
forward you to the details page for an individual record. If instead you want to link one of the record
fields' columns, select a link on the following column and select the record field. For more
information on the netui−data:anchorColumn tag and the other grid tags, see Presenting Complex
Data Sets in JSPs.

4. 

Click Create.5. 
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Related Topics

Presenting Complex Data Sets in JSPs

Database Control

Getting Started with Page Flows

A Detailed Page Flow Example

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Access Data Binding Contexts in Scriptlet
and JavaScript?
This topic describes how to access variables in the various data binding context objects such as pageFlow,
actionForm, and container from a JSP scriptlet and JavaScript. To learn more about data binding contexts,
including the scope of the various contexts and how to add data to these contexts, see Using Data Binding in
Page Flows.

To Access Data Binding Contexts in Scriptlet

pageFlow, globalApp, actionForm, and container. Variables in these contexts must be added to the
pageContext before they can be accessed in scriptlet using pageContext.getAttribute. For detailed
information, read the pageContext section in Using Data Binding in Page Flows.

• 

url. Attributes on the URL can be accessed in scriptlet by using the getParameter method of the
request context object, as is shown in the following example:

<% String value = request.getParameter("User_Index"); %>

• 

request, session, application, and pageContext. These data binding contexts can be accessed directly
in scriptlet by referencing the actual context name. For instance, to get a attribute of a request, you
would do this:

<% String value = (String) request.getAttribute("AttributeKey"); %>

In this example, the object (value) corresponding to the AttributeKey key is retrieved.

• 

To Access Data Binding Context in JavaScript

A common use of JavaScript in which dynamic data needs to be accessed is client−side form validation. Here
the user's input in form fields is checked before data is passed back to the server, possibly for server−side
validation. To learn more about how to access data in the actionForm object in JavaScript, see Validating User
Input.

Related Topics

Using Data Binding in Page Flows

Validating User Input

Presenting Complex Data Sets in JSPs
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How Do I: Create Custom Tags from Scratch?
In JSP it is possible to define your own custom HTML tags. This topic describes the specifics of creating a
custom tag within WebLogic Workshop. However, it does not discuss custom tag creation itself. For detailed
information on creating custom JSP tags, see your favorite JSP documentation. To examine a sample that uses
custom tags, see CustomTags.jsp Sample.

To write a custom tag, you must:

Create a tag handler file. This file contains the tag handler class that will be executed when the JSP
processor encounters your custom tag on a JSP page.

1. 

Create a tag library descriptor (TLD) file. The tag library descriptor file is an XML file that tells the
JSP processor where to find the tag handler class once it encounters your custom tag on a JSP page.

2. 

(Optionally) Edit the file web.xml to make your custom tags available in a JSP's Palette window.3. 

If you have a set of custom tags that you want to use in multiple applications, you might want to build a JAR
library.

Location of the Tag Handler File

The tag handler class contains the Java code that is executed whenever the JSP engine encounters your custom
tag on a JSP page. The tag handler class extends javax.servlet.jsp.tagext.TagSupport, and contains variables
and methods that handle the various parts of an HTML tag, such as doStartTag and doEndTag.

In WebLogic Workshop, the tag handler file must be located in WEB−INF/src. For example, in the sample
mentioned above, various tag handler files are located in WEB−INF/src/tag_handlers.

Location of the Tag Library Descriptor File

The tag library descriptor (TLD) file tells the JSP processor where to find the tag handler class. A JSP page
that uses these custom actions references this file, as in this example:

<%@taglib prefix="custom" uri="/WEB−INF/taglib.tld"%>

As the example shows, the TLD file should be located in the WEB−INF folder.

Editing the file web.xml

When you edit the web.xml file and define the tag library descriptor file, the custom tags will appear in the
Palette window when you are working with a JSP in your web project. In the file web.xml, locate the
definition of the three standard NetUI tag library TLD files, and define your custom tag library descriptor
immediately after it. An example of this definition is show in the following example:

<taglib>
    <taglib−uri>taglib.tld</taglib−uri>
    <taglib−location>/WEB−INF/taglib.tld</taglib−location>
</taglib>

If you now open a JSP and scroll to the bottom of the Palette window, you will notice the header
CustomLibrary (taglib.tld) followed by the custom tags you defined.
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Creating a custom tag JAR

To create a JAR library containing custom tags, you should package the tag handle files and the tag library
descriptor file in a Java project. For general information on re−using Java code in a Java project, see How Do
I: Reuse Existing Java Code?

To build the custom tag JAR

Create a Java project.1. 
Create a source folder for your tag handler files and create the tag handler files in this folder.2. 
In the Application window, right−click the Java project folder and select Properties. The Project
Properties dialog appears.

3. 

In the left−hand pane, make sure that Paths is selected. In the right−hand pane, click Add Path in the
Source Path section. The Select Directory dialog appears.

4. 

Locate and select the source folder with your tag handler files, and click Select Directory. Then, in the
Project Properties dialog, click OK.

5. 

Create the folder META−INF and create the tag library descriptor (TLD) file in this folder6. 
Build the JAR. The JAR will be stored in your application's Libraries folder in the IDE, which
corresponds to the APP−INF/lib folder in the root of your application folder on your computer's file
system.

7. 

To build a custom tag JAR in a Web Project

In the IDE's Application window, right−click the folder WEB−INF/lib located in your web project
folder, and select Import. The Import Files dialog appears. Locate the custom tag JAR file and click
Import.

1. 

In a JSP that uses the custom tags, reference the JAR file, as shown in this example:

<%@taglib prefix="custom" uri="/WEB−INF/lib/mytags.jar"%>

2. 

In the web project's web.xml file, reference the JAR file, as shown in the following example, after the
definition of the three standard NetUI tag library TLD files:

<taglib>
    <taglib−uri>taglib.tld</taglib−uri>
    <taglib−location>/WEB−INF/lib/mytags.jar</taglib−location>
</taglib>

3. 

Related Topics

CustomTags.jsp Sample

How Do I: Reuse Existing Java Code?

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Customize Message Formats in Page
Flows?
To display parameterized text in a JSP, you use the NetUI data binding tags netui−data:message and
netui−data:messageArg. The netui−data:message tag binds to the string containing the argument references
({0}, {1}, and so forth), while the netui−data:messageArg tags provide the argument values. This is illustrated
in the following example:

<%
    pageContext.setAttribute("msgSkeleton", new String("To read about {0}, go to {1}."));
%>
...
<netui−data:message value="{pageContext.msgSkeleton}" resultId="message">
    <netui−data:messageArg value="messaging"/>
    <netui−data:messageArg value="my web page"/>
</netui−data:message>
...
<netui:label value="{pageContext.message}"/>

In the example the netui−data:message tag uses the value attribute to bind to the string, which was earlier
added to the pageContext data binding object, replaces the argument references with the values provided in
the two netui−data:messageArg tags, and makes the resulting string known as message in the pageContext via
its resultID attribute.

You can also use the request data binding object to hold the string containing the argument placeholders. To
do so, you can add this string to the request object in the calling action method, as is shown in the following
example:

/**
* @jpf:action
* @jpf:forward name="success" path="message.jsp"
*/
protected Forward goToMessage()
{
    getRequest().setAttribute("msgSkeleton", new String("To read about {0}, go to {1}."));
    return new Forward("success");
}

And in the JSP, you would reference the request object as is shown below:

<netui−data:message value="{request.msgSkeleton}" resultId="message">
    <netui−data:messageArg value="WebLogic Workshop"/>
    <netui−data:messageArg value="www.bea.com"/>
</netui−data:message>
...
<netui:label value="{pageContext.message}"/>

Related Topics
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Using Data Binding in Page Flows

Presenting Complex Data Sets in JSPs

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Use Multiple Forms in a JSP?
In WebLogic Workshop you can easily use multiple forms in the same JSP. This topic describes how to set up
a page flow with multiple forms in a single JSP, whose form fields are either empty or prefilled with data.

To Create a JSP with Multiple Empty Forms

When you use forms in a JSP, the action attribute on the netui:form tag determines which action method is
called when the user submits the form. The action method in turns determines which form bean the form binds
to through the actionForm data binding context. This is illustrated in the following example, in which two
forms are used on a JSP:

Form1:
<netui:form action="submitForm1">
    <netui:textBox dataSource="{actionForm.userName}"/>
    <netui:button>search</netui:button>
</netui:form>
...
Form2:
<netui:form action="submitForm2">
    <netui:textBox dataSource="{actionForm.administrativeID}"/>
    <netui:button>search</netui:button>
</netui:form>

The first form calls the action method submitForm1 shown below:

/**
 * @jpf:action
 * @jpf:forward name="formPage" path="nextPage1.jsp"
 */
public Forward submitForm1(UserNameForm form)
{
  ...
}

This action method has an instance of the form bean UserNameForm as its argument. This means that when
the user submits the first form, the value the user entered in the text box is posted to the userName property of
the UserNameForm object. Notice that the text box binds to the userName property of the UserNameForm
object using the actionForm data binding context.

Similarly, the second form on the JSP calls the action method submitForm2, which is shown below:

/**
  * @jpf:action
  * @jpf:forward name="formPage" path="nextPage2.jsp"
*/
public Forward submitForm2(AdministrativeForm form)
{
   ...
}

This action method uses the form bean class AdministrativeForm, which contains the property
administrativeID. It is this property that the second form binds to and uses to store the data the user enters.
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The Flow View of the controller file will look like this:

Because the netui:form tag's action attribute determines the action method, and indirectly the form bean, that
will be used by the form and its form fields, you can easily include multiple forms on a single JSP that use
different form beans and action methods.

To Create a JSP with Multiple Prefilled Forms

If you want to create a JSP with multiple forms, and the forms' fields need to be prepopulated with form bean
data before the JSP is loaded and displayed to the user, you need to create the form bean objects and add these
to the Forward object that loads the JSP. When you only have one form, you can add the form bean instance
as an argument to the Forward object (for more information, see Using Data Binding in Page Flows). When
you have multiple forms, you need to use the method addOutputForm.

The following example, which builds on the previous example, shows an action method that creates two form
bean instances, adds values to the form beans' properties, and adds the form bean objects to the Forward
object, which loads the JSP containing the multiple forms:

/**
 * @jpf:action
 * @jpf:forward name="formPage" path="multipleFormPage.jsp"
*/
public Forward goToMultipleFormPage()
{
    Forward fwd = new Forward("formPage");

    UserNameForm form1 = new UserNameForm();
    form1.userName = "jbrown";
    fwd.addOutputForm(form1);

    AdministrativeForm form2 = new AdministrativeForm();
    form2.administrativeID = "18493AX";
    fwd.addOutputForm(form2);

    return fwd;
}

The action method creates the UserNameForm form bean instance and sets its userName property to jbrown.
As we saw above, this form bean is used by the first form (because its action attribute calls an action method
that uses this form bean), so the textbox in the first form will contain the value jbrown when the page is
loaded. Similarly, the textbox in the second form binds to the property administrativeID of the form bean
AdministrativeForm. An instance of this form bean is created in the action method and its property
administrativeID is set to 18493AX.

Related Topics

How Do I...?
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Using Data Binding in Page Flows

Designing User Interfaces in JSPs

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Add Page Flow Functionality to an Existing
Web Project?
Here are the instructions for adding page flow functionality to an existing (or "legacy") J2EE web project. The
overall steps are to:

Install the libraries provided for page flows.1. 
Edit the existing web project's /WEB−INF/web.xml file, adding elements for a page flow specific
filter class, listener class, action servlet configuration, and JSP tag libraries.

2. 

If you use a custom action servlet for a Struts application, you will also need to perform subsequent edits to
the web project's /WEB−INF/web.xml file each time you add a new page flow.

To Install the Libraries for Page Flows

This section explains how to install the libraries files that are provided for page flows.

In the WebLogic Workshop IDE, open the Application pane.1. 
Choose your existing Web project from the listing. Then right−mouse click and select Install > Web
Project Libraries...

2. 

Make sure a check mark is in the Libraries selection box, as shown here:3. 

The libraries include JAR files that implement page flow functionality and special JSP tag libraries.

Optionally, can you scroll down and click the Resources selection box. This selection will install a
default page flow controller, simple JSP pages, default graphics, and other supporting files. Note:
Before you select all these options, though, make sure that the files to be provided will not overwrite

4. 
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any of your existing project files.
When you are ready, choose the Install button.5. 
After the installation completes, choose the Close button.6. 

To Customize the Existing Web Project's web.xml File

Your existing web project contains a web.xml file in the /WEB−INF directory. This section explains the
additional XML elements that are required in the web.xml so that your project will work with page flows. You
will be adding elements for a filter, a filter mapping, a listener, a standard action servlet configuration, and
three tag libraries.

Note: Please refer to the Web.xml Deployment Descriptor Elements chapter of the "Developing Web
Applications for WebLogic Server" for details about these elements.

Follow these steps:

In the WebLogic Workshop IDE, open the Application pane.1. 
Open your existing web project's /WEB−INF/web.xml in the editor.2. 
Add the following new elements, in the order shown, anywhere between the main <web−app> and
</web−app> elements. If you have existing blocks of the element types shown here, such as an
existing <filter> ... </filter> block in your web.xml, you can group the additions in the same area of
the file.

3. 

First, add the following filter and filter−mapping elements:4. 

<filter>
  <filter−name>PageFlowJspFilter</filter−name>
  <filter−class>com.bea.wlw.netui.pageflow.PageFlowJspFilter</filter−class>
</filter>

<filter−mapping>
  <filter−name>PageFlowJspFilter</filter−name>
  <url−pattern>*.jsp</url−pattern>
</filter−mapping>

Add the following listener elements:5. 

<listener>
  <listener−class>
   com.bea.wlw.runtime.core.servlet.WebappContextListener
  </listener−class>
</listener>

Add this entire set of elements for the standard action servlet configuration. This is the configuration
that is based on Struts version 1.1 (Release Candidate 1) and implemented by WebLogic Workshop.
If your web project uses Struts and you have implemented a custom action servlet, see the important
note that appears after this listing.

6. 

<!−− Standard Action Servlet Configuration (with debugging) −−>
<servlet>
  <servlet−name>action</servlet−name>
  <servlet−class>com.bea.wlw.netui.pageflow.PageFlowActionServlet</servlet−class>

How Do I...?
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  <init−param>
    <param−name>config</param−name>
    <param−value>/WEB−INF/.pageflow−struts−generated/jpf−struts−config.xml</param−value>
  </init−param>
  <init−param>
    <param−name>config/−global</param−name>
    <param−value>/WEB−INF/.pageflow−struts−generated/jpf−struts−config−−global.xml</param−value>
  </init−param>
  <init−param>
    <param−name>debug</param−name>
    <param−value>2</param−value>
  </init−param>
  <init−param>
    <param−name>detail</param−name>
    <param−value>2</param−value>
  </init−param>
  <load−on−startup>2</load−on−startup>
</servlet>

Important: If your existing web project uses Struts, and if you have implemented a custom action
servlet, you must manually edit the project's web.xml each time you add a new page flow, and register
it in the <servlet> elements. For example, if you add a page flow named "login" the additional
elements to insert in the <servlet>...</servlet> elements are as follows:

<init−param>
  <param−name>config/login</param−name>
  <param−value>/WEB−INF/jpf−struts−config−login.xml</param−value>
</init−param>

This manual step is not necessary for each new page flow if your web project uses the standard action
servlet provided by WebLogic Workshop, once you have added the <servlet> elements shown at the
beginning of this step.

Add the Struts Action Servlet mappings. Because Struts takes the last mapping here as the extension
to add to actions posted from forms, the mapping for the "*.do" must come after mapping for the
"*.jpf" extension. This order is required.

7. 

<servlet−mapping>
  <servlet−name>action</servlet−name>
  <url−pattern>*.jpf</url−pattern>
</servlet−mapping>

<servlet−mapping>
  <servlet−name>action</servlet−name>
  <url−pattern>*.do</url−pattern>
</servlet−mapping>

This next step is optional and depends on whether you already have a welcome file and error page
defined for the existing web project. If needed, you can add these elements:

8. 
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<welcome−file−list>
  <welcome−file>index.jsp</welcome−file>
  </welcome−file−list>

<error−page>
  <error−code>500</error−code>
  <location>/error.jsp</location>
</error−page>

Finally, add the following elements for the three tab libraries used with page flow applications:9. 

<!−− Define the Page Flow Tag Library TLDs −−>
<taglib>
  <taglib−uri>netui−tags−html.tld</taglib−uri>
  <taglib−location>/WEB−INF/netui−tags−html.tld</taglib−location>
</taglib>

<taglib>
  <taglib−uri>netui−tags−databinding.tld</taglib−uri>
  <taglib−location>/WEB−INF/netui−tags−databinding.tld</taglib−location>
</taglib>

<taglib>
  <taglib−uri>netui−tags−template.tld</taglib−uri>
  <taglib−location>/WEB−INF/netui−tags−template.tld</taglib−location>
</taglib>

Save your changes in the /WEB−INF/web.xml file.10. 

Related Topics

A Detailed Page Flow Example

Using Form Beans to Encapsulate Data

Designing User Interfaces in JSPs

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Pass Request−Time Data to a
methodParameter?
To pass request−time data in a JSP page to a <netui−data:methodParameter> tag's value, you can use JSP
scriptlet and the pageContext, as shown in the following example.

In this code snipet, we define a String handle s for a JSP variable (name) that was set earlier on the page. Next
we set its value by using the pageContext.setAttribute, assigning the value to the productName that we use in
a JCX control.

     .
     .
     .
     <%
        String s = "name";
        pageContext.setAttribute("productName", s);
     %>
     <netui−data:callControl controlId="productsDBControl" method="insertProduct">      
        <netui−data:methodParameter value="{pageContext.productName}"/>      
     </netui−data:callControl> 
     .
     .
     .

Note how in this example, we used the <netui−data:callControl> tag to specify the control's insertProduct
method. Within the <netui−data:callControl> tag set, we used <netui−data:methodParameter> to pass in the
productName instance value that was just set by the JSP pageContext.

The productsDBControl JCX file could contain an insertProduct method similar to the one shown here:

    /**
     * @jc:sql statement::
     * insert into product (productid, productName, price, image, instock) 
     * values ({productId}, {productName}, {price}, {image}, {instock})
     * ::
     */
     public int insertProduct(int productId, String productName, double price, String image, boolean instock);

Related Topics

Designing User Interfaces in JSPs

Using Data Binding in Page Flows

Presenting Complex Data Sets in JSPs

<netui−data:methodParameter> Tag

<netui−data:callControl> Tag
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Building Java Page Flow Portlets
You can use the Portlet Wizard to built a portlet that uses Java Page Flows to retrieve its content. Java Page
Flows allow you to separate the user interface code from navigation control and other business logic. Page
Flows provide the ability to model both simple and advanced portlet navigation. They allow you to leverage
other resources such as Java Controls and Web Services. Page Flows in WebLogic Workshop also provide a
visual IDE environment to build rich applications based on Struts. The advanced page flow features are not
necessary for static or simple, one−view portlets.

To invoke the Portlet Wizard, navigate in the IDE Application pane to the folder that contains the page flow.
Open the folder, select the <page−flow>Controller.jpf class file, then right−mouse click and select Generate
Portlet... from the menu. (This feature is available if you are running WebLogic Workshop Enterprise Edition,
which includes the Portal functionality.)

If the page flow is in a web project that does not yet have the Portal libraries installed, WebLogic Workshop
prompts you with the following message:

If you receive this prompt, click the Yes button. When the portal libraries are installed, the Portlet Wizard
displays this dialog:
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On this wizard dialog, the values for the Title and the Content URI (location of the page flow JPF class) are
probably already filled in for you. You can specify additional options, such as whether the portlet should have
Help and Edit icons. If you want those features on your portlet, specify the path to the JSP page that will
provide the Help and Edit functions.

When you are ready, click the Finish button. A <portlet−name>.portlet file will be created for you, by default
in the same directory as the page flow.

Related Topics

Guide to Building Page Flows

Creating Portlets

How Do I...?
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Building Web Services
The topics in this section guide you through building web services.

Topics Included in This Section

How Do I: Get Started Creating Web Services with WebLogic Workshop?

How Do I: Create a New Web Service?

How Do I: Test a Web Service Using the WebLogic Workshop Test View?

How Do I: Move or Copy a Web Service from One Project to Another?

How Do I: Use a Web Service that Is in Another Project?

Related Topics

How Do I...?

Building Web Services
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How Do I: Get Started Creating Web Services with
WebLogic Workshop?
The WebLogic Workshop IDE simplifies web service development by letting you focus on application logic
rather than application infrastructure. In particular, WebLogic Workshop offers the Design View (through
which you can "draw" your service's design), properties as Javadoc annotations (through which you configure
your service to support powerful server features), and Java controls that provide uniform access to resources
such as databases.

To Get Started with WebLogic Workshop

Build a web service using the tutorial, Tutorial: Your First Web Service.
The tutorial provides an introduction to WebLogic Workshop and to web services. In an hour or so,
you can build an web service that uses many of the features available in WebLogic Workshop and
learn a lot about WebLogic Workshop features along the way.

1. 

Take a look at Getting Started with Web Services to examine how WebLogic Workshop simplifies
the task of building web services.

2. 

Scan How Do I...? topics for tasks you might be interested in accomplishing with WebLogic
Workshop.

3. 

Related Topics

Building Web Services with WebLogic Workshop
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How Do I: Create a New Web Service?
In WebLogic Workshop, you create a new web service in a JWS (Java Web Service) file. JWS files contain
standard Java classes with special annotations that tell the WebLogic Workshop runtime which web service
features you'd like to utilize.

You can create a new web service only within a Web Services or Web User Interface project.

For more information about JWS files, see Structure of a JWS File.

To Create a New Web Service

Display the Application pane if it is not already visible, by choosing View−−>Application.1. 
Select the project in which you want to create the new web service.2. 
Right−click the folder where you want to add the new web service, and choose New−−>Web Service.
You can create your new web service in the root of the project by right−clicking the web project
folder.

3. 

In the New File dialog, type a file name and click Create.

Note: The file name becomes part of the URL used to access your web service. The name is also used
as the Java class name in your web service's JWS file, so it must be a valid Java identifier.

4. 

Related Topics

How Do I: Start a New Project?

How Do I: Move or Copy a Web Service from One Project to Another?

Tutorial: Your First Web Service
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How Do I: Test a Web Service Using WebLogic
Workshop's Test View?
WebLogic Workshop provides a browser−based interface, Test View, through which you can test the
functionality of web services. Test View acts as a client which you can use to invoke the service's methods
and view the service's responses. For more complex web services, you can follow the path of processing
through multiple requests and responses, or even multiple services.

The tutorial included with this documentation provides an introduction to Test View, as well as other aspects
of WebLogic Workshop. For more information, see Tutorial: Your First Web Service.

To Test a Web Service with Test View

In the WebLogic Workshop IDE, open the web service to be tested.1. 
If WebLogic Server is not running, start it by selecting Tools | WebLogic Server | Start WebLogic
Server from the menu bar. If WebLogic Server is running, the following indicator is visible in the
status bar at the bottom of the WebLogic Workshop IDE:

2. 

Click the Start button on the menu bar, shown here:

WebLogic Workshop builds the project containing the web service, checking for errors along the way.
If the build is successful, it launches a web browser to display Test View.

3. 

On the Test Form page, in the boxes provided, enter data that the web service might receive as part of
a client request.

4. 

Click a button labeled with one of the web service's method names to invoke that method with the
values you entered. The Test Form page refreshes to display a summary of your request parameters
and the web service's response.

5. 

Under Service Request, the summary displays what was sent by the client (from the Test View) when
the method was called, including the values of method parameters.

6. 

Under Service Response, the summary displays the XML response returned by the service.7. 
The Message Log at the left of the page displays an entry for each call to a method or callback so that
you can view the data for each. Select any log entry to see the details of that interaction.

If your web service is conversational, the conversation ID will be displayed in the Message Log for
each conversation. Select a particular conversation ID to access continue and finish method log
entries for that conversation.

8. 

If you are testing a conversation that has multiple methods, you can click the Continue this
conversation link to access the Continue and Finish methods. You can click Start operations to
access the start methods for a new conversation.

9. 

Note: The Test Form and Test XML tabs provide alternative ways to specify the content of the call to your
service's methods. The Overview and Console tabs include additional information about the service.

Related Topics

How Do I: Start or Stop WebLogic Server?
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How Do I: Move or Copy a Web Service from One
Project to Another?
You can use a web service, which you created in one project, in another project by moving or copying related
files. Moving or copying web service files is generally straightforward. However, be sure to obey the
following rules:

Create a new destination project folder using WebLogic Workshop. This ensures that the project is
properly configured.

• 

Do not copy the WEB−INF or EJB subdirectories from one project to another. These folders contain
compilation results that are location−specific. If you copy these from one project to another, the
destination project will not operate properly. To fix the problem, delete these directories and rebuild
the web services in the project.

• 

If you move Java source files (including JWS, JCX or JAVA files), the package name within the
moved files must match the directory hierarchy of the files' new location.

• 

Related Topics

How Do I: Create A New Project?

Applications and Projects
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How Do I: Use a Web Service that Is in Another
Project?
The short answer is: you shouldn't. If you find you want to invoke a web service that is in the same
application, it probably means you have placed business logic in that web service that should really be in a
Java control.

To use another web service, you would use a Web Service control. But you should not use a Web Service
control to invoke a web service that resides in the same application. Invoking a web service via a Web Service
control means marshalling the method parameters into a SOAP message on the calling end and unmarshalling
the SOAP message on the receiving end, then again for the method return value. This is very inefficient when
the invocation is local. You would usually be tempted to invoke one web service from another if the called
web service included business logic you want to access from the calling web service.

In general, you should place business logic in custom Java controls instead of in web services. This allows
you to access the business logic from various contexts in the application (web services, other controls, page
flows) without incurring the cost of data marshalling and unmarshalling. Web Service controls should only be
used to invoke web services that are truly external to your application.

If you insist, you can create a Web Service control for a web service in a different project in the same way that
you create Web Service control for any other web service. You must obtain either a WSDL or a JCX file for
the web service you want to call.

To learn more about obtaining JCX files and WSDL files, see JCX Files: Implementing Controls and WSDL
Files: Web Service Descriptions.

Once you have obtained a JCX or WSDL file, you must move it into the project from which you will be using
it. For more information, see How Do I: Move or Copy a Web Service from One Project to Another?

If you have a WSDL file for the target web service in your project directory, a Web Service control may be
generated by right−clicking on the JWS file and selecting Generate Service Control.

To learn more about creating and using Web Service controls, see Creating a New Web Service Control.

Related Topics

Web Service Control
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Designing Error−Free Web Services
The topics in this section can help you design error−free web services.

Topics Included in This Section

How Do I: Avoid Deadlock Situations in a Web Service?

How Do I: Handle Errors in a Web Service?

How Do I: Understand how Transactions are Managed in a Web Service?

Related Topics

How Do I...?

Getting Started with Web Services
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How Do I: Avoid Deadlock Situations in a Web
Service?
There are many situations in which deadlocks can be created between communicating web services. However,
the following rule will keep you out of trouble most of the time:

Never invoke a synchronous method on the caller to a synchronous method.

When a client invokes a synchronous method on a web service, the client will block waiting for the method to
complete. If you attempt to call the client (invoke a callback) while the client is waiting for the original
method to complete, then each party will be waiting for the other. This is a deadlock. The same situation could
occur if a callback handler attempted to call a synchronous method on it's caller.

If you have a situation where you want to invoke a callback from a method, you can avoid deadlock by
making either the method or the callback asynchronous. One simple way to make the method or callback
asynchronous is to use message buffering.

To Buffer a Method or Callback

In Design View, select the method or callback.1. 
In the Property Editor pane, expand the message−buffer property.2. 
From the drop−down list next to the enable attribute, select true.3. 

Evidence of a Deadlock

If you create a deadlock in your application, it may not be directly apparent. Typically, one of the two
deadlocking requests will time out and a weblogic.transaction.internal.TimedOutException will be thrown. If
you see this exception, you probably have a deadlock in your application.

Related Topics

Building Asynchronous Web Services

Designing Asynchronous Interfaces
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How Do I: Handle Errors In a Web Service?
Some web service errors cannot be detected at compile time. For example, your code may attempt to call a
method on a null reference or it may invoke a Database control that attempts to execute some invalid SQL. In
most cases, an error at run time will cause an exception to be thrown. Unless you add code to handle the
exception, this will cause a SOAP fault to be sent back to the client. Unhandled exceptions also cause rollback
of a web service's implicit transaction.

You may want to override the default exception handling and perform a custom action, such as logging an
error so that an administrator will know the problem occurred.

There are two ways that you can write code to handle exceptions. The first way is to add try/catch blocks
around the code in your method. For example, to catch all exceptions that are thrown in your method
myMethod, you would write this:

/**
 * @common:operation
 */
public void myMethod()
{
     try
     {
         // [ Normal code for the method. ]
     }
     catch (Exception e)
     {
         // [ Code to handle error cases. ]
     }
}

If an exception is thrown at any point during the execution of the normal code of the method, the code in the
"catch" block will be executed. For further information on standard Java exception handling, see the Java
language tutorial at java.sun.com/docs/books/tutorial/essential/exceptions/index.html.

One disadvantage of this approach is that it only works for "myMethod." So if you want to implement
exception handling for all of your methods, you have to add try/catch blocks into every method. The second
way to handle exceptions overcomes this disadvantage by adding a handler for the "onException" callback of
the JwsContext interface. Unlike try/catch blocks, this code will be executed when an exception is thrown
(and not caught) in any of the methods of your web service.

To add this general handler for unhandled runtime exceptions, you would add the method
context_onException to your JWS class. The following example shows how to use this method to write to a
logfile. Notice that the context_onException method must have the exact same arguments as shown in the
example:

import weblogic.jws.util.Logger;
import com.bea.control.JwsContext;
...
public class MyWebService implements com.bea.jws.WebService
{
    transient Logger m_logger;

    /** @common:context */
    JwsContext context;
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    public void context_onException(Exception ex, String methodName, Object [] args)
    {
        /*
         * Use the WebLogic logger to write the exception's stack trace to the log file.
         */
        m_logger = context.getLogger("LogCategory");
        java.io.StringWriter writer = new java.io.StringWriter();
        ex.printStackTrace(new java.io.PrintWriter(writer));
        m_logger.debug(writer.toString());
        context.finishConversation();
    }
    ...
}

This method will be called whenever an unhandled exception occurs within the web service, and writes the
exception's stack trace to WebLogic Workshop's pre−configured log file. To learn about the pre−configured
log files and how to write to them, see workshopLogCfg.xml Configuration File.

SOAP Faults

When an error is encountered that make it impossible to successfully complete a web service method
invocation, you should notify the client by returning a SOAP fault. To lean more about creating and returning
SOAP faults to web service clients, see Generating SOAP Faults from a Web Service.

Related Topics

Generating SOAP Faults from a Web Service

Introduction to Java

Default Transactional Behavior in WebLogic Workshop

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Understand How Transactions Are
Managed in a Web Service?
Whenever a method of your web service is invoked, all of the actions performed in that method will be part of
one transaction. If the method completes normally, the transaction will commit. However, if an exception
occurs, then the transaction will be rolled back.

For a description of WebLogic Workshop's implicit transactions, see Default Transactional Behavior in
WebLogic Workshop.

Related Topics

Implicit Transactions in WebLogic Workshop
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Building Asynchronous Web Services
Asynchronous web services don't require clients to block execution while waiting for results, which can make
operations run more smoothly. The topics in this section explain how to design and use asynchronous web
services to perform various operations.

Topics Included in This Section

How Do I: Add Support for Conversations?

How Do I: Design a Web Service that Involves Long−Running Operations?

How Do I: Return Information to a Client Using a Callback?

How Do I: Poll Another Service for Information?

How Do I: Control the Lifetime of a Web Service?

How Do I: Associate Code with the End of a Conversation?

Related Topics

How Do I...?

Designing Asynchronous Interfaces
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How Do I: Add Support for Conversations?
You can use Design View in WebLogic Workshop to add support for a conversation by choosing the methods,
callbacks, and callback handlers that will participate in the conversation, and then setting the conversation
phase attribute for those items.

Note that adding conversation support assumes that state−related data is held in member variables whose
types support serialization. WebLogic Workshop uses serialization to save state−related data between
communications with clients and resources. In most cases, you may find that supporting serialization requires
no extra effort on your part. For more information, see Supporting Serialization.

To Add Support for Conversations in Design View

In Design View, click the method that will begin this conversation.1. 
In the Properties pane, expand the conversation property.2. 
From the drop−down list corresponding to the phase attribute, select start.3. 
For each method and callback that will participate in the conversation, set the conversation phase
attribute to continue.

4. 

Click the method(s) or callback(s) that will finish this conversation, then set the conversation phase
attribute to finish.

5. 

Related Topics

Overview: Conversations
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How Do I: Design a Web Service that Involves
Long−Running Operations?
WebLogic Workshop introduces the notion of conversations to manage the state of your web service (stored
in class member variables) over a long−running sequence of operations and correlate messages between your
web service and its clients and controls. To use conversations, you simply set the conversation property on
each method or callback, marking it as starting, continuing, or finishing a conversation. When a start method
is called, WebLogic Server creates a new record (a conversation instance) for the state of the web service.
When continue methods or callbacks are called, the state of the conversation is accessible. After a finish
method or callback completes, the conversation state is deleted to release server resources.

To Specify the Conversational Behavior of a Web Service

In Design View, select a method you wish to start a conversation by clicking the method arrow to the
left of its name.

1. 

In the Properties pane, expand the conversation property.2. 
On the phase attribute, from the drop−down list, select start.3. 
Repeat steps 1 through 3 for each method that can start a conversation.4. 
Select a method you wish to continue the conversation.5. 
In the Properties pane, expand the conversation property.6. 
On the phase attribute, from the drop−down list, select continue.7. 
Repeat from steps 5 through 7 for each method that can continue a conversation.8. 
Select a method you wish to finish the conversation.9. 
In the Properties pane, expand the conversation property.10. 
On the phase attribute, from the drop−down list, select finish.11. 
Repeat steps 9 through 11 for each method that can finish a conversation.12. 

To Specify Conversation Lifetime

Conversations represent server resources and should be released whenever possible. In addition to marking
methods of a conversation to control how they affect conversation phase, you can also configure the
maximum lifetime or idle time of a conversation. These properties will cause the conversation to be released
after a specified period even if (or because) none of the conversational methods have been called. To specify
conversation lifetime:

In Design View, select the web service.1. 
In the Properties pane, expand the conversation−lifetime property.2. 
To set the maximum lifetime of a conversation, regardless of whether or when continue or finish
methods are called, set the max−age attribute.

3. 

To set the maximum idle time of a conversation (the maximum time that may pass between method
invocations), set the max−idle−time attribute.

4. 

To Make Asynchronous Methods and Callbacks

If you expect that your web service will handle high−volume loads, you should consider using asynchronous
methods and callbacks. When a client calls an asynchronous method of your web service, the request is
buffered and the method invocation returns to the client immediately. This prevents the client from waiting
until your web service handles the request. When the web service sends a message to a client through an
asynchronous callback, this outgoing message is buffered on the local machine and the callback invocation
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returns immediately. This prevents your service from having to wait while the message is sent and the
response is received from the client.

You can only add asynchrony to methods and callback whose parameters are serializable and whose return
type is void. To make an asynchronous method or callback:

In Design View, select the method or callback you want to make asynchronous.1. 
In the Properties page, expand the message−buffer property.2. 
On the enable attribute, from the drop−down list, select true.3. 

Related Topics

Designing Conversational Web Services

Designing Asynchronous Interfaces

@jws:conversation−lifetime Annotation

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Return Information to a Client Using a
Callback?
You can use a callback to return information to a client asynchronously. When you invoke the callback, your
web service sends a message back to the client.

Using callbacks assumes that the client software implements its own code for receiving the callback message
you send. If the client does not support receiving callbacks, an alternative is to use polling, as described in
Using Polling as an Alternative to Callbacks.

To Add a Callback

In Design View, select your web service.1. 
Right−click and select Add Callback.2. 
Double−click the arrow corresponding to the callback. The Edit Maps and Interface dialog appears.3. 
Change the name of your callback and its arguments to include the information that you wish to send
to the client.

4. 

Click OK.5. 

To invoke the callback in your web service, you can write code such as the following, but replacing name
with the name of your callback, passing it the arguments that match the types you entered in the Edit Maps
and Interface dialog:

callback.name(arg1, arg2);

Related Topics

Using Callbacks to Notify Clients of Events

Using Polling as an Alternative to Callbacks
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How Do I: Poll Another Service for Information?
When you want to communicate with a web service that does not support asynchronous callbacks, you will
have to poll the web service until the result is available. With polling, you call a function at regular intervals
to check if the result is ready.

This is easy to accomplish using a Timer control.

To Add a Timer Control to Your Web Service for Polling

In Design View, select your web service.1. 
From Controls in the Insert Menu, select Timer.2. 
In the dialog that appears, in Step 1 of the dialog, enter a name for the variable that will represent your
control (for example, you might enter timer). The name you enter must be a valid Java identifier.

3. 

In Step 2 of the dialog, in the timeout field, enter the amount of time until the first poll should occur
(for example, 5 seconds).

4. 

In Step 2 of the dialog, in the repeats−every field, enter the amount of time between polls (for
example, 5 seconds).

5. 

Call the timer's start method when you want to begin polling. Your code to start the timer might look
something like this:
service.startOperation();
timer.start();

6. 

Each time the timer goes off, it calls your handler for the onTimeout callback. In this handler, you
should call the web service to see if the information is available. Your code might look something like
this:
private void timer_onTimeout(long time)
{
    if (service.isOperationDone())
    {
        timer.stop();
        // process operation result...
    }
}

7. 

Be sure to call the stop method on the timer when you want to stop polling.8. 

Related Topics

Timer Control
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How Do I: Control the Lifetime of a Web Service?
If several messages between your web service and a client are related to each other, the messages can be
associated with one another by using conversations. Methods that start a conversation will create a unique
identifier that is returned to the client. Continue methods and callbacks will use this identifier to associate
their message with the information that was saved from the start method, while finish methods will end the
conversation and remove the unique identifier from the server's conversation persistence cache. For more
information, see How Do I: Design a Web Service that Involves Long−Running Operations?

A conversation can also expire after a specified period, as set in the max−age attribute of the
conversation−lifetime property. The default duration for a conversation is one day.

To Change the Default Conversation Lifetime

In Design View, select your web service.1. 
In the Properties pane, expand the conversation−lifetime property.2. 
For the max−age attribute, enter the duration you would like to preserve a conversation.3. 

You can also give a conversation a max−idle time, which specifies how much time may pass between
subsequent calls before the conversation will expire.

To Change the max−idle−time Property

In the Properties pane, expand the conversation−lifetime property.1. 
For the max−idle−time attribute, enter the longest allowed duration between messages. Use the
default of 0 if you do not want to set a max−idle time.

2. 

If a conversation exists for a duration of more than the max−age, or if there are no messages for longer than
the max−idle−time, the conversation will be removed from the server's cache.

To Change the Conversation Lifetime at Runtime

A conversation can also be finished at runtime by a call to the JwsContext interface's finishConversation()
method. To end a conversation from the server, add this line in the source view where you would like to end
the conversation, like shown in the following example:

import com.bea.control.JwsContext;
...
public class MyWebService implements com.bea.jws.WebService
{ 
    /** @common:context */
    JwsContext context;

    public void finish_up()
    {
        ...
        context.finishConversation();
    }
} 

Note. Conversation termination never occurs during the execution of a web service method or callback.
Whether the conversation is finished due to the method being marked as a "finish" method, because
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JwsContext.finishConversation is called, or whether the conversation lifetime expires, the conversation does
not actually finish until immediately after execution of any current method invocation.

Related Topics

Managing Conversation Lifetime

@jws:conversation−lifetime Annotation

JwsContext Interface

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Associate Code With the End of a
Conversation?
When a conversation ends, the onFinish callback of the JwsContext interface is invoked. You can write code
to be executed at the end of a conversation by adding a handler for this callback to your web service, like
shown in the following example:

import com.bea.control.JwsContext;
...
public class MyWebService implements com.bea.jws.WebService
{ 
    /** @common:context */
    JwsContext context;

    public void context_onFinish(boolean expired)
    {
        /* If the conversation has ended because it expired, tell the client 
           that results will not be coming. */
        if(expired){
            callback.onError("Results unavailable at this time. Please try again.");
                }
    }
}

The argument to onFinish is a boolean value that indicates whether the conversation ended because it timed
out (true) or because a finish method was invoked (false).

Related Topics

Managing Conversation Lifetime

Deprecated. XML Maps are deprecated as of the WebLogic Platform 8.1 release. For new code, use XQuery
maps. For more information, see Introduction to XQuery Maps.
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XML Messaging with Maps
The topics in this section explain how to create, edit, and use XML messages with XML maps.

Topics Included in This Section

How Do I: Add or Edit an XML Map with the Edit Maps and Interface Dialog?

How Do I: Use ECMAScript (JavaScript) to Process XML Messages?

How Do I: Begin a Reusable XML Map?

How Do I: Handle Incoming XML Messages of a Particular Shape?

How Do I: Ensure that Outgoing XML Messages Conform to a Particular Shape?

Related Topics

How Do I...?

Handling and Shaping XML Messages with XML Maps
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How Do I: Add or Edit an XQuery Map with the
XQuery Mapper Dialog?
You can use the XQuery Mapper dialog to override natural mapping for XML messages sent between your
service and clients, other services, or other resources. The dialog provides tabs to display the parameter−xml
map and return−xml map. You display the dialog in Design View by double−clicking the method to which the
map will apply.

XQuery maps are designed to map one schema to another. When you create an XQuery map, you have the
XML schema (XSD) file defining the message you will be mapping. The other schema is derived from your
Java signature by WebLogic Workshop. When mapping, you define XQuery expressions that express how
parts of one message fit into the shape of the other message.

Keep in mind when mapping that a web service operation expects the incoming message to be of a particular
shape — for example, a shape that shows the method name as the only child of the soap body element. For
example, the following operation method:

public String[] getTitles(String[] title)
{
    ...
}

will have an inbound shape like this:

<getTitles>
    <title>
        <String>book 1 title</String>
        <String>book 2 title</String>
    </title>
<getTitles>

To Begin a Custom XQuery Map

Create a schema project and add to it the XSD containing the schema to which you will be mapping.
For more information on schema projects and compiling schema, see How Do I: Use XML Schema in
WebLogic Workshop?

1. 

Double−click the map icon corresponding to the method, callback, or callback handler to which you
are applying the map.
The XQuery Mapper dialog appears, as shown here:

2. 
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Click one of the following tabs, as appropriate:
Click the Parameter XML tab to map XML values to the parameters of your Java declaration♦ 
Click the Return XML tab to map XML values to the return value of your Java declaration.♦ 

3. 

Click Choose to browse for the schema that represents the message to which you are mapping.4. 
In the Select Schema Element dialog, expand the name of the XSD file you compiled, select the
schema element to which you will be mapping, then click OK.

The XQuery Mapper dialog displays a sample of the XML message defined by the schema you
selected.

5. 

Click Edit XQuery.6. 
The XQuery Mapper − Edit XQuery dialog will be displayed.

On the left, under Source Schema, you will see a representation of parts of the XML as defined in
your schema. On the right, under Target Schema, you will see the schema derived by WebLogic
Workshop from your Java signature.

7. 

Edit the XQuery map so that you describe how parts of the source schema map to parts of the target
schema.

For simple maps, the edit process is purely graphical. To create a simple map, you click a schema part
under source schema, then drag over to the target schema, dropping it on the schema part to which

8. 

How Do I...?
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you want to map it. This is illustrated here:

For more complex maps, you will want to edit the XQuery expression directly.
If you want to edit the XQuery expression, click the chevron at the lower right corner of the dialog, to
the right of Expand Advanced Options Panel.

The lower pane will expand to display a function builder which you can use to edit the XQuery
function for each part of your map. Note that you can type in the Edit Function pane. You can drag
function names from the categorized function list on the left, then drop them in the center pane. You
can also drag parameter names from the right into the center pane.

To view the complete XQuery as you edit, click the XQuery tab at the top of the dialog. To test your
map, click the Test tab, then click the Test button.

9. 

Click OK when you have finished you map.10. 

For examples of both simple and complex maps, see the XQuery map samples provided with WebLogic
Workshop, in the SamplesApp application.

Related Topics

Introduction to XQuery Maps

How Do I...?
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Deprecated. XML Maps are deprecated as of the WebLogic Platform 8.1 release. For new code, use XQuery
maps. For more information, see Introduction to XQuery Maps.

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Handle Incoming XML Messages of a
Particular Shape?
When your service must handle a particular incoming XML message shape, you can create an XML map as
an translation layer between the incoming message and the Java parameters that your method expects. XML
maps are particularly useful in cases where a web service you develop must respond to messages whose shape
is beyond your control. Maps enable you to handle those messages without changing your code.

In the simplest example, you specify this mapping with substitution directive such as {} for the XML element
value you want to map. In the following example, parameters in the declaration are mapped to element and
attribute values.

/**
 * @common:operation
 * @jws:parameter−xml xml−map::
 *   <searchRequest>
 *     <partName partID="{serialNumber}">{productName}</partName>
 *     <number>{quantity}</number>
 *   </searchRequest>
 * ::
 */
public String searchRequest (String productName, String serialNumber, int quantity)

Note: You will find an introduction to XML maps at Why Use XML Maps?

Depending on how the incoming message arrives at your service, you will create a map that converts an XML
message into the parameters of your Java method. The following section lists the four circumstances under
which an incoming XML message can arrive at your service, and describes which kind of map you should use
for each.

Note: For each of the incoming message source described in this topic, there is a related outgoing message
source. For more information on mapping to shape outgoing messages, see How Do I: Ensure that Outgoing
XML Messages Conform to a Particular Shape.

An incoming message can arrive:

From a client as a call to a method of your service. Use a parameter−xml map on your web service's
method. You may want to map data in the incoming XML message to the Java types of your method's
parameters.

• 

As a callback received from a control. Use a parameter−xml map on the callback from your control.
When your service implements a callback handler you need to map the XML input from that control
into the parameters of the callback handler Java function. For more information about callbacks, see
Using Callbacks to Notify Clients of Events.

• 

Note: When you edit a map associated with a control, you are modifying the JCX file
that defines the control. Remember that the JCX file may be used by other web
services. If you wish to edit maps on a control without affecting other web services,
you should create a new control that is not shared.

As the return value of a method call to a control. Use a return−xml map on the control method.
When your service calls a method of a control, you may need to map the returned XML message to

• 
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the Java return type.

Note: When you edit a map associated with a control, you are modifying the JCX file
that defines the control. Remember that the JCX file may be used by other web
services. If you wish to edit maps on a control without affecting other web services,
you should create a new control that is not shared.

As the return value of a callback on the client. Use a return−xml map on a callback from your
service to a client to map the XML return message from the call into the Java return value of the
callback. In practice, you apply an XML map in roughly the same way (using the same syntax and
tags) regardless of the message's source. The Edit Maps and Interface dialog provides an easy way to
begin an XML map. For more information, see How Do I: Add or Edit an XML Map with the Edit
Maps and Interface Dialog?

• 

Related Topics

Why Use XML Maps?

How Do I: Ensure That Outgoing XML Conforms to a Particular Shape?

How Do I: Add or Edit an XML Map with the Edit Maps and Interface Dialog?

Using Callbacks to Notify Clients of Events

JCX Files: Implementing Controls

Deprecated. XML Maps are deprecated as of the WebLogic Platform 8.1 release. For new code, use XQuery
maps. For more information, see Introduction to XQuery Maps.
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How Do I: Ensure that Outgoing XML Messages
Conform to a Particular Shape?
When your service must generate a particular outgoing XML message shape, you can create an XML map as
an translation layer between the specific Java types of your service's implementation and the corresponding
outgoing message. XML maps are particularly useful in cases where a web service you develop must generate
messages whose shape is beyond your control. Maps enable you to control the shape of those messages
without changing the implementation of your class. You can find an introduction to XML maps at Why Use
XML Maps?

Depending on how the outgoing message leaves your service, you will create either a parameter−xml map or a
return−xml map. The following section describes the four circumstances under which an outgoing XML
message can leave from your web service, and describes which kind of map you should use for each.

Note: For each of the outgoing message sources described in this topic, there is a related incoming message
source. For more information on mapping to handle incoming messages, see How Do I: Handle XML
Messages of a Certain Shape?

An outgoing message can be sent to the following targets:

To a client as the returned response to a call to a method of your service. Use a return−xml map on
your web service's method. Here, you need to map data from your method's return value to the desired
outgoing message shape.

• 

As a return value of a callback sent to your service by a control. Use a return−xml map on the
callback handler for the control's callback. When your service implements a callback handler to
respond to a callback sent by a control (including another service), that handler may return a value
you must map to the outgoing message.

• 

Note: When you edit a map associated with a control, you are modifying the JCX file
that defines the control. Remember that the JCX file may be used by other web
services. If you wish to edit maps on a control without affecting other web services,
you should create a new control that is not shared.

As the call from your web service to a control's method. Some control types allow you to specify
XML maps to be applied to method calls to that control. This is most typically used with Web Service
controls, which represent another web service.
Use a parameter−xml map on the control's method. When your service calls a method of another
service, you must pass any needed parameter values with the method call. You can map the Java types
of the parameters to the desired message shape.

• 

Note: When you edit a map associated with a control, you are modifying the JCX file
that defines the control. Remember that the JCX file may be used by other web
services. If you wish to edit maps on a control without affecting other web services,
you should create a new control that is not shared.

As a callback sent to a client. Use a parameter−xml map on the callback. Given that this sort of
callback (the kind sent from your service to clients) is an aspect of the interface your service defines,
it is likely that you will control the message format, thus eliminating the need for an XML map.
However, when the need arises you can map the Java types of your callback's parameters to a desired

• 
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outgoing message shape.

The Edit Maps and Interface dialog provides a convenient way to begin an XML map. To learn more about
the Edit Maps and Interface dialog, see How Do I: Add or Edit an XML Map with the Edit Maps and Interface
Dialog?

Related Topics

Why Use XML Maps?

How Do I: Handle XML Messages of a Certain Shape?

How Do I: Add or Edit an XML Map with the Edit Maps and Interface Dialog?

Using Callbacks to Notify Clients of Events

JCX Files: Implementing Controls

Deprecated. XML Maps are deprecated as of the WebLogic Platform 8.1 release. For new code, use XQuery
maps. For more information, see Introduction to XQuery Maps.

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Add or Edit an XML Map with the Edit Maps
and Interface Dialog?
You can use the Edit Maps and Interface dialog to override natural mapping for XML messages sent between
your service and clients, other services, or other resources. The dialog provides tabs to display the
parameter−xml map and return−xml map. You display the dialog by locating the method name in Design
View to which the map will apply and double−clicking the long arrow icon to the left of it. Superimposed
upon this arrow there can be a shorter arrow pointing inward toward the area of your service representing a
map applied to an incoming message, and/or an arrow pointing outward representing a map applied to the
outgoing data.

Note: When you use the Edit Maps and Interface dialog, you create an XML map that is stored with the
source code of your JWS or JCX file. XML maps can also be put in separate map files and used from multiple
places in source code. For information differentiating the two locations, see How Do XML Maps Work?

Before beginning an XML map you should obtain a sample copy of an XML message that your method will
be expected to handle or generate. The element and attribute names within your XML map must match those
in the XML message to be mapped; this is an essential aspect of XML maps. Examine the structure of the
example XML to identify the elements and attributes that will contain values that should be mapped to your
method's parameters. Identify a section of the XML that contains the elements corresponding to your
implementation, then use this section as a basis for the XML map.

To Begin a Custom XML Map

Double−click the map icon corresponding to the method, callback, or callback handler to which you
are applying the map. The Edit Maps and Interface dialog appears, as shown here:

1. 
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Click one of the following tabs, as appropriate:
Click the Parameter XML tab to map XML values to the parameters of your Java declaration♦ 
Click the Return XML tab to map XML values to the return value of your Java declaration♦ 

2. 

In the XML pane, paste the section of example XML you identified.3. 
Edit the XML you pasted, replacing actual content with substitution directives. For more information
on substitution directives see How Do XML Maps Work?

4. 

Click OK to store your edited XML map in the source code of your service.5. 
To edit the XML map, double−click the corresponding map icon in Design View or edit the map
directly in Source View.

6. 

Related Topics

Matching XML Shapes

How Do XML Maps Work?

Deprecated. XML Maps are deprecated as of the WebLogic Platform 8.1 release. For new code, use XQuery
maps. For more information, see Introduction to XQuery Maps.

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Begin a Reusable XML Map?
You can store XML map code in a file separate from your JWS or JCX file. This enables you to call a map
from code in multiple services and use a map in multiple projects. When creating an XML map file, you add a
new file to your project, give it an .xmlmap extension, and add code to make it a self−contained map file. To
use a map in a XMLMAP file, you refer to it from within a parameter−xml or return−xml map using the
<xm:use> map tag.

Note: Whenever possible, it is a good practice to create and debug an XML map with the Edit Maps and
Interface dialog because it provides code completion and error checking. You can then remove the map to a
separate file and enclose it with the tags needed to make it self−contained. For more information on the Edit
Maps and Interface dialog, see How Do I: Add or Edit an XML Map with the Edit Maps and Interface
Dialog?

For more detailed information on what makes up an XML map file, see Creating Reusable Maps.

To Create an XMLMAP file

In Design View, choose File−−>New−−>Other File Types. The New File dialog appears.1. 
In the right−hand pane, select Java Script File (Client).2. 
In the File name field, enter the name of the xmlmap file.3. 

Note: If this map file will contain multiple maps, you may want to give it a name that
conveys a sense of the maps as a group, such as POMaps for maps that handle
purchase orders.

Click OK. The new map file opens in Source View.4. 
Right−click the file in the Application pane, and select Rename. Change the JS extension to
XMLMAP.

5. 

Enter the following code at the top of the newly created empty map file:
<xm:map−file xmlns:xm="http://www.bea.com/2002/04/xmlmap/">

This identifies the file as a map file.

6. 

After this line, begin a new map with code similar to the following, replacing italicized text as
described below:
   <xm:xml−map signature="mapName(datatype parameter)">
        ...text of the XML map...
   </xm:xml−map>

7. 

mapName: Enter a name for this map that is unique in the context of this file. There may be
multiple maps in the file, each with different names.

♦ 

datatype parameter: Enter parameters for this map's signature. Note that the parameter names
specified in the map’s signature attribute do not need to match the parameter names of the
method to which the map is being associated. However, the types of the parameters in the
map signature and in the invocations of the map must agree in both type and order. In other
words, the same rules apply as when making a method call.

♦ 

To learn more about constructing the text of an XML map, see How Do XML Maps
Work? and Matching XML Shapes.
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Enter additional maps as needed, enclosing each map between <xm:xml−map> tags as in the
preceding step.

8. 

End the map file with an </xm:map−file> tag.9. 

The following is an example of code you might create with this procedure:

    <xm:map−file xmlns:xm="http://www.bea.com/2002/04/xmlmap/">
        <xm:xml−map signature="placeOrder(String partID, int quantity)">
            ... text of the XML map...
        </xm:xml−map>
    </xm:map−file>

To Refer to a Map in a XMLMAP File from Within an XML Map

Locate the source code for the method or callback that will use an XML map that is stored in the map
file.

1. 

Immediately preceding the method's declaration, in the Javadoc comment containing attributes, enter
the following, replacing sample text as described below:
/*
 * @jws:mode−xml xml−map::
 *   <methodName>
 *     <xm:use call="MapFileName.mapName(datatype parameter)"/>
 *   </methodName>
 * ::
 */

mode: This should be parameter or return, depending on which sort of map this is.♦ 
methodName: The name of the method or callback to which this map call applies. For
example, if the method declaration following this annotation is public String
reportRequest(String applicantSSN), methodName would be reportRequest.

♦ 

MapFileName: The name of the XMLMAP file you created. Note that it may be necessary to
prepend path information, as described in Creating Reusable XML Maps.

♦ 

mapName: The name of the map to be used. This name corresponds to the mapName in the
preceding procedure.

♦ 

datatype parameter: Parameters from the declaration of your method or callback if this is a
parameter−xml map; if this is a return−xml map, the parameter here takes form: datatype
return, where return is literal.

♦ 

2. 

The following is an example of code to invoke a parameter−xml map:

    /*
     * @jws:parameter−xml xml−map::
     *   <methodName>
     *     <xm:use call="CustomerRequests.placeOrder(String)"/>
     *   </methodName>
     * ::
     */

Related Topics

Creating Reusable XML Maps

How Do I: Add or Edit an XML Map with the Edit Maps and Interface Dialog?

How Do I...?
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Deprecated. XML Maps are deprecated as of the WebLogic Platform 8.1 release. For new code, use XQuery
maps. For more information, see Introduction to XQuery Maps.

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Use ECMAScript (JavaScript) to Process
XML Messages?
Sometimes the transformations needed to process incoming or outgoing XML messages are more complex
than you can accomplish with static XML maps. In these cases, you can use WebLogic Workshop's extended
version of ECMAScript to perform XML mappings. To do so, you must first create a script file (with a JSX
extension) in your project to hold the script.

To Create a Script File

From the File menu, choose New−−>Other File Types. The New File dialog appears.1. 
In the left−hand window, select the Web Services folder.2. 
In the right−hand window, select XScript.3. 
In the File name field, type a name for the new script file.4. 
Click OK.5. 

The newly created JSX file contains two functions named myScriptFromXML and myScriptToXML. These
are used to map from XML to Java types and to XML from Java types. The newly created JSX file also
contains some rudimentary instructions about how to use the script from a map.

From within a map, script may be called by using the following syntax:

{ScriptFileName.myScript(parameters)}

Notice that the function name in the call does not include ToXML or FromXML. The appropriate method in
the JavaScript file is determined automatically based on the direction of the mapping being performed.

The value of parameters depends on whether you are mapping the parameters or the return value of your Java
declaration. If you are placing the call to script in a parameter−xml map, parameters should be the arguments
of the method or callback that you would like this script method to populate. If you are placing the call to
script in a return−xml map, you should simply enter type return, where type is the method or callback's
declared return type.

Related Topics

Handling XML with ECMAScript Extensions

Handling and Shaping XML Messages with XML Maps
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Working with XML
WebLogic Workshop provides the XMLBeans API for simplified handling of XML. In addition, WebLogic
Workshop comes with XMLSPY, an XML editing tool.

Topics Included in This Section

How Do I: Generate Schema from an XML Instance Document?

How Do I: Validate XML Against Its Schema?

How Do I: Use XML Schema In WebLogic Workshop?

How Do I: Work with XML Documents Directly?

How Do I: Guide XMLBeans Type Naming During Schema Compilation?

How Do I: Start XMLSPY?

Related Topics

Getting Started with XMLBeans
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How Do I: Generate Schema from an XML Instance
Document?
If you installed XMLSPY when you installed WebLogic Workshop, you can use that tool to generated XML
schema from an XML instance document.

This procedure describes a simple way to generate schema from an instance, but is just a beginning. As with
many wizard−style conversion tools, the results of this one are a "best guess" at getting the results you want.
Keep in mind the following:

The options provided by XMLSPY for generating schema affect the sort of schema you get. You may
want to try generating with different options.

• 

You will likely want to edit the generated schema to make sure it efficiently describes all the possible
instances expected to conform to it. Try generating, editing, then validating XML against the new
schema.

• 

Finally, try compiling the generated schema to see if the resulting API meets your needs.• 

To Generate Schema from an Instance Document

Start XMLSPY.
See How Do I: Start XMLSPY? for information on starting the tool.

1. 

Open your XML file in XMLSPY.2. 
From the DTD/Schema menu, click Generate DTD/Schema.3. 
In the Generate DTD/Schema dialog, select the options that suit your needs. Here are suggestions:

Under DTD/Schema file format, select W3C Schema.♦ 
Under List of values, select Only if not more than 20.♦ 
Under Attribute/Element type detection, select Best possible.♦ 
Under Represent complex elements as, select Complex types.♦ 
Under Elements which were used once, select Make local definition.♦ 

4. 

Click OK.5. 
When prompted to assign the schema to your XML document, choose:

Yes, if you want to immediately save the schema XSD file and assign it to your XML
document. With the schema assigned to the XML, you can validate the XML against the
schema as you edit the schema. Note that XMLSPY will write a schema assignment
declaration into your XML file.

♦ 

No, if you want to edit the XSD file before saving it, or if you don't want XMLSPY to edit
your XML file by adding a schema declaration.

♦ 

6. 

Edit the generated schema to meet your needs.7. 

Once you have finished your schema, you can compile it to generated Java types. See How Do I: Use XML
Schema in WebLogic Workshop? for more information.

Related Topics

Getting Start with XMLBeans
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How Do I: Validate XML Against Its Schema?
When you are authoring XML documents that conform to a schema, you can validate those documents using
XMLSPY, an XML authoring tool optionally installed with WebLogic Workshop. If you installed XMLSPY
when you installed WebLogic Workshop, you can open you XML document in XMLSPY and validate it
against an XSD file containing your schema.

To Validate an XML Document Using XMLSPY

Locate the XMLSPY installation on your computer.
If you chose to install XMLSPY when you installed WebLogic Workshop, there should be an
XMLSPY shortcut on your Windows Start menu. By default, the program is installed to an Altova
subdirectory of the Program Files directory. See How Do I: Start XMLSPY?

1. 

In XMLSPY, open the XML document you want to validate.2. 
Click the DTD/Schema menu, then click Assign Schema.

When XMLSPY warns you that your XML may be pretty−printed, click OK.

3. 

In the XMLSPY dialog, browse to the location of the XSD file containing the schema against which
you want to validate the XML document.

4. 

When there is a path to your XML file in the Choose a file box, click OK.
XMLSPY inserts a schemaLocation attribute at the root element of your XML. This attribute points to
the location of your XSD file.

5. 

To validate your XML, click the XML menu, then click Validate (you can also press F8).

If your XML file is valid, XMLSPY will display a "This file is valid" message at the bottom of the
window containing your XML. If the XML is invalid, XMLSPY will display a message that indicates
what problem may be causing the XML to be invalid.

6. 

If your XML is invalid, correct it in keeping with the messages you received from XMLSPY,
revalidating until the XML is valid.

7. 

Related Topics

Getting Started with XMLBeans
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How Do I: Use XML Schema in WebLogic Workshop?
By adding XML schemas to your project, you can more easily write code that handles XML based on that
schema. In WebLogic Workshop, you can create a "schema project" that is specifically designed to contain
schema (XSD) files. You can specify that WebLogic Workshop compile schemas inside the project,
generating XMLBeans types specifically designed to handle XML based on the schema.

Note: You use compiled XML Schema when creating XQuery maps. For more information, see Introduction
to XQuery Maps. Also, if you're familiar with Ant, an XML−based tool for automating tasks, you may be
interested in the xmlbean Ant task.

When you compile schema, you create a JAR file containing the generated types. The new JAR file will have
the same name as your schema project, and will be placed in the Libraries folder in the Application window.
As libraries, the generated types are on your application's classpath, and so are ready for use.

If there are errors during the compilation process, including errors in the schema itself, the errors will be
displayed on the Build tab.
After compiling schema for XML used by your application, you can:

Write code that accesses XML based on the schema by calling methods of the XMLBeans types.• 
Apply XQuery maps that translate between Java types and the XML messages sent to and from your
web services.

• 

XML schema is a means for describing what a specific XML document should look like. For more
information about XMLBeans, see Getting Started with XMLBeans.

Get an XSD file containing the schema you need.
If you don't have a schema, but would like to handle your XML using the types generated from
schema, you can generate a schema from an XML instance document. For more information, see How
Do I: Generate Schema from an XML Instance Document?

1. 

Add a schema project if your app doesn't already have one.2. 
Specify whether you want the schema compiler to compile schemas as they change.3. 
Generate XMLBeans types from schema by adding the XSD file to the schema project.4. 
Use the XML Bean classes folder in the schema project to become acquainted with the types the
generated XMLBeans expose.

5. 

To Add a Schema Project to an Application

On the Application tab, right−click the top folder (with your application's name), then choose New −>
Project.

1. 

In the New Project dialog, in the left−hand pane, click Schema.2. 
In the right−hand pane, click Schema Project.3. 
In the Project name box, type the name to use for your new schema project.4. 
Create Create.
WebLogic Workshop will create a new schema project and add it as a subfolder of your application.

5. 

Right−click a schema project in your application, then choose Import.
You can also drag the XSD file to the schema project.

6. 

In the Import Files dialog, browse to the XSD file containing the schema from which XMLBeans
types should be generated.

7. 

Click Import.8. 
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WebLogic Workshop will import the schema.

To Specify Auto−build for XML Schemas

Right−click your schema project, then click Properties.1. 
In the Project Properties dialog, in the left pane, click Build.2. 
In the right pane, under Schema Project, select or clear the Auto−build when file changes occur
check box.

Select the box to have the schema compiler compile schemas in the project whenever you
make changes, including adding or removing a schema and saving a schema after changing it.

♦ 

Clear the box to have the schema compiler do nothing after changes. You can compile the
schemas yourself by right−clicking the schema project, then clicking Build <ProjectName>.

♦ 

3. 

Related Topics

Getting Started with XMLBeans

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Work with XML Documents Directly in a
Web Service?
If you will be writing Java code that handles XML, you can use XMLBeans. XMLBeans provides two models
for accessing XML: strongly typed access through types compiled from schema, and a cursor−based model
that is an alternative to using DOM−based access. This topic focuses on using compiled types; for information
about using cursors, see Navigating XML with Cursors. (For an introduction to XMLBeans, be sure to read
Getting Started with XMLBeans.)

Note: For information on compiling schema, see How Do I: Use XML Schema in WebLogic Workshop? If
you don't have schema, you can use XMLSPY to generate one. For more information, see How Do I:
Generate Schema from an XML Instance Document?

Note: WebLogic Workshop also provides XQuery maps, through which you can control how XML messages
are mapped to the Java arguments and return value of a method or callback. For more information, see
Introduction to XQuery Maps.

Using Types Compiled from Schema

If you have a schema for the XML, you can compile the schema to generate an object model that represents
the schema. After binding the XML to the object model, the XML is available through JavaBeans−style
accessors such as get* and set* methods. With types generated from schema, you can use generated types as
method parameters and return types.

If the incoming XML instance conforms to the schema from which the type was generated, WebLogic
Workshop will automatically bind the incoming instance to the generated type. When using generated types as
parameter and return types, be sure that the type is a "Document" type (generated from a global element) or a
named schema type.

For example, imagine you have the following XML instance and the schema that it conforms to.

<xq:employees xmlns:xq="http://openuri.org/bea/samples/workshop/xmlmap/consolidateAddress">
    <xq:employee>
        <xq:name>Fred Jones</xq:name>
        <xq:address location="home">
            <xq:street>900 Aurora Ave.</xq:street>
            <xq:city>Seattle</xq:city>
            <xq:state>WA</xq:state>
            <xq:zip>98115</xq:zip>
        </xq:address>
        <xq:phone location="work">(425)555−5665</xq:phone>
        <xq:phone location="home">(206)555−5555</xq:phone>
    </xq:employee>
    <xq:employee>
        <xq:name>Sally Smith</xq:name>
        <xq:address location="home">
            <xq:street>1430 Oak Place</xq:street>
            <xq:city>Salem</xq:city>
            <xq:state>OR</xq:state>
            <xq:zip>97125</xq:zip>
        </xq:address>
        <xq:phone location="work">(503)555−3856</xq:phone>
        <xq:phone location="home">(503)555−6951</xq:phone>
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    </xq:employee>
</xq:employees>

Having compiled the schema in a WebLogic Workshop schema project, your code would have access to types
generated specifically for accessing XML based on that schema. You could write the following web service
operation designed to add a new telephone number, then return the updated XML. In this example, the
EmployeesDocument (used as both a parameter type and the return type) was generated from the schema to
represent the document's root element.

/**
 * Pass in the name of the employee who has a new phone number, 
 * the location for the phone number, and the number itself. Also
 * pass in the XML that contains employee data, so that it can be
 * searched (with XQuery) for the employee whose information should be
 * updated.
 *
 * @common:operation
 */
public EmployeesDocument updateEmployee(String empName, String location, 
    String phoneNumber, EmployeesDocument empDoc)
{
    // Composed an XPath expression that will look for the employee by name.
    String namespaceDecl = 
        "declare namespace emp='http://openuri.org/bea/samples/workshop/xmlmap/consolidateAddress'";
    String queryText = "$this/emp:employees/emp:employee[emp:name = '" + empName + "']";

    /*
     * Execute the XPath expression with the selectPath method, looking for 
     * Fred's information. The return value is an array of all matching
     * employee elements, but there's only one in this case.
     */
    EmployeeType[] fredJoneses = (EmployeeType[])empDoc.selectPath(namespaceDecl + queryText);

    /*
     * Loop through the returned values, inserting the new element 
     * for each one. Note that the "setLocation" and "set" methods 
     * were generated from the schema to make it possible access the XML.
     */
    for (int i = 0; i < fredJoneses.length; i++)
    {
        EmployeeType fredJones = fredJoneses[i];
        PhoneType newPhone = fredJones.addNewPhone();
        newPhone.setLocation(location);
        newPhone.set(phoneNumber);
    }

    // Return the updated document.
    return empDoc;
}

If you had the schema, but expected that the incoming XML might be one of several generated types, you
could intercept it by making the parameter type XmlObject, the base type for all generated types. You could
then check to see which type your code had received, then cast the incoming XML to that type.

public EmployeesDocument getInfo(String empName, String location, 
    String phoneNumber, XmlObject empDoc)
{
    // Create a document to return, in case the incoming XML matches.
    EmployeesDocument responseDoc = EmployeesDocument.Factory.newInstance();

How Do I...?
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    // Find out if the incoming XML matches the type you care about.
    if (empDoc instanceof EmployeesDocument)
    {
        // If it matches, assign it to the response type, and carry on as before.
        responseDoc = (EmployeesDocument)empDoc;
        ... code as above ... 
    }
    return responseDoc;
}

If you don't have a schema, you can use an XML cursor to move through your document. For more
information, see Navigating XML with Cursors.
Related Topics
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How Do I: Guide XMLBeans Type Naming During
Schema Compilation?
By compiling your schema with an xsdconfig file, you can control how names are chosen for the generated
types. An xsdconfig file is designed to map schema type names to generated Java type names. Coercing type
naming in this way does not change the names for the underlying schema types — it merely determines the
names for corresponding Java types. Selecting your own names for compiled types can be useful when you
want to control type name length, locale, capitalization, and so on.

This procedure assumes you are compiling schemas using a WebLogic Workshop schema project.

Note: Due to a Windows operating system limitation on file path lengths (256 characters), you might have
trouble compiling schemas in which the generated types are nested in a very deep package hierarchy. This
may result in an error message stating that a particular class couldn't be found. To work around this
limiitation, try using your xsdconfig file to guide the naming of generated packages so that the hierarchy is
less deep, package names are shorter, etc.

To Guide Type Naming During Compilation

Determine the names you want for each of the named types in your schema, including elements and
attributes.
For example, you might decide that a PURH_ORDER element and CUST type should be called
PurchaseOrder and Customer as Java types.

1. 

Add a new XSDCONFIG file to your project.
Right−click the folder in which you want to author your XSDCONFIG file, then click New
−> Other File Types.

1. 

In the New File dialog, click XML File, give the file a name with an XSDCONFIG
extension, then click Create.

2. 

2. 

Replace the contents of the new XML file with code such as in the following example:
<!−− An xsdconfig file must begin with a "config" element in the 
        http://www.bea.com/2002/09/xbean/config namespace. Also, be sure
        to declare any namespaces used to qualify types in your schema (here,
        the namespace corresponding to the pol prefix. −−>
<xb:config xmlns:pol="http://openuri.org/easypoLocal" 
    xmlns:xb="http://www.bea.com/2002/09/xbean/config">

    <!−− Use the "namespace" element to map a namespace to the Java package
        name that should be generated. −−>
    <xb:namespace uri="http://openuri.org/easypoLocal">
        <xb:package>org.openuri.easypo.xsdconfig</xb:package>
    </xb:namespace>

    <!−− Use the "qname" element to map schema type names to generated
        Java type names. In these examples, the name attribute's value is the
        XML element name; the javaname attribute's value is the Java type 
        that should be generated. −−>
    <xb:qname name="pol:CUST" javaname="Customer"/>
    <xb:qname name="pol:PURCH_ORDER" javaname="PurchaseOrder"/>
</xb:config>

3. 

Put the finished XSDCONFIG file into the schema project with the XSD file containing your schema.
When you build the schema project, the compiler will use the XSDCONFIG file to define names for
generated Java types.

4. 
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Related Topics

Getting Started with XMLBeans

How Do I: Use XML Schema in WebLogic Workshop

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Start XMLSPY?
XMLSPY is tool for editing XML. It is provided with WebLogic Workshop. If you elected to install
XMLSPY when you installed WebLogic Workshop, you can start XMLSPY from within the IDE.

Click Tools −> External Tools −> XMLSpy
− OR −

• 

Locate the XMLSPY shortcut on your desktop, then double−click it.• 

Related Topics

How Do I: Generate Schema from an XML Instance Document?

Getting Started with XMLBeans
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Web Service Clients
These topics explain various aspects of calling web services, including WSDL files, Java proxies, and JSPs
(JavaServer Pages).

Topics Included in This Section

How Do I: Generate a WSDL File?

How Do I: Publish a Web Service to a UDDI Directory?

How Do I: Call a Web Service from a JSP or Servlet?

How Do I: Communicate with a Web Service from another Java Application?

How Do I: Use the Java Proxy for a Web Service?

How Do I: Control the Protocol and Message Formats a Web Service Supports?

How Do I: Tell Developers of Non−WebLogic Workshop Clients how to Participate in Conversations?

Related Topics

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Generate a WSDL File?
At any time in the development process, the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) file describing your
web service is available from WebLogic Workshop. To learn more about WSDL files, see WSDL Files: Web
Service Descriptions.

WSDL files describe all the methods a web service exposes (in the form of XML messages it can accept and
send), as well as the protocols over which the web service is available. The WSDL file provides all the
information a client application needs to use the web service.

There are two ways to obtain the WSDL file corresponding to a JWS file: from the WebLogic Workshop IDE
or from WebLogic Server.

To Generate a WSDL File from a JWS File in the WebLogic Workshop IDE

In the Application pane, browse to the JWS file for which you would like to generate a WSDL file.1. 
Right−click on the JWS file in the Application pane and select Generate WSDL File.2. 
If the name of the JWS file is MyService.jws, a file with the name MyServiceContract.wsdl is created
in the same directory. By default, the WSDL file is linked to the JWS file from which it was
generated, meaning it is regenerated whenever the JWS file is changed.

3. 

To Get a WSDL File from WebLogic Server

The WSDL file for a web service is available to any potential client that can reach the web service's URL. To
obtain a web service's WSDL file from WebLogic Server:

In a browser, browse to the URL of the web service with ?WSDL appended. For example:
http://myServer:7001/MyProject/MyWebService.jws?WSDL

1. 

Use your browser's File−−>SaveAs function to save the WSDL file to your local machine. Note that
some browsers will include HTML tags at the top and bottom of the saved file. You must use a text
editor to remove these tags to produce a valid WSDL file.

2. 

Related Topics

WSDL Files: Web Service Descriptions

JCX Files: Implementing Controls
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How Do I: Publish a Web Service to a UDDI Directory?
Each UDDI directory has a different user interface. The UDDI directory included with WebLogic Server is
called the UDDI Directory Explorer. You can access the UDDI Directory Explorer with the following URL:

http://localhost:7001/uddiexplorer/index.jsp

WebLogic Server is configured with a private registry to which you may publish web services. To publish a
web service:

In a browser, go to http://localhost:7001/uddiexplorer/index.jsp1. 
Select Publish Private Registry.2. 
Log into the UDDI Directory Explorer. The default username and password are weblogic.3. 
To publish a service, you must complete the Service Information:4. 

In the Proj/Dept field, provide the name of the project or department providing the service.♦ 
In the Service Name field, provide the name of the service.♦ 
In the WSDL field, type the URL of your web service. This URL directs users who look up
your web service to the Overview Page of Test View for your web service, from which they
may obtain the WSDL file. For example, the URL of the HelloWorld sample web service is:
http://hostname:port/samples/HelloWorld.jws

♦ 

In the Service Description field, give a description of the service.♦ 
Click Add Service.5. 
On the next page, click Publish.6. 

Related Topics

How Do I: Get a WSDL from a UDDI Registry and Turn It into a Web Service Control?
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How Do I: Call a Web Service from a JSP or Servlet?
The answer depends on whether the target web service is part of the same application or not.

Calling a Web Service in the Same Application

If the target web service is part of the same application as the JSP or servlet, the short answer is that you
shouldn't call the web service. The fact that you want to probably means that there is business logic in the web
service that should instead be placed in a Java control.

To invoke a web service from within a WebLogic Workshop application, you use a Web Service control. But
you should not use a Web Service control to invoke a web service that resides in the same application.
Invoking a web service via a Web Service control means marshalling the method parameters into a SOAP
message on the calling end and unmarshalling the SOAP message on the receiving end, then again for the
method return value. This is very inefficient when the invocation is local.

In general, you should place business logic in custom Java controls instead of in web services. This allows
you to access the business logic from various contexts in the application (web services, other controls, page
flows) without incurring the cost of data marshalling and unmarshalling. Web Service controls should only be
used to invoke web services that are truly external to your application.

Calling a Remote Web Service

If the target web service is remote and your JSP is part of a page flow, you can create a Web Service control
from the web service's WSDL file and use the Web Service control from the page flow. To learn more about
Web Service controls, see Web Service Control.

An alternative is to use the Java proxy classes for the web service from a JSP or servlet. WebLogic Workshop
will generate a Java proxy that you may use to communicate with a WebLogic Workshop web service from
any Java client, including a JSP page or servlet. The Java proxy is provided as a JAR file containing the web
service−specific proxy classes.

For detailed instructions on how to use a Java proxy, see How Do I: Use the Java Proxy for a Web Service?

Related Topics

Web Service Control

How Do I: Use the Java Proxy for a Web Service?
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How Do I: Communicate with a Web Service from
Another Java Application?
WebLogic Workshop will generate a Java proxy that you may use to communicate with a WebLogic
Workshop web service from any Java code. The Java proxy is provided as a JAR file containing the web
service−specific proxy classes.

For detailed instructions on how to use a Java proxy from a Java application, see How Do I: Use the Java
Proxy for a Web Service?

Related Topics

How Do I: Use the Java Proxy for a Web Service?
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How Do I: Use the Java Proxy for a Web Service?
Using the Java proxy for a web service requires different steps depending on whether you use it from within
WebLogic Server (as in a JSP or servlet) or from outside WebLogic Server (as in a standalone Java
application).

Note:You can also call a web service from a page flow via a Web Service control. This approach is simpler
than using the proxy.

Note: You should not use a Web Service control to invoke a web service that resides in the same application.
Invoking a web service via a Web Service control means marshalling the method parameters into a SOAP
message on the calling end and unmarshalling the SOAP message on the receiving end, then again for the
method return value. This is very inefficient when the invocation is local. You would usually be tempted to
invoke a local web service if the called web service includes business logic you want to access.

In general, you should place business logic in custom Java controls instead of in web services. This allows
you to access the business logic from various contexts in the application (web services, other controls, page
flows) without incurring the cost of data marshalling and unmarshalling. Web Service controls should only be
used to invoke web services that are truly external to your application.

To Use the Java Proxy from a JSP

Open your web service in WebLogic Workshop, then click the Start button to run the service. The
Workshop Test (Test View) browser appears.

1. 

Click the Overview tab.2. 
Under the Web Service Clients header click Java Proxy.3. 
When prompted, save the file to disk. Save the file to the WEB−INF/lib directory of the web
application from which you wish to use the proxy. The default name of the file is <web service
name>.jar; accept the default name unless it conflicts with an existing JAR file in WEB−INF/lib.
If you want to use the web service proxy JAR from more than one project in your application, you can
add it to the Libraries folder at the root of your application. Saving the JAR directly to the
APP−INF/lib directory at the root of your application will automatically add the JAR file to the
Libraries folder.

4. 

In your JSP file, add an import of the web service proxy package as shown here:
<%@ page import="weblogic.jws.proxies.*" %>

5. 

Create an instance of the proxy class as shown below. The generic proxy class is the name of the web
service with "_Impl" appended to the end:
<% HelloWorld_Impl proxy = new HelloWorld_Impl(); %>

6. 

The generic proxy returns protocol−specific proxies that in turn contain the actual interface of the web
service. The following example assumes you wish to communicate with the web service using SOAP.
Use other getHelloWorldXXX methods to get proxies for other protocols:
<% HelloWorldSoap soapProxy = proxy.getHelloWorldSoap(); %>

7. 

Call the appropriate methods on the protocol−specific proxy, as in the following example:
<%= soapProxy.Hello() %>

8. 

Note that you will need to download a new copy of the proxy if you change any of the signatures of the web
service methods or callbacks.

For an example that demonstrates use of a web service Java proxy from a JSP page, see Java Client Samples.
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To Use the Java Proxy from a Java Project in WebLogic Workshop

Follow steps 1 through 3 of the previous procedure to obtain the Java proxy JAR file.1. 
Save the JAR file to the APP−INF/lib directory for your application.2. 

To Use the Java Proxy in a Separate Java Application

Follow steps 1 through 3 of the first procedure to obtain the Java proxy JAR file.1. 
Save the JAR file to a location that is convenient for your Java application.2. 
From the Overview tab of Test View, click Proxy Support Jar and save the webserviceclient.jar file
to the same location as the proxy JAR file.

3. 

Use the proxy classes as described in the procedure for JSPs above. The following is an example of a
Java client using the HelloWorld sample JWS:
import weblogic.jws.proxies.*;

public class Main
{
    public static void main(String[] args)
    {
        try
        {
            HelloWorld_Impl proxy = new HelloWorld_Impl();
            HelloWorldSoap soapProxy = proxy.getHelloWorldSoap();
            System.out.println(soapProxy.Hello());
        }
        catch (Exception e)
        {
            e.printStackTrace();
        }
    }
}       

4. 

Compile your source, including the JAR files saved in steps 2 and 3 on your class path.5. 
Run your Java application, including the two JAR files on your class path.6. 

For examples that demonstrates use of a web service Java proxy from Java clients, see Java Client Samples.

Generating a Customized Java Proxy

WebLogic Workshop uses WebLogic Server's clientgen tool to generate the Java proxy for a web service,
based on the web service's WSDL file. You may use the clientgen tool directly if you wish to customize the
generated Java proxy. To learn more about clientgen, see the documentation for clientgen on e−docs.bea.com.

The clientgen tool accepts several command line parameters. The only parameter set by WebLogic Workshop
when generating a Java proxy from Test View is the packageName parameter, which is always set to
weblogic.jws.proxies.

Related Topics

None.

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Control the Protocol and Message Formats
a Web Service Supports?
Web services you build with WebLogic Workshop can receive messages using several different protocols and
message formats. These can be set on a per−method or per−web service basis. If the protocol and message
format is not set on a particular method, that method inherits the protocol and message format used by the web
service.

To Set the Protocol and Message Format on a Method

In Design View, click the method for which you want to set protocol and message format.1. 
In the Property Editor, expand the protocol property.2. 
Enable and disable the desired protocols and select the desired message format.3. 

To Set the Protocol and Message Format on a Web Service

In Design View, click the web service for which you want to set protocol and message format.1. 
In the Property Pane, expand the protocol property.2. 
Enable and disable the desired protocols and select the desired message format.3. 

Related Topics

Protocols and Message Formats

@jws:protocol Annotation
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How Do I: Tell Developers of Non−WebLogic
Workshop Clients How to Participate in
Conversations?
For the most part, making your web service accessible to other client applications is as simple as providing a
WSDL or Java proxy file.  However, if your web service uses the conversation or callback capabilities of
WebLogic Workshop, some additional work may be required.

Information about conversations (the conversation instance identifier) and callback URL are transmitted
through SOAP headers on the messages that are passed between the client and the web service. If the client is
not build with WebLogic Workshop, it will need to set the required SOAP headers manually.

Calling a Start Method

In order to call a start method, the client must propose a conversation ID. The conversation ID is a string with
no format restrictions. The conversation ID must be unique on the server hosting the target web service,
however. Clients may wish to use a combination of the client machine's hostname, IP address, process ID,
clock time or other data that in combination is likely to be unique to that client. If a client proposes a
conversation ID that is not unique on the server, a SOAP fault will be returned. The maximum length of the
conversation ID is configured in the jws−config.properties Configuration File.

If the client wishes to receive callbacks from the web service, it must send a second SOAP header specifying
the URL to which callback messages should be sent.

The general form of the SOAP headers for a start method is as follows:

<SOAP:Header>
    <StartHeader xmlns="http://www.openuri.org/2002/04/soap/conversation/">
        <callbackLocation>Callback_URL</callbackLocation>
        <conversationID>Conversation_ID</conversationID>
    </StartHeader>
</SOAP:Header>

Most web service tools include an API through which SOAP headers can be set. Please see your vendor’s
documentation for more detailed information.

Calling a Continue or Finish Method

When you call a continue or finish method, you pass only the conversation ID. If the specified conversation
ID does not identify an existing conversation on the target server, a SOAP fault will be returned.

<SOAP:Header>
   <ContinueHeader xmlns="http://openuri.org/2002/04/soap/conversation/">
       <conversationID>Conversation_ID</conversationID>
   </ContinueHeader>
</SOAP:Header>
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Samples

For an example of a .NET client that participates in a conversation with a WebLogic Workshop web service,
and optionally accepts results via callback, see .NET Client Sample.

Related Topics

Designing Conversational Web Services

Overview: Conversations

How Do I...?
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Using Other Web Services
These topics describe how to communicate with and use other web services, whether or not they were created
with WebLogic Workshop.

Topics Included in This Section

How Do I: Call One Web Service from Another?

How Do I: Use a Web Service in Another Platform Application?

How Do I: Use a Web Service from Behind a Proxy Server?

How Do I: Create a Web Service that Implements a WSDL File?

How Do I: Create a Web Service Control from a WSDL file Generated by WebLogic Server 6.1?

How Do I: Find a Web Service in a UDDI Directory?

How Do I: Get a WSDL from a UDDI Registry and Turn it into a Web Service Control?

How Do I: Use a Web Service found in a UDDI Directory?

How Do I: Use a .NET Web Service?

How Do I: Handle DataSets Returned from .NET Web Services?

How Do I: Use an Apache SOAP Web Service?

How Do I: Use a WebLogic Server Web Service?

Related Topics

How Do I...?

Maintaining State with Conversations
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How Do I: Call One Web Service from Another?
You can call an external web service from a WebLogic Workshop web service using a Web Service control.
A Web Service control provides an interface to another web service, allowing you to invoke the methods and
handle the callbacks of the target web service. In addition, through a Web Service control you can customize
how you interact with the target web service using XML maps to shape XML message, buffers to support
asynchrony, and so on. The other web service can be one developed with WebLogic Workshop or any web
service for which a WSDL file is available.

Note: You should not use a Web Service control to invoke a web service that resides in the same application.
Invoking a web service via a Web Service control means marshalling the method parameters into a SOAP
message on the calling end and unmarshalling the SOAP message on the receiving end, then again for the
method return value. This is very inefficient when the invocation is local. You would usually be tempted to
invoke one web service from another if the called web service included business logic you want to access
from the calling web service.

In general, you should place business logic in custom Java controls instead of in web services. This allows
you to access the business logic from various contexts in the application (web services, other controls, page
flows) without incurring the cost of data marshalling and unmarshalling. Web Service controls should only be
used to invoke web services that are truly external to your application.

To learn more about Web Service controls, see Web Service Control.

To learn more about built−in controls, see Using WebLogic Workshop Built−In Controls.

To Add a Web Service Control to Access to Another Web Service

In Design View of your web service, choose Insert | Controls | Web Service. The Insert Control −
Insert Web Service dialog appears.

1. 

In the Step 1 pane, enter the variable name for your Web Service control. This must be a valid Java
identifier.

2. 

In the Step 2 pane, choose the source of your control as follows:
Click Use a Web Service control already defined by a JCX file if there is already a JCX file
for the service you will be calling. You can click Browse to select the file from among those
in your project.

♦ 

Click Create a new Web Service control to use if you want to create a new Web Service
control, and provide a new JCX Name. If you choose this options, you must supply the path
or URL of the WSDL file for the target web service in the Step 3 pane.

♦ 

3. 

Click Create to finish the process and close the dialog.4. 

The control you have added is displayed in Design View on the right side of your web service. To learn how
to use the control once it has been added to your web service, see Working with Built−In Controls.

Related Topics

Web Service Control

How Do I: Use a WebLogic Server Web Service?

How Do I: Use an Apache SOAP Web Service?
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How Do I: Use a .NET Web Service?

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Use a Web Service in Another WebLogic
Workshop Application?
When you want to use a web service in another application, you can use a Web Service control. You must first
obtain the WSDL file for the target web service, then create a Web Service control from the WSDL file.

Note: Before you can call a web service in another application, the called service must first be deployed. You
can deploy a web service by running it in WebLogic Workshop (in its own application).

To Create a Service Control for Use in Calling Across Applications

On the Application tab, locate the web service (JWS) you will be calling.1. 
Right−click the JWS file, then click Generate WSDL File.2. 
Open the application from which you will be calling the web service.3. 
Right−click the folder that should contain the Service control generated from the web service, then
click Import.

4. 

In the Import Files dialog, browse to the WSDL file you created, select it, then click Import.

Note that you should import WSDL into a subfolder of your project. You will not be able to create a
JCX from the WSDL if it is at the root of the project.

5. 

On the Application tab for the calling application, right−click the imported WSDL file, then click
Generate JCX File. This will generate a Web Service control for the web service you will be calling.

6. 

To use the new JCX, add it to the component from which you will be calling its corresponding web
service.

For more information on using a Service control, see Adding an Existing Web Service Control in
Creating a New Web Service Control.

7. 

Related Topics

How Do I: Use a Web Service that Is in Another Project?
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How Do I: Use a Web Service from Behind a Proxy
Server?
If you want to create a Web Service control that accesses an external web service and you are working form
behind a proxy server such as a firewall, you first need to configure WebLogic Workshop to work with the
proxy server. This configuration involves two separate steps. First, you need to configure the Weblogic
Workshop IDE to recognize the proxy server. Second, you need to configure the WebLogic Workshop
runtime.

To Configure the WebLogic Workshop IDE

From the Tools menu, select IDE Properties. The IDE Properties dialog appears.1. 
In the left−hand pane, select Proxy Server.2. 
In the right−hand pane, select Use Proxy Server, and provide the Hostname and port. If the proxy
server requires authentication, select Proxy server requires authentication and provide a username
and password. Click OK.

3. 

At this point you can design a web service control for an external web service in the IDE.

To Configure the WebLogic Workshop RunTime

To configure the WebLogic Workshop runtime, you must first create a JAR containing a
SoapProxyAuthenticator class, and then configure WebLogic Workshop server to include the JAR.

To Build the Jar

To build the JAR, you need to create a Java project. For more information on working with a Java project, see
How Do I: Reuse Existing Java Code?

To build the JAR:

Create a new Java project.1. 
Create a source folder webservices, and in this folder create the Java file
SoapProxyAuthenticator.java. Add the following code to this file, providing the correct values in the
PROXY_USER and PROXY_PASSWORD fields:

package webservices;

public class SoapProxyAuthenticator implements weblogic.common.ProxyAuthenticator
{
    public final static String PROXY_USER = "http.proxyUser";
    public final static String PROXY_PASSWORD = "http.proxyPassword";

    public SoapProxyAuthenticator() {}

    public String[] getLoginAndPassword()
    {
        String proxyUser = System.getProperty(PROXY_USER);

2. 
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        String proxyPassword = System.getProperty(PROXY_PASSWORD);
        if (proxyUser == null || proxyPassword == null) return null;
            return new String[]{ proxyUser, proxyPassword };
    }

    public void init(String httpProxyHost, int httpProxyPort, String authenticationType,String
loginPrompt)
    {
        this.httpProxyHost = httpProxyHost;
        this.httpProxyPort = httpProxyPort;
        this.authenticationType = authenticationType;
        this.loginPrompt = loginPrompt;
        if (DEBUG)
        {
            System.out.println("[SoapProxyAuthenticator.init(String,int,String,String)]
            httpProxyHost=" + httpProxyHost);
            System.out.println("[SoapProxyAuthenticator.init(String,int,String,String)]
            httpProxyPort=" + httpProxyPort);
            System.out.println("[SoapProxyAuthenticator.init(String,int,String,String)]
            authenticationType=" + authenticationType);
            System.out.println("[SoapProxyAuthenticator.init(String,int,String,String)]
            loginPrompt=" + loginPrompt);
        }
    }

    //private:
    private final static boolean DEBUG = true;
    private String httpProxyHost;
    private int httpProxyPort;
    private String authenticationType;
    private String loginPrompt;
}
Build the JAR and call it webservice−proxy−auth.jar. The JAR will be stored in your application's
Libraries folder in the IDE, which corresponds to the APP−INF/lib folder in the root of your
application folder in the file system.

3. 

To Configure WebLogic Workshop Server

Copy the JAR you just created to the BEA−HOME\weblogic81\server\lib folder.1. 
Locate the start script of the server the application is using. You can find the start script by going to
the Tools menu and selecting WebLogic Server−−>Server Properties. The folder is given in the Start
Command field. The script will typically be called startWebLogic.cmd.

2. 

Add the following line to the start script:

set
PROXY_PROPERTIES=−Dweblogic.net.proxyAuthenticatorClassName=webservices.SoapProxyAuthenticator
−Dhttp.proxyHost=Your proxy server's address −Dhttp.proxyPort=Your proxy server's port
−Dhttp.proxyUser=Your proxy server's username −Dhttp.proxyPassword=Your proxy server's
password −Dhttp.nonProxyHosts=localhost

3. 

Edit the existing SET PRE_CLASSPATH entry in the start script:4. 

How Do I...?
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REM
REM SET UP CLASSPATHS
REM
set
PRE_CLASSPATH=%WL_HOME%\common\lib\log4j.jar;%ARDIR%\ojdbc14.jar;%ARDIR%\debugging.jar;%ARDIR%\knex.jar;%ARDIR%\javelin.jar;%ARDIR%\wlw−lang.jar;%ARDIR%\webservice−proxy−auth.jar;
Edit the existing set JAVA_OPTIONS entry in the start script:

@REM STUFF DONE ONLY BY US
@set JAVA_OPTIONS=%JAVA_OPTIONS% %JAVA_PROPERTIES%
%PROXY_PROPERTIES% −Dweblogic.Name=%SERVER_NAME%
−Dweblogic.security.SSL.ignoreHostnameVerify=false − Dwlw.iterativeDev=%iterativeDevFlag%
−Dwlw.testConsole=%testConsoleFlag% −XX:MaxPermSize=128m –ea

5. 

Restart the server.6. 

Related Topics

How Do I: Call One Web Service from Another?

Web Service Control

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Create a Web Service that Implements a
WSDL File?
A Web Services Description Language (WSDL) file is an XML file that contains a description of the interface
of a web service. WebLogic Workshop can generate a new JWS file (a web service) that implements the
interface described in a WSDL file.

A WSDL file describes only the interface (or public contract) of a web service. After following the
instructions below to generate a JWS file from a WSDL file, you must still add code to the JWS file to
implement the necessary logic of the web service.

To Generate the JWS File in WebLogic Workshop

Copy the target WSDL to a directory in a WebLogic Workshop project.1. 
In WebLogic Workshop, open the project in which you placed the WSDL file.2. 
In the Application pane, browse to the directory containing the target WSDL file.3. 
Right−click the target WSDL file and select Generate JWS File.4. 

Related Topics

WSDL Files: Web Service Descriptions

Structure of a JWS File
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How Do I: Create a Web Service Control from a WSDL
File Generated by WebLogic Server 6.1?
WebLogic Server 6.1 generates WSDL files using the version of XML Schema that was valid at the time
WebLogic 6.1 was released (referred to as "schema 99"). WebLogic Workshop expects WSDL files that
comply with the current XML Schema specification: schema 2001.

To Convert a Schema 99 WSDL File to Schema 2001

In all <schema> definitions, make sure that any <attribute> elements in <complexType> definitions
appear after the <sequence> tag (if present), not intermixed. For example:
<schema>
  <complexType>
    <attribute>
    <attribute>
    <sequence>
      <element>
      <element>
    </sequence>
  </complexType>
</schema>

must be changed to:
<schema>
  <complexType>
    <sequence>
      <element>
      <element>
    </sequence>
    <attribute>
    <attribute>
  </complexType>
</schema>

1. 

Declare the XML namespace tns to refer to the target namespace of the WSDL. So a WSDL that
begins with the following:
<definitions 
targetNamespace="java:com.mycompany.webservices.vehicle" 
...
>

should also include a definition of the tns namespace, as shown in the following example:
<definitions 
targetNamespace="java:com.mycompany.webservices.vehicle" 
...
xmlns:tns="java:com.mycompany.webservices.vehicle"
>

2. 

Convert all <date> types in the WebLogic Server 6.1 WSDL to <datetime>.3. 
Update the WSDL file to use the current schema. Change the following code:
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/XMLSchema"

to:
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

4. 

Once you have made these changes to the WSDL file, you should be able to use it to create a Web
Service control in WebLogic Workshop.

5. 
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Related Topics

How Do I: Use a WebLogic Server Web Service?

Web Service Control

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Find a Web Service in a UDDI Directory?
Each UDDI directory has a different user interface. The UDDI directory included with WebLogic Server is
called the UDDI Directory Explorer. You can access the UDDI Directory Explorer with the following URL:

http://localhost:7001/uddiexplorer/index.jsp

To learn how to use a web service whose WSDL file you find in a UDDI directory, see How Do I: Get a
WSDL from a UDDI Registry and Turn It into a Web Service control?

Related Topics

Web Service Control

WSDL Files: Web Service Descriptions
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How Do I: Get a WSDL from a UDDI Registry and Turn
It into a Web Service Control?
WebLogic Workshop provides a way to get a WSDL from a public or private UDDI registry and bring it in as
a Web Service control in your JWS file.

To Take a WSDL from a UDDI Registry and Add it as a Control

In Design View, from the Insert menu, select Controls−−>Web Service. The Insert Control − Insert
Web Service dialog appears.

1. 

In the Step 1 pane , enter a name that your web service will use to reference the control to be created
from the WSDL. The name must be a valid Java identifier.

2. 

In the Step 2 pane, click Create a new Web Service control to use and provide a new JCX Name.3. 
In the Step 3 pane, click UDDI. This button opens the UDDIExplorer, a web application that allows
you to browse both public and private registries for web services stored as WSDL files.

4. 

Use the Search a Public Registry and Search a Private Registry links to locate a WSDL. There is
also an Explorer Help link on the web application page if you need assistance.

5. 

When you find the WSDL file you wish to use as a Web Service control, copy the URL for the
WSDL and return to the Insert Control − Insert Web Service dialog.

6. 

Paste the URL for the WSDL into the File or URL box.7. 
Click Create.8. 

A JCX file is created in the same directory as the web service to which it was being added, and a reference to
that control will be added to your web service. This control can now be used to access the web service
represented by the WSDL.

Related Topics

Web Service Control

WSDL Files: Web Service Descriptions
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How Do I: Use a Web Service Found in a UDDI
Directory?
To learn how to use a web service found in a UDDI directory, see How Do I: Get a WSDL from a UDDI
Registry and Turn It into a Web Service Control?.

Related Topics

Service Control

WSDL Files: Web Service Descriptions
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How Do I: Use a .NET Web Service?
You can use a .NET web service from a WebLogic Workshop web service by using a Web Service control. A
Web Service control allows your web service to use another web service as though it were a regular Java
class, regardless of the language in which the other web service is implemented.

In order to create a Web Service control for a non−WebLogic Workshop web service, you must first obtain
the target web service's WSDL (Web Service Description Language) file. The WSDL file can typically be
obtained by accessing the web service's URL with ?WSDL appended.

This topic describes how a WebLogic Workshop web service may act as the client to a .NET web service. For
an example of a .NET web service acting as a client to a WebLogic Workshop web service, see .NET Client
Sample.

To Build a Web Service control for a .NET Web Service

In a web browser, access the web service from the browser using the normal URL with ?WSDL
appended to the end.

1. 

For instance, if the service was at the URL http://host/service.asmx, you would enter the following
URL:
http://host/service.asmx?WSDL

2. 

Save the WSDL you receive to a WebLogic Workshop project. Note that some browsers will save the
file with HTML tags at the top and bottom that must be removed in a text editor.

3. 

In WebLogic Workshop, browse to the project and directory to which you saved the WSDL file.4. 
Right−click the WSDL file and select Generate JCX from WSDL. The resulting JCX file is a Web
Service control that you may use from any web service, page flow or Java control in the project. To
learn more about Web Service controls, see Web Service Control.

5. 

To learn how to use the control, see Working with Built−In Controls.

Related Topics

Web Service Control

WSDL Files: Web Service Descriptions

JCX Files: Implementing Controls
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How Do I: Handle DataSets Returned from .NET Web
Services?
DataSets are a data type used by .NET to store information in a format that is similar to a relational database.
Each DataSet may contain a number of tables. .NET web services return DataSets by serializing them into
XML.

You have two choices when deciding how to write code to accept the XML−encoded DataSet: you can write
code that processes the XML DOM (Document Object Model) Node directly, or you can write an XML map
that will process the incoming XML message automatically.

Handling the DOM Node

You might choose to handle the XML DOM node directly if the structure of the DataSet is subject to change
or is otherwise unpredictable. If the structure does not change, even though the quantity of data may, you
should consider using the XML map approach described in the next section.

If you create a Web Service control for a .NET web service that returns a DataSet, the corresponding method
on the Web Service control will return an org.w3c.Node. This class is part of the W3C Document Object
Model (DOM), which is an API that may be used to manipulate XML documents directly.

To learn more about the DOM, see Document Object Model (DOM).

Using an XML Map

If the structure of the DataSet being returned is constant, you can construct an XML map that will enable
WebLogic Server to process the incoming XML automatically, converting it to Java objects of your choice.
To do this:

Test the .NET service, capturing the returned XML−encoded DataSet.1. 
Examine the structure of the XML. Since it represents query returns, it consists of a hierarchy of
XML elements that match the structure of the query result.

2. 

Produce an XML map that matches the structure of the DataSet XML.3. 
Apply this XML map as the value of a @return−xml annotation on the method you are using to call
the .NET service.

4. 

Make use of the <xm:multiple> attribute to handle repeating structures.5. 
WebLogic Server will now extract the data from the incoming XML automatically and transfer it to
the Java object the Web Service control method returns.

6. 

Related Topics

How Do I: Communicate with .NET Web Services?

Web Service Control

Handling and Shaping XML Messages with XML Maps

Why Use XML Maps
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How Do I: Use an Apache SOAP Web Service?
You can build a web service that acts as the client of an Apache SOAP web service. You can also call a
WebLogic Workshop service from an Apache SOAP web service. This topic describes how to do both.

To Call Your Web Service from an Apache Web Service

In order to call your web service from an Apache web service, you must change your service to use the
SOAP−RPC message format. By default, WebLogic Workshop web services use the Document−literal SOAP
message format. To configure your web service to use SOAP−RPC format:

In Design View, select your web service.1. 
In the Property Editor, expand the protocol property.2. 
Click the drop−down list for the soap−style attribute and select RPC. This makes all the methods of
your web service use the SOAP−RPC message format instead of document−literal.

3. 

Note: You may configure the message format on a per−method basis instead of for
the service as a whole. To do this, modify the soap−style attribute or the protocol
property for each method individually.

Obtain a new WSDL file for your web service for use by the Apache SOAP client. You may obtain
the WSDL file in any browser by browsing to the URL of the web service with ?WSDL appended to
the URL, as follows:
http://host:port/application/service.jws?WSDL

4. 

To Call an Apache Web Service From Your Service

You can ordinarily use another web service from your WebLogic Workshop service by creating a Web
Service control from that service's WSDL file. To learn how to use another web service's WSDL file to create
a Web Service control, see How Do I: Call One Web Service from Another?.

Some older Apache WSDL files do not conform to the current WSDL specification. For these files,
modifications must be made before the file can be used by WebLogic Workshop. Specifically, the problem is
that the children of the root tag <definitions> in the file are sometimes in the wrong order.

To use the Apache SOAP WSDL file, alter it so that the children of the root tag appear in the following order:

<types>1. 
<message>2. 
<portType>3. 
<binding>4. 
<service>5. 

Note that some of these may appear more than once. If the Apache WSDL file contains these elements in an
illegal order, then reordering them by hand may fix the problem.

Related Topics

WSDL Files
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How Do I: Use a .NET Web Service?
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How Do I: Use a WebLogic Server Web Service?
WebLogic Server provides a way to create web services outside of WebLogic Workshop, by using the
servicegen facility. You can use a WebLogic Server web service within WebLogic Workshop in exactly the
same way you use a web service built with any tool: with a Web Service control. A Web Service control can
be created from the WSDL file for the target web service.

Note: WebLogic Server web services are typically derived directly from EJBs (Enterprise Java Beans). If the
underlying EJB of the target web service is deployed locally, it is much more efficient to use an EJB Control
to access the EJB than a Web Service control associated with the EJB's WebLogic Server web service. To
learn more about EJB Controls, see EJB Control.

In order to create a Web Service control for a non−WebLogic Workshop web service, you must first obtain
the target web service's Web Service Description Language (WSDL) file. The WSDL file can typically be
obtained by accessing the web service's URL with ?WSDL appended.

To Build a Web Service Control for a WebLogic Server Web Service

In a web browser, access the web service from the browser using the normal URL with ?WSDL
appended to the end.

1. 

For instance, if the service were at the URL http://host/TraderService, you would enter the following
URL:
http://host/TraderService?WSDL

2. 

Save the WSDL you receive to a WebLogic Workshop project. Note that some browsers will save the
file with HTML tags at the top and bottom that must be removed in a text editor.

3. 

In WebLogic Workshop, browse to the project and directory to which you saved the WSDL file.4. 
Right−click on the WSDL file and select Generate JCX from WSDL. The resulting JCX file is a Web
Service control that you may use from any web service in the project.

Note: WSDL files generated by WebLogic Server 6.1 use an earlier version of XML
Schema which may make them incompatible with WebLogic Workshop 8.1. To learn
how to modify a WebLogic Server 6.1 WSDL file so that it may be used by
WebLogic Workshop, see How Do I: Create a Web Service control from a WSDL
File Generated by WebLogic Server 6.1?.

5. 

Related Topics

Web Service Control

Working with Built−In Controls
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Using Existing Applications
The topics in this section explain how to work with existing components of WebLogic Workshop
applications, including EJBs, JMS Queues, and Java code.

Topics Included in This Section

How Do I: Reuse Existing Java Code?

How Do I: Access a File at Runtime?

How Do I: Add a Non−WebLogic Workshop JAR File to an Application?

How Do I: Add an Existing Enterprise JavaBean to an Application?

How Do I: Exchange Messages with a JMS Queue or Topic From a Web Service?

Related Topics

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Reuse Existing Java Code?
When you plan to write regular Java classes that will be used in multiple projects, you can package Java class
files in a Java project. A Java project is a special kind of project that produces a JAR file which can be used
across projects.

Note. If you are planning to reuse Java controls, you can create a control project. For more information, see
How Do I: Create and Use a Java Control Within a Control Project?

To Create a Java Class Within a Java project

In the Application tab, right−click the top−level folder representing your application, then click
New−−>Project.

1. 

In the New Project dialog, in the left−hand pane, click Business Logic.2. 
In the right−hand pane, click Java Project.3. 
In the Project name box, type a name for your new control project.4. 
Click Create. The Java project folder is created in the Application pane.5. 
In the Application tab, right−click the Java project folder, then click New−−>Folder. Enter a folder
name in the Create New Folder dialog.
It may be good idea to create separate subfolders within your Java project and group classes with
related functionality in the same folder. Keep in mind that a folder beneath the Java project's top level
becomes part of the control's Java package name. With this in mind, you should create a folder
structure that reflects what the various Java classes are designed to do. Note that you cannot create the
control in the root of a project — it must be in a subfolder.

6. 

In the Application tab, right−click the subfolder, then click New−−>Java Class. The New File dialog
appears.

7. 

In the File name field, type a name for the Java class you are creating.8. 
Click Create. The file opens and you can add your Java class.9. 

To Build and Package the Java Project

Right−click the java project's folder, then click Build "java project folder".• 

WebLogic Workshop compiles the Java classes, packages it into a JAR file with the same name as the control
project's folder, and adds the control as a library available in the application. You'll find the resulting JAR file
in the Libraries folder of your application.

To Add a JAR File from Another Application

If you want to use a Java class that is in a JAR file in a different application, you will first need to add the
library to your current application:

Go to the Application pane, right−click the Libraries folder in the root of the application folder, and
select Add Library.

1. 

In the Add Library dialog, navigate to and double−click the root folder of the other application. Then
double−click APP−INF−−>lib, and select the JAR file. Click Open.

2. 

To Use the Java Class
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To use the class, you must handle it like any regular Java class in a package. That is, you can add an import
statement at the beginning of the source file or you can refer to the class by its long name. For more
information, see Introduction To Java.

Related Topics

Introduction to Java

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Access a File at Runtime?
The current topic describes how to read a file at runtime that is stored within the application context, that is,
stored underneath the application's folder and packaged in the EAR. The file might need to be accessed only
by one or more page flows and/or web services defined in the same web project, or the file might need to be
read from any project in an application. Both scenarios are described here.

To Access a File in a Web Project

To read an individual file in a web (service) project at runtime, you must store the file in the project's folder
WEB−INF/classes. To read a file that is part of a JAR, you must store the JAR in the folder WEB−INF/lib. To
actually read the file during runtime, for instance by a JPF's action method or a web service method, use the
Java ClassLoader's method getResourceAsStream to obtain an InputStream as is shown in the following
example:

    InputStream myStream = Thread.currentThread().getContextClassLoader().getResourceAsStream("data/myFile.xml");
    if(myStream == null) 
        // file not found. Throw exception
        ...
    else
        ...

In the example, the file myFile.xml is located in the folder WEB−INF/classes/data in the web project. For
more information on the various Java classes and methods used in the example, see http://java.sun.com.

To Access a File in an Application

To access an individual file in any project in an application at runtime, you must store the file in the
application's folder <MyApplication>/APP−INF/classes on your file system. To access a file in a JAR, you
must store the JAR in the folder <MyApplication>/APP−INF/lib. To actually read the file, for instance by a
Java class that is defined in a Java project, use the Java ClassLoader's method getResourceAsStream to obtain
an InputStream as shown above.

Order of Precedence

When a file is to be read in a web project at runtime, the runtime checks the various folders for this file in the
following order:

APP−INF/classes1. 
APP−INF/lib2. 
WEB−INF/classes3. 
WEB−INF/lib4. 

Notice that if a file with the same name is defined in APP−INF/classes and in WEB−INF/classes, the runtime
will only find and read the file in the folder APP−INF/classes.

For non−web projects, the runtime will check the folders APP−INF/classes and APP−INF/lib in the order
given above.

Related Topics
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How Do I: Reuse Existing Java Code?

How Do I: Add an Existing Enterprise JavaBean to an Application?

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Add a Non−WebLogic Workshop JAR File
to an Application?
When you have a JAR file with Java classes that was not created with WebLogic Workshop, you can still use
these classes in your application. To do you, you must add the JAR file as a library to your application.

Note. To reuse the Java classes in a JAR file, they must be grouped in one or more packages. For more
information on Java packages, see Introduction To Java.

To Add a Non−WebLogic Workshop JAR File to Your Application

Go to the Application pane, right−click the Libraries folder in the root of the application folder, and
select Add Library.

1. 

In the Add Library dialog, navigate to and select the JAR file. Click Open.2. 

To Use a Java Class from a Non−WebLogic Workshop JAR File

To use a Java class, you must handle it like any regular Java class in a package. That is, you can add an import
statement at the beginning of the source file or you can refer to the class by its long name. For more
information, see Introduction To Java.

Related Topics

How Do I: Reuse Existing Java Code?
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How Do I: Add an Existing Enterprise JavaBean to an
Application?
WebLogic Workshop provides the EJB control to enable convenient access to an existing Enterprise JavaBean
(EJB) from web services. To use this EJB with an EJB control, you must first make the EJB known to your
application. You can do this by adding an EJB JAR as a module or as a library.

When you add an EJB JAR as a module, the EJB will be deployed on the server as part of that application.

Instead of the EJB having application scope, you can also deploy an EJB in a standalone fashion, that is, the
JAR file is deployed directly on the server (and is not wrapped in an application's EAR file). For more
information, see How Do I: Deploy a Stand−Alone Enterprise JavaBean on WebLogic Server? When the EJB
is deployed as a standalone on the server used by your application, you can add this EJB's complete JAR or its
client JAR as a library. The EJB client JAR contains the EJB's home and remote interface classes and any
other classes necessary for a client program to access the EJB.

Note. You can specify the creation of a EJB client JAR in EJB project. For more information, see
@ejbgen:jar−settings Annotation.

When you add an EJB JAR as a library, it is recommended that you use the client JAR. The client JAR file
contains only the classes and interfaces used to access EJBs, and using this JAR provides better code isolation
between the EJB's client and server code.

Note. You should never add the same EJB both as a module and as a library, because it is unclear at this point
whether the EJB Control is talking to the globally−scoped or application−scoped version of the EJB.

To Add a JAR File as a J2EE Module

On the Applications tab of your application, locate the Modules folder.1. 
Right−click the Modules folder, then click Add Module.2. 
In the Add Module dialog, browse to the JAR file you want to add.3. 
Select the JAR file, then click Open.

Remember that this must be a complete EJB JAR file, and not the EJB's client JAR. WebLogic
Workshop will warn you if the JAR file is not a valid J2EE module.

4. 

If you are sure that you want to add the JAR file as a J2EE module, it may be that the
deployment descriptors in your JAR are invalid. You can validate them using WebLogic
Builder.

♦ 

If the JAR is not a J2EE module, but you want the classes in it to be available to code in your
application, you should add the JAR as a library.

♦ 

After you have added the module, WebLogic Workshop puts the JAR file in your application's root folder.
Classes in the JAR are added to your application's class path, and the JAR will be deployed to the server as a
J2EE module.

To Add a JAR File as a Library
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On the Applications tab for your application, locate the Libraries folder.1. 
Right−click the Libraries folder, then click Add Library.2. 
In the Add Library dialog, browse to the JAR file you want to add.3. 
Select the JAR file, then click Open.

If the JAR file is a J2EE module, WebLogic Workshop will ask if you want to add it as a module or
as a library.

If you select Add it as a module and deploy it, the result will be the same as if you had added
the JAR as a module.

♦ 

If you select Add it as a library, WebLogic Workshop will add it to the Libraries folder.♦ 

4. 

After you have added the EJB as a library, WebLogic Workshop puts the JAR file in your application's
app−inf/lib folder. Classes in the JAR are added to your application's class path, but the JAR is not deployed
as a J2EE module.

Related Topics

How Do I: Deploy a Stand−Alone Enterprise JavaBean on WebLogic Server?

Developing Enterprise JavaBeans

EJB Control

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Exchange Messages with a JMS Queue or
Topic from a Web Service?
WebLogic Workshop provides the JMS control to enable convenient access to an existing Java Message
Service (JMS) queue or topic from web services.

To Create a JMS Control

In Design View, find the web service from which you would like to access a JMS queue or topic.1. 
From the Insert menu, choose Controls−−>JMS. The Insert Control − Insert JMS dialog opens.2. 
In Step 1, enter a name that your web service will use to reference the control member. It is customary
for this name to start with a lower−case character. The name you enter must be a valid Java identifier.

3. 

Select the Create a new JMS control to use with this service radio button.4. 
In the New JCX name field, enter a name for the JCX file. It is customary for this name to start with
an upper−case character. The name you enter must be a valid Java identifier.

5. 

In the first part of Step 3 in the dialog, select Queue or Topic.6. 
If this JMS control will allow web services to send or publish messages, in the next part of step 3
corresponding to the send−jndi−name box, click browse to select the JNDI name for the queue or
topic you will be sending to.
Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) is a registry for resources such as Enterprise Java Beans,
JMS queues, and so on. The provider of the resource is responsible for registering it and advertising
the name to people or code who need the resource.

7. 

If this JMS control will allow web services to receive or subscribe to messages, in the next part of the
step 3 corresponding to the receive−jndi−name box, enter the JNDI name for the queue or topic you
will be receiving from or subscribing to, or click Browse to select one.

8. 

In the connection factory field, enter the connection factory that you will be using to connect to the
queue or topic, or click Browse to select one.

9. 

Click Create.10. 

A JCX file is created in the same directory as the web service to which it was being added, and a reference to
that control is added to your web service. This control can now be used to access the specified JMS queue or
topic. This JCX file can also be used by other web services.

Related Topics

JMS Control: Using Java Message Service Queues and Topics from Your Web Service
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Deployment and Administration
This section includes topics that explain how to deploy and administer domains, projects, and directories in
WebLogic Workshop.

Topics Included in This Section

How Do I: Create An Application−Scoped Security Role?

How Do I: Use a Custom Ant Build for a Project?

How Do I: Call wlwBuild.cmd from an ANT build.xml file?

How Do I: Compile a Single Java File?

How Do I: Use a Remote WebLogic Server During Development?

How Do I: Reset the State of WebLogic Server?

How Do I: Create a New WebLogic Workshop−Enabled WebLogic Server Domain?

How Do I: WebLogic Workshop−Enable an Existing WebLogic Server Domain?

How Do I: Configure WebLogic Workshop to Use a Different Database for Internal State?

How Do I: Debug an Application on a Remote Production Server?

How Do I: Deploy a WebLogic Workshop Application to a Production Server?

How Do I: Deploy a Stand−Alone Enterprise JavaBean on WebLogic Server?

How Do I: Deploy a Workshop Application to a Cluster?

How Do I: Put an Application Under Source Control?

Related Topics

How Do I...?

Deployment and Clustering
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How Do I: Configure WebLogic Server to Run on the
WebLogic JRockit Java Virtual Machine?
The WebLogic JRockit Java Virtual Machine (JVM) has been developed uniquely for server−side
applications and optimized for Intel architectures to ensure reliability, scalability, and manageability for Java
applications. This topic describes how to configure WebLogic Server to use the JRockit JVM.

If you use the BEA Configuration Wizard or a template to create a new domain, that domain will use the JVM
that you selected when you created the domain.

To Configure WebLogic Server to Use the JRockit JVM:

Locate the file setDomainEnv.cmd on Windows, or setDomainEnv.sh on Linux, in the root directory
for your domain.

1. 

Open this file for editing in a text editor.2. 
On the very first line of the file, add a line to set the JAVA_VENDOR environment variable to BEA.
On Windows, add the line SET JAVA_VENDOR=BEA. On Linux, add the line EXPORT
JAVA_VENDOR=BEA, or use the syntax appropriate to the Linux shell you're using.

3. 

Restart WebLogic Server.4. 

Note that if the JAVA_VENDOR environment variable is not set in the setDomainEnv configuration file,
WebLogic Server will use the value that's specified for that variable in the commEnv configuration file, which
is in the BEA_HOME/weblogic81/common/bin directory.

Related Topics

BEA WebLogic JRockit 8.1 SDK Documentation
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How Do I: Create An Application−Scoped Security
Role?
Security roles can be defined globally or can be scoped to a particular resource, such as a web service, an EJB,
or an application. This topic describe how to create an application−scoped security role. For more information
on security roles, see Role−Based Security.

To Define an Application−Scoped Role

In the Application tab, right−click the Security Roles folder. The New Security Role dialog appears.1. 

In the Name field, enter the name of the security role.2. 
(Optional.) Enter a description of the security role.3. 
To map the role to a principal, you have the following options:

Use role name. When you select this option, a user with the same name as the security role is
automatically created in the security realm and this user is mapped to the role. The password
for this user is password.

♦ 

Use custom principal name. When you select this option, you must provide the name of a
user or group. This principal is subsequently mapped to this application scoped role.
However, the principal (that is, no user or group) itself is not automatically created; you must
verify that the principal exist in the security realm.

♦ 

Externally defined. When you select this option, you indicate that the role−principal mapping
is defined elsewhere in the security realm as part of the global role−principal mapping. For
more information, see An Overview of Role−Based Security.

♦ 

4. 

When you add a new role to the Security Roles folder, this application−scoped role is declared in the
application's application.xml file (located in the META−INF directory). The role−principal mapping (or the
role with the <externally−defined/> element) is declared in the file weblogic−application.xml.

Related Topics

Creating Principals and Role−Principal Mappings

Role−Based Security
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How Do I: Reset the State of WebLogic Server?
Occasionally while developing web services, you may compile a project that causes undesirable behavior in
the server. WebLogic Workshop provides a tool that may help you clear the state of the server in such
situations.

To reset the state of a development WebLogic Server hosting WebLogic Workshop web services:

Right−click the project folder and select Clean [project name]. (You can also clean the application by
right−clicking the application folder and selecting Clean [application name].)

1. 

When the clean process is complete right−click the project folder and select Build [project name].
(You can build the enter application by right−clicking the application folder and selecting Build
[application name].)

2. 

Clean attempts to undeploy EJBs and other resources that were produced by the compilation process. In some
cases, this is not possible because of the state of the server. If Clean does not solve the problem, stop and
restart WebLogic Server.

Note that the problems Clean solves do not occur on production servers. Clean addresses problems that occur
due to cyclic compilation of Java files during iterative development.

Related Topics

Applications and Project

How Do I: Start or Stop WebLogic Server?
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How Do I: Use a Remote WebLogic Server During
Development?
It is possible to set up your environment such that WebLogic Workshop runs on a different machine than your
WebLogic Server. For instance, you can run WebLogic Workshop on a local Microsoft Windows 2000
machine while the WebLogic Server runs on a Linux machine. This configuration allows you to develop
applications using a local installation of WebLogic Workshop and test them on a remote WebLogic Server. It
also prevents you from having to build and deploy an EAR file to a remote machine each time you want to
test an application. However the following conditions must be met.

The application files must reside on the same machine as the one running WebLogic Server.• 
The directory where the application files reside must be shared to the machine running WebLogic
Workshop.

• 

The directory of the running domain of WebLogic Server (for example,
[BEA_HOME]/weblogic81/samples/domains/workshop)must be shared to the machine running
WebLogic Workshop.

• 

• 
Ensure that the remote WebLogic Server is a workshop enabled domain. For more information on how to
create WebLogic Workshop−enabled WebLogic Server domains, see How Do I: Create a New WebLogic
Workshop−Enabled WebLogic Server Domain?

Note if the remote server is running a production application and you wish to hit breakpoints on the
application code, see How Do I: Debug an Application on a Remote Production Server?.

You must also configure WebLogic Workshop to use the remote WebLogic Server.

To Configure WebLogic Workshop to use a Remote WebLogic Server

Launch WebLogic Workshop and open the application.1. 
Select Application Properties from the Tools menu. The Application Properties dialog appears.2. 
Select WebLogic Server in the left−hand pane.3. 
In the right−hand pane, click the Browse button in the Server Home Directory section and navigate to
BEA_HOME/weblogic81/samples/domains/workshop. Select Config.xml and click Open.

4. 

Change the Hostname in the Settings section to the name of the remote server. Make sure the other
values on this page are correct. Click OK.

5. 

You must start and stop the WebLogic Server from the WebLogic Server machine.

Related Topics

How Do I: Create a New WebLogic Workshop−Enabled WebLogic Server Domain?
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How Do I: Create a New WebLogic
Workshop−Enabled WebLogic Server Domain?
This topic describes how to create a new WebLogic Server domain that is configured for building and testing
web services with WebLogic Workshop.

To modify an existing domain, see How Do I: WebLogic Workshop−Enable an Existing WebLogic Server
Domain?

To Create a New WebLogic Workshop−Enabled Domain

To run the Domain Configuration Wizard, choose Start−−>Programs−−>BEA WebLogic Platform
8.1−−>Configuration Wizard.

1. 

On the first page of the BEA WebLogic Configuration Wizard, select Create a new WebLogic
configuration. Click Next.

2. 

Expand the BEA folder and select a configuration template that best matches your wishes. Click Next.3. 
Select Express configuration unless you want to do advanced customization. Click Next.4. 
Use the Administrator's user name and password provided by the template or modify these fields.
Click Next.

5. 

In the WebLogic Configuration Startup Mode pane, select Development or Production Mode. In the
Java SDK Selection pane, use an SDK supplied by BEA or add a new SDK. Click Next.

6. 

Review details about the configuration in the Configuration Summary and Configuration Details
areas. If you need to modify any information, select Previous to return to the desired configuration
windows.
Make sure that the Configuration Location and Domain Name fields reflect the required
configuration directory:

To change the configuration location, click Browse to invoke the Select a WebLogic
Configuration Directory dialog box. In the dialog box, navigate to the appropriate directory
and click OK.

♦ 

To change the Configuration Name field, click within the field and modify the contents.♦ 
Once you have verified all the details within the window, click Create to create the domain.

7. 

The Creating Configuration window is displayed, indicating the status of the domain creation
process. The Configuration Wizard stores the config.xml file and all other generated components in
the configuration directory that you specify. When the domain is created, click Done.

8. 

To Run WebLogic Workshop in the New Domain

Launch the WebLogic Workshop application that will be run in the new domain.1. 
Choose Application Properties from the Tools menu. The Application Properties dialog appears.2. 
Select WebLogic Server in the pane on the left.3. 
In the Server Home Directory section, click the Browse button and navigate to the new domain's
location. Open config.xml.

4. 

Ensure that all values in the Path and Settings panes are correct. Click OK.5. 

You can now run the application by clicking the Start icon.

Related Topics

How Do I: WebLogic Workshop−Enable an Existing WebLogic Server Domain?
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How Do I: WebLogic Workshop−Enable an Existing
WebLogic Server Domain?
WebLogic Workshop applications require that the domain in which they are deployed include the WebLogic
Workshop runtime components. This topic describes how to modify the configuration of an existing
WebLogic Server domain so that it can host WebLogic Workshop web services.

If you want to create a new domain, see How Do I: Create a New WebLogic Workshop−enabled WebLogic
Server Domain?

WebLogic Workshop−Enabling a WebLogic Server 8.1 Domain

To enable the WebLogic Workshop runtime in an existing WebLogic Server 8.1 domain that you created with
the WebLogic Server 8.1 Configuration Wizard, you may use the Configuration Wizard and extend the
domain using a Workshop−enabled template. The Configuration Wizard can add the WebLogic Workshop
Extension to any WebLogic Server 8.1 domain. To learn more about the Configuration Wizard, see How Do I:
Create a New WebLogic Workshop−Enabled WebLogic Server Domain?

WebLogic Workshop−Enabling an Earlier WebLogic Server
Domain

If you have a WebLogic Server domain that you did not create with the WebLogic Server 8.1 Configuration
Wizard, you can enable the WebLogic Workshop runtime components in this WebLogic Server domain by
completing the following steps. Each of these steps is described in greater detail in subsequent sections in this
topic:

Configure a collection of resources in the target domain. See the Configuring WebLogic Server
Resources section, below.

1. 

Create and configure the jws−config.properties file in the target domain to refer to this collection of
resources. See the Setting WebLogic Workshop Properties section, below.

2. 

Make changes to the WebLogic start script(s) to set appropriate Java classpaths, and start a database
server to manage WebLogic Workshop runtime information. See the Editing the Start Script section,
below.

3. 

Create a database used to store WebLogic Workshop runtime information. See the Creating the
Runtime Database section, below.

4. 

If you have existing web applications that you want to use in the WebLogic Workshop−enabled
domain, see Configuring Web Applications.

5. 

Note: The steps above have been tested in a new "WLS Domain" created with the Domain Configuration
Wizard.

Configuring WebLogic Server Resources

In order for a WebLogic Server 8.1 domain to be able to host WebLogic Workshop applications, the domain
must be configured with the resources described in the following sections, including a connection pool, a
conversation data source, a sample data source, a JMS data store, a JMS server, and a JMS Connection
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Factory.

These resources may be configured using the WebLogic console (recommended) or by editing the domain's
config.xml file directly. You can learn more about configuring WebLogic Server on e−docs.bea.com at
Creating and Configuring WebLogic Server Domains. The instructions below assume you are configuring
these resources from the WebLogic console.

Note: The cg prefix is used in all resource names in the steps below. You may name the resources anything
you wish, but using a common prefix can help you subsequently identify resources as a group.

Configuring a Connection Pool

A JDBC connection pool must be configured to support JDBC data sources used by the WebLogic Workshop
runtime. The default database used to store this runtime information is the PointBase database that is shipped
with the WebLogic platform.

From the WebLogic Server console home page, select Connection Pools under Services Configurations,
JDBC, and on the next page select Configure a new JDBC Connection Pool:

Select the database driver and type you want to use. Click Continue.• 
Enter a unique name for the connection pool and enter the connection properties. The default database
name is cajun. Click Continue.

• 

Click Test Driver Configuration.• 
When the test is successfull, click Create and Deploy. Otherwise, adjust your connection settings.• 

For more information on how to configure a connection pool, see Configuring and Managing JDBC
Connection Pools, MultiPools, and DataSources Using the Administration Console at e−docs.bea.com, or you
click the help icon in the WebLogic Server console. You can also find more instructions at How Do I:
Configure WebLogic Workshop to Use a Different Database for Internal State?

Configuring a Conversation Data Source

A JDBC data source must be configured to support persistence of web service conversation state. The data
source must be a JDBCTxDataSource (a transacted data source). From the WebLogic Server console home
page, select Data Sources under Services Configurations, JDBC, and on the next page select Configure a
new JDBC Data Source:

Enter a unique name and JNDI name, and make sure that the Emulate Two−Phase Commit for
non−XA Driver option is checked. Click Continue.

• 

Associate the data source to the connection pool you just created. Click Continue.• 
Deploy the data source to the server. Click Create.• 

For more information on configuring a data source, see Configuring and Managing JDBC Connection Pools,
MultiPools, and DataSources Using the Administration Console at e−docs.bea.com, or you can click the help
icon in WebLogic Server console for detailed instructions. You can also find more instructions at How Do I:
Configure WebLogic Workshop to Use a Different Database for Internal State?

The name of the data source must also be specified as the value of the weblogic.jws.JMSControlDataSource
property in the jws−config.properties file, as described below in Setting WebLogic Workshop Properties.
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Note: A single conversational database table may be shared by multiple applications and servers because
values for the conversation ID (stored in the CG_ID column) will be globally unique. System−generated
values for CG_ID will be unique; values supplied by application code must also be unique, or there may be
unexpected results. See How Do I: Deploy a WebLogic Workshop Application to a Production Server? for
more specific information on database schema.

Configuring a Sample Data Source

This configuration step is optional. When a Database control is created in the WebLogic Workshop visual
development environment, the control will default to using a JDBC data source named cgSampleDataSource.
If you want new Database controls created in the visual development environment to function without
modification, you should configure a JDBC data source with the JNDI name cgSampleDataSource. To create
this data source, follow the same procedure as above for the Conversation Data Source.

Configuring a JMS Data Store

A JMS JDBC data store must be configured to support state persistence by JMS controls. From the WebLogic
Server console home page, select Stores under Services Configurations, JMS, and on the next page select
Configure a new JMS JDBC Store. Provide a unique name for the data store and associate it to the
connection pool you created.

You can learn more about configuring a JMS JDBC data store on e−docs.bea.com at Create a JMS JDBC
Store, or you can click the help icon in WebLogic console.

The name of the JMS store must also be specified as the value of the weblogic.jws.JMSControlDataSource
property in the jws−config.properties file, as described below in Setting WebLogic Workshop Properties.

Configuring a JMS Server

A JMS server must be configured to support message buffers, timer controls, JMS controls and JMS as a web
service message transport. From the WebLogic Server console home page, select Servers under Services
Configurations, JMS, and on the next page select Configure a new JMS Server. Enter a unique name for the
server on the first page and associate it to the target server on the next page.

You can learn more about configuring WebLogic JMS servers on e−docs.bea.com at Configuring WebLogic
JMS, or you can click the help icon in WebLogic console.

The name of the JMS server must also be specified as the value of the weblogic.jws.InternalJMSServer
property in the jws−config.properties file, as described below in Setting WebLogic Workshop Properties.

Configuring a JMS Connection Factory

A JMS connection factory must be configured to provide JMS connections. From the WebLogic Server
console home page, select Connection Factories under Services Configurations, JMS, and on the next page
select Configure a new JMS Connection Factory:

Enter a unique name and a JNDI name and use the remaining default settings. Click Create.• 
Deploy the connection factory to the server. Click Apply.• 

You can learn more about configuring WebLogic JMS connection factories on e−docs.bea.com at Configuring
WebLogic JMS, or you can click the help icon in WebLogic console.
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The name of the JMS connection factory must also be specified as the value of the
weblogic.jws.InternalJMSConnFactory property in the jws−config.properties file, as described next.

Setting WebLogic Workshop Properties

The resources defined in the previous sections are referred to from the WebLogic Workshop configuration file
jws−config.properties. Create a file named jws−config.properties in the domain directory (the directory that
contains config.xml for your domain). In the file, configure the following properties:

weblogic.jws.InternalJMSServer=<name of JMS server configured above>
weblogic.jws.InternalJMSConnFactory=<JNDI name of JMS Connection Factory configured above>
weblogic.jws.ConversationDataSource=<JNDI name of Conversation Data Source configured above>
weblogic.jws.JMSControlDataSource=<Name of JMS JDBC Store configured above>
weblogic.jws.ConversationMaxKeyLength=768

For a complete description of the jws−config.properties file, see jws−config.properties Configuration File.

Editing the Start Script

The following additions must be made to the .cmd start script(s) on Windows hosts or .sh start script(s) on
UNIX. The default names of these scripts are startWebLogic.cmd and startWebLogic.sh. Only the Windows
version of the procedure is shown. There are several differences you should be aware of when performing
these procedures on UNIX:

Environment variable references are of the form $WL_HOME instead of %WL_HOME%• 
The path separator is / instead of \• 
UNIX scripts use # to denote comments instead of REM• 
@ as the first character on a line is specific to Windows. Do not use it on UNIX systems.• 
UNIX path environment variables like PATH and CLASSPATH use a colon (:) to separate path
elements instead of semicolon (;)

• 

Paste all of the code fragments described below into you start script between the line containing:

SETLOCAL

and the line containing

@rem Set SERVER_NAME.

Setting Environment Variables

You must define a number of environment variables that will be used by WebLogic Workshop. Replace c:\bea
with the directory in which you installed WebLogic (default on Windows is c:\bea).

The following SET commands should each be one line with no spaces. If you cut and paste from this topic,
you will need to join lines manually.

set WL_HOME=C:\bea\weblogic81
set BEAHOME=C:\bea
set JAVA_HOME=C:\bea\jdk141_05
set ARDIR=%WL_HOME%\server\lib
REM
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REM These commands convert to the windows short form of paths with no spaces.
REM These commands are only necessary on Windows.
REM
for %%i in (%0) do set CONFIGDIR=%%~dpi
for %%i in ("%CONFIGDIR%") do set CONFIGDIR=%%~fsi
pushd %CONFIGDIR%
REM
set PRE_CLASSPATH=%WL_HOME%\common\lib\log4j.jar;%ARDIR%\knex.jar;%ARDIR%\JDIProxy.jar
set POST_CLASSPATH=%PB_CLASSPATH%;%ARDIR%\webservices.jar;%ARDIR%\webserviceclient.jar;
    %ARDIR%\webserviceclient+ssl.jar
REM
REM Augment class path to enable generation of client proxy JAR files using ant
REM
set CLASSPATH=%ARDIR%\ant\ant.jar;%JAVA_HOME%\jre\lib\rt.jar

Specifying WebLogic Workshop Production Mode

WebLogic Workshop may be run in Development Mode or Production Mode. This is not the same as
WebLogic Server Development Mode and Production Mode. If you want to support deployed WebLogic
Workshop applications (applications built with wlwBuild and deployed to a production server as an EAR
file), you must run the target server in WebLogic Workshop Production Mode. To do so, specify the following
weblogic.jws.ProductionMode=true property to be used when WebLogic Server is started. You may add this
property to the JAVA_OPTIONS variable as shown below (add the bold portion). The quotes are necessary if
the variable previously had a single value and will now have more than one.

set JAVA_OPTIONS=
    "−Dweblogic.security.SSL.trustedCAKeyStore=C:\bea\weblogic81\server\lib\cacerts

−Dweblogic.jws.ProductionMode=true"

Enabling WebLogic Workshop Logging

WebLogic Workshop logging is disabled by default. To enable logging, you must set the log4j.configuration
and weblogic.jws.logging Java properties. You can set these properties by adding the line below to the start
script. Add this text as a single line, replacing the line breaks below with spaces.

set JAVA_OPTIONS=%JAVA_OPTIONS%
    −Dlog4j.configuration=file:%WL_HOME%\common\lib\workshopLogCfg.xml
    −Dweblogic.jws.logging=true

To learn more about WebLogic Workshop logging, see workshopLogCfg.xml Configuration File.

Enabling WebLogic Workshop Debugging

If you want to use the WebLogic Workshop debugger in this domain,you must modify the server startup
command and start the WebLogic Workshop Debugging Proxy.

To modify the server startup command, first set the following variables in the start script:

set DEBUG_PORT=8453
set JAVA_DEBUG="−Xdebug −Xnoagent −Xrunjdwp:transport=dt_socket,address=$DEBUG_PORT,server=y,suspend=n −Djava.compiler=NONE"

Then modify the startup command in the start script to include the JAVA_DEBUG argument as shown in bold
below:

%JAVA_HOME%\bin\java %JAVA_VM% %JAVA_DEBUG% %MEM_ARGS% %JAVA_OPTIONS% −Dwlw.testConsole=true −Dwlw.iterativeDev=true 
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   −Dweblogic.Name=%SERVER_NAME% −Dweblogic.management.username=%WLS_USER% −Dweblogic.management.password=%WLS_PW% 
   −Dweblogic.ProductionModeEnabled=%STARTMODE% −Djava.security.policy="%WL_HOME%\server\lib\weblogic.policy" 
   weblogic.Server

To start the WebLogic Workshop Debugging Proxy, add the line below to the start script. Add the text as a
single line, replacing the line breaks below with spaces.

@start "WebLogic Workshop Debugger..." /MIN %JAVA_HOME%\bin\java
    −classpath %PRE_CLASSPATH%;%WL_HOME%\server\lib\weblogic.jar;%JAVA_HOME%\lib\tools.jar
    JDIProxy.DbgMain

Starting the Runtime Database Server with WebLogic Server

WebLogic Workshop requires a database to store web service conversational state and provide a JMS store.
The following code should be added to your start script if, in Configuring a Connection Pool above, you
decided to use the PointBase database that is installed with WebLogic. If you configured WebLogic Server to
use a database other than PointBase, but you must configure analogous resources to those described here.

Note: Depending on the Service Pack level of WebLogic Platform you have installed, the actual names of the
PointBase JAR files in the definition of PB_CLASSPATH may be different. Please verify that the JAR files
named in PB_CLASSPATH exist in your installation.

The following SET commands should each be one line with no spaces:

set POINTBASEDIR=C:\bea\weblogic81\common
set PB_CLASSPATH=%POINTBASEDIR%\lib\pbserver44.jar;%POINTBASEDIR%\lib\pbclient44.jar

Note: PB_CLASSPATH is referenced in POST_CLASSPATH, defined above. So the definition of
POINTBASEDIR and PB_CLASSPATH must occur before the definition of POST_CLASSPATH in the file.
You need to move the definition of POST_CLASSPATH.

The START command should be a single line with spaces in place of the line breaks shown:

@REM
@REM START POINTBASE
@REM
start "Pointbase" /B /MIN cmd /c %JAVA_HOME%\bin\java
    −classpath %WL_HOME%\server\lib\weblogic.jar;%PB_CLASSPATH% com.pointbase.net.netServer
    /port:9093 /d:3 /pointbase.ini=%CONFIGDIR%\pointbase.ini > %CONFIGDIR%\pointbase.log 2>&1

Before you can start WebLogic Server successfully, you must also create the database used by the WebLogic
Workshop runtime as described in the next section.

Creating the Runtime Database

You must create a database used by the WebLogic Workshop runtime. This is the database named in
Configuring a Connection Pool above. The below instructions assume you selected the default PointBase
database and named it cajun. To create the database, you must create a pointbase.ini configuration file, start
the PointBase server, and then create the database itself.
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Creating the pointbase.ini Configuration File

Before you can configure the PointBase database used by the WebLogic Workshop runtime, you must create a
pointbase.ini file in the domain directory with the following content:

database.home=.
transaction.isolationlevel=TRANSACTION_SERIALIZABLE
database.pagesize=4096
cache.size=2063
sort.size=1024

The domain directory is the directory containing the config.xml file for the target domain.

Starting the PointBase Server

The PointBase Server must be running in order to create the WebLogic Workshop runtime database. Start the
PointBase server by executing the command below in a Windows command window. Replace c:\bea with the
directory where WebLogic is installed.

Note: Depending on the Service Pack level of WebLogic Platform you have installed, the actual names of the
PointBase JAR files in the definition of PB_CLASSPATH may be different. Please verify that the JAR files
named in PB_CLASSPATH exist in your installation.

The following SET commands should each be one line with no spaces:

set WL_HOME=C:\bea\weblogic81
set JAVA_HOME=C:\bea\jdk141_05
set POINTBASEDIR=%WL_HOME%\common
set PB_CLASSPATH=%POINTBASEDIR%\lib\pbserver44.jar;%POINTBASEDIR%\lib\pbclient44.jar
set PB_TOOLSCLASSPATH=%POINTBASEDIR%\lib\pbtools44.jar;
    %POINTBASEDIR%\lib\pbserver44.jar;%POINTBASEDIR%\lib\pbclient44.jar

The following command should be a single line with spaces in place of the line breaks shown. Run this
command while in the domain directory (the directory that contains config.xml for the target domain)

start "Pointbase" cmd /c %JAVA_HOME%\bin\java −classpath
    %WL_HOME%\server\lib\weblogic.jar;%PB_CLASSPATH% com.pointbase.net.netServer
    /port:9093 /d:3 /pointbase.ini=pointbase.ini > pointbase.log 2>&1

When you execute the command above, a new Windows command window with the title Pointbase will
appear. Ignore this window until it is time to stop the PointBase Server as directed below.

Creating the Database

Now that the PointBase Server is running, you can create the database with the command shown below. The
command should be entered as a single line with spaces in place of the line breaks shown.

%JAVA_HOME%\bin\java −classpath %PB_TOOLSCLASSPATH%
    com.pointbase.tools.toolsCommander com.pointbase.jdbc.jdbcUniversalDriver 
    jdbc:pointbase:server://localhost:9093/cajun,new cajun abc

The command above starts the PointBase Command Tool and also creates the required database (named
cajun). The Command Tool will then display the SQL> prompt. Enter the following command to exit the
PointBase Command Tool:
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exit;

You may now stop the PointBase Server by typing Ctrl−C in the "Pointbase" window. If database creation
was successful, a file named cajun.dbn will be present in the domain directory.

Starting WebLogic Server

If you have completed all of the steps described in this topic, you should now be able to start WebLogic
Server without errors. In a Windows command window, type the name of the start script. If you used the
default name:

startWebLogic

Configuring Web Applications for the Enabled Domain

Web applications that were created in the non−enabled domain can be used in the enabled domain. To do so,
each web application project's web.xml file needs to contain:

<listener>
   <listener−class>
   com.bea.wlw.runtime.core.servlet.WebappContextListener
   </listener−class>
</listener>

Specifying Which JSP Compiler to Use in Your Web Application

By default JSP pages use WebLogic Workshop's JSP compiler; the web application project's weblogic.xml
file should contain:

<jsp−descriptor>
   <jsp−param>
      <param−name>jspServlet</param−name>
      <param−value>weblogic.servlet.WlwJSPServlet</param−value>
   </jsp−param>
   <jsp−param>
      <param−name>debug</param−name>
      <param−value>true</param−value>
   </jsp−param>
</jsp−descriptor>

If you want to use WebLogic Server's JSP compiler instead, just comment out the entire jspServlet parameter,
as follows:

<jsp−descriptor>
   <!−− Comment out the jspServlet param out to go back to using WebLogic Server's JSP compiler −−>
   <!−−<jsp−param>
      <param−name>jspServlet</param−name>
      <param−value>weblogic.servlet.WlwJSPServlet</param−value>
   </jsp−param>−−>
   <jsp−param>
      <param−name>debug</param−name>
      <param−value>true</param−value>
   </jsp−param>
</jsp−descriptor>
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Related Topics

jws−config.properties Configuration File

How Do I: Create a New WebLogic Workshop−enabled WebLogic Server Domain?
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How Do I: Configure WebLogic Workshop to Use a
Different Database for Internal State?
WebLogic Workshop uses a JDBC data source to store internal state. By default, this data source is defined on
the PointBase database that is installed with WebLogic Server. You may wish to configure WebLogic
Workshop to use a different database for higher performance or scalability.

If you wish to configure WebLogic Workshop to use a database other than PointBase, you must configure the
connection pool and data source you would like WebLogic Workshop to use, then configure WebLogic
Workshop to use the new connection pool and data source.

To see how to configure WebLogic Workshop to use a new connection pool and data source, see Configuring
WebLogic Server Resources in How Do I: WebLogic Workshop−Enable an Existing WebLogic Server
Domain?

Related Topics

jws−config.properties Configuration File
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How Do I: Debug an Application on a Remote
Production Server?
You can debug an application running on a remote server, even if that server is not running WebLogic
Workshop.

The following procedure explains how to debug an application that is deployed to a server running WebLogic
Server in production mode or a server that is not running WebLogic Server.

Start the server in production mode

On Windows, open a command shell and cd to the server's root directory.1. 
Use the following command to start the server:2. 

    startWebLogicServer production notestconsole noiterativedev

For detailed information on starting WebLogic Server in production mode see startWebLogic
Command.

Deploy the target application to the remote production mode server

See How Do I: Deploy a WebLogic Workshop Application to a Production Server? for detailed
instructions.

• 

Open a Copy of the Application in WebLogic Workshop and Set Debugging Options

In WebLogic Workshop, open an exact, local copy of the remotely deployed application you wish to
debug in WebLogic Workshop.

1. 

Right−click the project you wish to debug and select Project Properties.2. 
In the Project Properties dialog, select Debugger.3. 
Under Debugging options, select Remote Workshop Server or Non Workshop Server.4. 
Under Remote Workshop Server settings, enter the Http Port and Server values for your remote
server. (If the remote server is not running WebLogic Server, also set the Debugging Port.)

5. 

Note: stopping debugging in the IDE will stop the remote server. To avoid the inconvenience of having to
stop and restart the server, press Ctrl−Shift B to disable breakpoints and Ctrl−B to re−enable them.

Note: You can only debug Java−based files (JWS, JPF, etc.) using this procedure.

Note: When you debug an application on a non−Workshop server, you cannot get Stream data when
debugging JSP's nor can you do script (jsx) debugging.

To learn more about debugging with WebLogic Workshop, see Debugging Your Application.

Related Topics

Debugging Your Application
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How Do I: Deploy a WebLogic Workshop Application
to a Production Server?
You can use the following procedures to deploy WebLogic Workshop applications to machines running
WebLogic Server in production mode. This task is divided into three steps:

To compile the application into an EAR file• 
To deploy the EAR file to a production server• 
To manually create required resources on the production server• 

To Compile the Application into an EAR File

From the Build menu select Build EAR.

WebLogic Workshop compiles an EAR file and places it in the application's root directory, the same
directory which holds your application's .work file. (E.g., if you build an EAR for SamplesApp, the
EAR file is placed in BEA_HOME/weblogic81/samples/workshop/SamplesApp.)

Note: to compile an EAR file you can also use the command line tool wlwBuild.cmd or generate an
ANT build file to call this command line tool. For information on using the command line tool
wlwBuild.cmd, see wlwBuild Command. For information on generating an ANT build file see How
Do I: Call wlwBuild.cmd from an ANT build.xml file?

• 

To Deploy the EAR File to a Production Server

Note: to succussfully deploy a Workshop application EAR to WebLogic Server, the server must be
Workshop−enabled.

For detailed information on creating a Workshop−enabled server domain from scratch see How Do I: Create a
New WebLogic Workshop−Enabled WebLogic Server Domain?

For detailed information on Workshop−enabling an existing domain, see How Do I: WebLogic
Workshop−Enable an Existing WebLogic Server Domain?

Open the WebLogic Server console for the target server running in production mode.1. 
On the left−hand side navigation pane, open the Deployments node.2. 
On the left−hand side navigation pane, open the Applications node.3. 
On the right−hand content pane, click Deploy a New Application.4. 
Click upload your file(s).5. 
Click the Browse button.6. 
In the Choose file dialog, navigate to the EAR file you wish to deploy and click Open.7. 
Click Upload.8. 
Select the EAR file you want to deploy and click Continue.9. 
Click, Deploy.

The console will show a list of the application's deployed modules (EJBs and web applications).

10. 

To Manually Create Required Resources on the Production Server
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To see what sort of resources need to be created on the production server, inspect the wlw−manifest.xml file,
created along with EAR file, located in the application's META−INF directory. There are three sorts of
resources that may need to be created: (1) JMS queues, (2) database tables to store conversational state
information, and, optionally, (3) security role restrictions for any controls with externally exposed callback
methods.

Create JMS queues

Note: if you are deploying to a cluster, you must either manually create the JMS queues on each
managed server (as described below) or you can use the auto−configure feature with the domain
Configuration Wizard. You can access the domain configuration wizard from Start−−>BEA
WebLogic Platform 8.1−−>Configuration Wizard. Within the Configuration Wizard, specify a JMS
server and the set of JMS queues before you create a cluster. The configuration wizard will
automatically configure the distributed queues along with the corresponding physical queues for each
managed server. Note that creating a cluster in the configuration wizard triggers this auto
configuration process.

1. 

For each pair of <con:async−request−queue> and <con:async−request−error−queue> elements in the
wlw−manifest.xml file you will need to create a pair of corresponding JMS queues on the production
server. Make sure that the ErrorDestination attribute on each of the <con:async−request−queue>
queues refers to the corresponding <con:async−request−error−queue> queue. (Note, you need to
create these JMS queues only if the application contains buffered methods. If the application contains
no buffered methods, the JMS queues do not need to be created, even if the JMS queues are listed in
wlw−manifest.xml.)

The following procedure explains how to manually create a JMS queue using the WebLogic Server
console.

(1) Using the WebLogic Server console, you can create these queues by the following procedure.

(2) On the left−hand side navigation pane, navigate to the Services−−>JMS−−>Servers−−>[your
JMS server]−−>Destinations node.

(3) Right−click the Destinations node and select Configure a new JMSQueue.

(4) On the right−hand side content pane, enter the JNDI Name provided in the
<con:async−request−queue> or <con:async−request−error−queue> element .

(5) Click Create.

(6) Error queues should have a Redelivery Limit set to zero. If you have just created an error queue
then complete this instruction, otherwise skip this instruction. On the right−hand side content pane,
click the Redelivery tab. In the Redelivery Limit field, enter the integer 0. Click Apply.

Associate Queue and Error Queue Pairs

The following procedure explains how to set the ErrorDestination attribute. You must create a queue
pair before you can complete this procedure.

(1) On the left−hand side navigation pane, navigate to a JMS queue entered for a
<con:async−request−queue>: Services−−>JMS−−>Servers−−>[your JMS
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server]−−>Destinations−−>[individual queue].

(2) Click the Redelivery tab for the individual queue.

(3) Use the Error Destination drop−down list to select the corresponding error delivery queue.

(4) Click Apply.

Conversational state database tables

If the application contains Web Service or Timer controls, then you must create database tables to
store the conversational state. If the application does not contain Web Service or Timer controls, these
table do not need to be created.

For each <con:conversation−state−table> element in the wlw−mainfest.xml file, you will need to
create a corresponding table on the production server. The following SQL scripts can be used in the to
create the necessary tables, depending on whether the server is running against a MS SQL Server,
Oracle, Pointbase, DB2, or Sybase database. Substitute <TableName> with the name of the table
appearing in the <con:conversation−state−table> element.

MS SQL Server

CREATE TABLE <TableName>(
CG_ID varchar(768) NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
LAST_ACCESS_TIME bigint,
CG_DATA IMAGE
)

Oracle

CREATE TABLE <TableName>(
CG_ID varchar(768) not null,
LAST_ACCESS_TIME number(19,0),
CG_DATA BLOB,
PRIMARY KEY (CG_ID)
)

Pointbase

CREATE TABLE <TableName>(
CG_ID varchar(768) not null,
LAST_ACCESS_TIME bigint,
CG_DATA BLOB(4M),
CONSTRAINT PK_<TableName>_ID PRIMARY KEY (CG_ID)
)

DB2

CREATE TABLE <TableName>(
CG_ID varchar(768) not null,
LAST_ACCESS_TIME bigint,

2. 
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CG_DATA BLOB,
PRIMARY KEY (CG_ID)
)

Sybase

CREATE TABLE <TableName>(
CG_ID varchar(768) not null,
LAST_ACCESS_TIME int,
CG_DATA IMAGE,
CONSTRAINT PK_<TableName>_ID PRIMARY KEY (CG_ID)
)

Note: the size of the CG_ID column defaults to 768, as shown above. This size can be set in the
jws−config.properties file, located in the domain root directory. In that file, see the property
weblogic.jws.ConversationMaxKeyLength.

A single conversational database table may be shared by multiple applications and servers because
values for CG_ID will be globally unique. System−generated values for CG_ID (also known as
"conversation IDs") will be unique; values supplied by application code must also be unique, or there
may be unexpected results.
Security Role Restrictions for Controls with Externally Exposed Callbacks

Optionally, you many want to configure WebLogic Server to enforce the role restrictions placed on
controls that can receive external callbacks. Your application will run without these role restrictions,
but it will not behave exactly as the developer intended it in terms of the role restrictions placed on a
control's callback methods.

Any control that can receive external callbacks is identified in the wlw−manifest.xml file with a
<con:external−callbacks/> tag. For example the following <con:external−callbacks/> tag tells you
that the the control async.HelloWorldAsyncControl, can receive external callbacks. The
<con:security−roles> tag tells you that this control has a role restriction placed on it: only Managers
are authorized to access this control. If such a control receives callbacks from an untrusted external
location, you may want to enforce these role restrictions on the deployed application.

        <con:top−level−component class−name="async.HelloWorldAsyncControl" component−type="Control">
<con:external−callbacks/>
<con:security−roles>

                <con:role−name>Managers</con:role−name>
            </con:security−roles>
        </con:top−level−component>

In the compilation process each web service becomes a top−level EJB, and each control on a web
service becomes a single method on the corresponding top−level EJB. In example, the control
HelloWorldAsyncControl is used by the web service Conversation, as can be seen by the following
entry from wlw−manifest.xml. Note that "helloAsync" refers to the control HelloWorldAsyncControl,
because HelloWorldAsyncControl is declared on the Conversation web service with the name
"helloAsync".

        <con:top−level−component class−name="async.Conversation" component−type="JWS">
            <con:conversation−state−table table−name="JWS_ERVICES_ASYNC_CONVERSATION"/>

3. 
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            <con:external−callbacks>
                <con:control control−path="helloAsync$callback"/>
            </con:external−callbacks>
            <con:security−roles>
                <con:role−name>Managers</con:role−name>
            </con:security−roles>
        </con:top−level−component>

The following procedure how to use the WebLogic Server console to associate role restrictions with
the methods compiled from controls that can receive external callbacks.

(1) Right−click the relevant top−level EJB and select Define Policies and Roles for individual beans.
In the example above, the top−level EJB is "Conversation"

(2) Under Session, click Define Security Policies.

(3) Under Methods, select the method that requires a role restriction. In our example, the
"helloAsync$callback" method.

(4) Under Policy Condition select Caller is granted the role, and click Add.

(5) Finally, complete the wizard for placing the security role restriction on the method.

How Do I...?
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Optional Resources

By default, for each project in the application, the wlw−manifest.xml file includes a pair of JMS queues
(MyProject.queue.AsyncDispatcher and MyProject.queue.AsyncDispatcher_error)

Related Topics

Deploying an Application to a Production Server

wlw−config.xml Configuration File

wlw−runtime−config.xml Configuration File

wlw−manifest.xml Configuration File

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Deploy a Stand−Alone Enterprise
JavaBean on WebLogic Server?
EJB JARs that are created in an application using EJB project, are deployed as part of the application on a
WebLogic Server. You can also deploy an existing EJB as part of an application. For more information, see
How Do I: Add an Existing Enterprise JavaBean to an Application? The current topic describes how to deploy
the EJBs in a stand−alone fashion on the server.

Note. You cannot deploy an EJB JAR as stand−alone and as part of an application at the same time.

To Deploy a Stand−Alone EJB

Make sure WebLogic Server is started for the domain in which you are deploying the stand−alone
EJB JAR.

1. 

From the Tools menu, choose WebLogic Server−−>WebLogic Console. Sign in using your user name
and password.

2. 

In the WebLogic Console, select EJB Modules from Your Deployed Resources in the Domain
Configurations section. If you get lost, you can always click the home icon to return to the home
page.

3. 

On the EJB Deployments page, select Deploy a new EJB Module.4. 
On the Deploy an EJB Module page, locate the EJB JAR you want to deploy on the server. If the EJB
JAR is currently deployed as part of an application, it is located in the root folder of that application.
Click Target Module.

5. 

Review your choice, optionally enter a different identity for the EJB JAR, and click Deploy.6. 

Note. For more detailed instructions on deploying a stand−alone EJB, click the help icon in the WebLogic
Console.

Related Topics

How Do I: Add an Existing Enterprise JavaBean to an Application?

How Do I: Test an Enterprise JavaBean?

How Do I: WebLogic Workshop−Enable an Existing WebLogic Server Domain?

How Do I: Administer WebLogic Server Through the Administration Console?

Getting Started with EJB Project
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How Do I: Configure a Cluster for a WebLogic
Workshop Application?
This topic provides step by step instructions for configuring a domain for a cluster of WebLogic Servers.
These instructions apply only to Windows installations of Workshop. For information about cluster hardware
configuration see Setting up WebLogic Clusters in the WebLogic 8.1 documentation.

The tasks in setting up and deploying to a cluster are:

To create a domain and configure the administration and managed servers• 
To configure the software proxy server• 
To start the clustered servers• 
To deploy the application EAR file to the cluster• 

To Create a Domain and Configure the Administration and Managed Servers

Select Start−−>BEA WebLogic Platform 8.1−−>Configuration Wizard1. 
In the Create or Extend a Configuration dialog, select Create a New WebLogic Configuration.
(Note the other options are primary used for creating development environments, not production
environments.).

2. 

In the Select a Configuration Template dialog, select the desired configuration template.3. 
In the Choose Express or Custom Configuration dialog, select Custom.4. 
In the Configure the Administration Server dialog, enter the following information:

Name

The Name must consist of alphanumeric characters with no spaces.

♦ 

Listen Address

For the information about populating the Listen Address field see DNS Names or IP
Addresses in the WebLogic Server 8.1 documentation.

♦ 

Listen Port and SSL Listen Port

Any port numbers between 1 and 65535 is valid.

♦ 

♦ 

SSL Enabled

Check this box if the applications you plan to deploy use SSL.

5. 

In the Managed Server, Clusters, and Machines Options dialog, click Yes.6. 
In the Configure Managed Servers dialog, enter the Name, Listen Address, Listen Port, and SSL
Listen Port for each managed server you will to add to the domain.

7. 

In the Configure Clusters dialog, enter the following information for each cluster you wish to add to
the domain:

8. 

Cluster Name

This gives the name of the cluster as a whole.

♦ 

Cluster Multicast Address♦ 
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Allowable values are in the range 224.0.0.0 − 239.255.255.255
Cluster Multicast Port

Any number between 1 and 65535 is valid.

♦ 

Cluster Address

The Cluster Address defaults to the address:port combinations for each server instance in the
cluster.

♦ 

In the Assign Server to Clusters dialog, associate managed servers with a cluster.9. 
In the Configure Machines dialog, enter the machines you wish to add to the domain.10. 
In the Assign Servers to Machines dialog, choose the which servers to run on which available
machines.

11. 

In the Database Options and Messaging Options dialogs, configure the domain as is appropriate to
the applications that will be deployed on your cluster.

12. 

In the Configure Administrative Username and Password dialog, enter a username and password
for the administrative user for this domain.

13. 

In the Configure Windows Options dialog, choose whether you want to place a link to the
administration server on the Windows Start Menu.

14. 

In the Build Start Menus Entries dialog, choose the start up script used to start your cluster. (A
default start up script is automatically provided for your new domain.)

15. 

In the Configure Server Start Up Mode and Java SDK dialog, select Production Mode.16. 
In the Create WebLogic Configuration dialog, click Create.

The WebLogic Configuration Wizard generates your domain and generates the domain's config.xml
file according to the values specified.

17. 

To Configure the Software Proxy Server

If you are using a software proxy server, you must build and configure the proxy application that will service
requests from clients. For information about software proxy server see Configure Proxy Plug−Ins in the
WebLogic Server 8.1 documentation.

To Start the Cluster

To start a cluster, you must first start the administration server and then each of the managed servers. Do not
start the managed servers until the administration server has been started.

To start the administration server:

Open a command shell, and cd to the domain root directory.1. 
Enter the following command:
     startWebLogic production.

2. 

For details on the startWebLogic command, see the Help topic startWebLogic Command.

To start a managed server:

Open a command shell, and cd to the domain root directory.1. 
Enter the following command:
    startManagedWeblogic [managed server DNS name or IP address] [URL of the administration

2. 
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server:port]

For example,

    startManagedWeblogic managedServer1 http://adminServer:7133

Repeat steps 1 and 2 for each managed server in the cluster.

To Deploy the Application EAR File to the Cluster

Before you deploy a WebLogic Workshop application to a server cluster, you must first generate an EAR file
for the application.

To learn more about generating an EAR file for a WebLogic Workshop application, see How Do I: Deploy a
WebLogic Workshop Application to a Production Server?

Related Topics

How Do I: Deploy a WebLogic Workshop Application to a Production Server?

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Put an Application Under Source Control?
In a typical team development scenario multiple developers work on an application at the same time, using
one code base that is put under configuration control. If you are developing an application in WebLogic
Workshop, you can similarly put the application under configuration control. The contents of several folders
in your application should either not be checked in or the local copies should be writable at all times for each
developer. Whether or not a file should be put under configuration control depends on this basic rule:

If you generate the file in the application, don't put it under configuration control during development.

Specifically, the following files and folders should be given special consideration:

The .workshop folder. The contents of this folder, located in the root of your application folder, are
regenerated during each build. Therefore, never put the contents of this folder under configuration
control.

• 

The META−INF folder. This folder is also located in the root of your application and similarly
contains generated content that should not be put under configuration control.

• 

The WEB−INF folders. This folder will be located in the root of a web service, web portal or web
application project. This folder contains several xml files that are generated and should not be put
under configuration control. All other content in this folder, including the contents of its subfolders,
should be put under configuration control.

• 

JAR libraries. If the JAR was generated in a different application and you add it as a library or a
module to the current application, put it under configuration control. However, if you build the library
in your application, do not put it under configuration control. Remember that JARs added as a module
in the Modules folder of WebLogic Workshop's Application pane, physically end up in the root folder
of your application, while JARs added as a library in the Libraries folder of WebLogic Workshop,
physically end up in the APP−INF/lib folder

• 

The .work file. This file may among other things contain a reference to the physical location of the
server home directory (this can be changed by going to the WebLogic Server setting in the
Application Properties dialog). If this location is the same for all developers, it can be put under
configuration control.

• 

Related Topics

How Do I: Reuse Existing Java Code?

How Do I: Add an Existing Enterprise JavaBean to an Application?

How Do I: Create and Use a Java Control Within a Control Project?

How Do I: Use a Remote WebLogic Server During Development?
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Portal How Do I? Topics
The topics in this section help you get started working with Portals.

Topics Included in This Section

How Do I: Start Using Portal?

How Do I: Create a Portal?

How Do I: Create a Portal Desktop?

How Do I: Create a New Look and Feel Resources?

How Do I: Use the Same Header and Footer for All Looks and Feels?

How Do I: Use Drop−Down Navigation in Portals?

How Do I: Personalize a Desktop Header or Footer?

How Do I: Add Portal Functionality to an Existing Page Flow Application?

How Do I: Add a Portal Control to an Existing Page Flow?

How Do I: Create a Page Flow Based on a Control?

Related Topics

Portlet How Do I...?

Creating Portlets
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How Do I: Start Using Portal?
Portal provides a framework for surfacing your applications in a portal interface, developing personalization
and campaigns, tracking user behavior in your portals, and managing users and groups, content, and portal
resources, among other things.

While there are many tasks involved in portal development and administration, there are a few things you can
do to get started and familiarize yourself with the portal environment.

To start using portal

Complete the Portal Tutorials in WebLogic Workshop Platform Edition.1. 
Complete the tutorials in the WebLogic Administration Portal. To access the tutorials:

Open the sample portal application
(<BEA_HOME>\<WEBLOGIC_HOME>\samples\portal\portalApp\portalApp.work) in
WebLogic Workshop Platform edition.

a. 

Start the server on your machine. Choose Tools−−>WebLogic Server−−>Start WebLogic
Server.

b. 

When the server has started, choose Portal−−>Portal Administration.c. 
When the WebLogic Administration Portal login page appears, log in. The default login is
weblogic/weblogic.

d. 

When the main page appears, click Show Help in the upper right corner.e. 
In the Help window that appears, click the Tutorials tab and complete the tutorials.f. 

2. 

View the Portal Samples to see complete portal applications.3. 
Create your own portal development environment. See Creating a Portal Application and Portal Web
Project and Developing Portal Applications.

4. 

See the topics in Developing Personalized Applications for instructions on building personalization,
campaign, and behavior tracking functionality that you can surface in a portal interface.

5. 

Related Topics

What is a Portal?

Developing Portal Applications

Building Portlets
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How Do I: Create a Portal?
Follow the steps in Creating a Portal File to create a new portal.

For a higher−level starting point on portal development, see How Do I: Start Using Portal?.

Samples

To view examples of fully functional portals, see the Portal Samples.

Related Topics

What is a Portal?

Creating a Portal Application and Portal Web Project

Developing Portal Applications
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How Do I: Create a Desktop?
A desktop is a container for assembling and presenting a combination of portal components. Creating a
desktop is the same process as a creating a portal file. Follow the steps in Creating a Portal File to create a
new portal.

For a higher−level starting point on portal development, see How Do I: Start Using Portal?.

Samples

To view examples of fully functional portals, see the Portal Samples.

Related Topics

Portal Overview

What is a Portal?
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How Do I: Create New Look & Feel Resources?
Look & Feels control the physical appearance of portal desktops. Look & Feel resources include skins and
themes (graphics, CSS files, and JavaScript), skeletons, layouts, shells, and navigation menus.

For instructions on creating Look & Feel resources, see Creating Look & Feels.

Samples

To view examples of fully functional portals, see the Portal Samples. The Tutorial Portal shows different
Look & Feel implementations.

Also, when you create a Portal Web Project, a predefined set of Look & Feel resources is added to your
project in the <project>\framework directory.

Related Topics

Creating Look & Feels

Look & Feel Architecture

What is a Portal?
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How Do I: Use the Same Header and Footer for All
Desktops?
Using the WebLogic Administration Portal, portal administrators ultimately determine which header/footer
combination is used for a portal desktop.

Desktop headers and footers are defined by shells. Each shell can reference a JSP or HTML file for displaying
content. For example, you can create a campaign with WebLogic Workshop Platform Edition that displays
targeted content to users. Then you can reference the campaign in a shell's header. When a user accesses the
desktop they see the results of the campaign in the header.

As a portal developer, you can create shells and select a default shell for a desktop.

To select a default shell for a desktop

With your portal file open in the WebLogic Workshop Platform Edition Portal Designer, select the
Desktop icon in the Document Structure window.

1. 

In the Property Editor window, use the Shell field to select the shell containing the default
header/footer you want the desktop.

2. 

Save the portal file.3. 
To use the same shell for other desktops, repeat these steps for each portal file.4. 

Samples

To view examples of fully functional portals, see the Portal Samples.

Also, when you create a Portal Web Project, a predefined set of shells is added to your project in the
<project>\framework\markup\shell directory.

Related Topics

Creating Shells

Look & Feel Architecture

How Do I: Personalize a Desktop Header or Footer?

What is a Portal?
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How Do I: Use Drop Down Navigation in Portals?
When you add books and pages to a portal desktop (in a .portal file), you can determine the type of menus
with which users navigate among those books and pages. The WebLogic Workshop Portal Extensions provide
two types of navigation menus you can use:

Single Level Menu − Provides visible layering of book and page links. Any sub−books and
sub−pages appear in visible rows below the main book navigation.

• 

Multi Level Menu − Provides a single row of tab−like links for the books and pages at the level you
apply the Multi Level Menu. Any sub−books and sub−pages appear in a drop−down list for selection.
The Multi Level Menu implements JavaScript functionality contained in the skins.

• 

Use the Multi Level Menu to enable drop−down menu navigation.

To create drop−down navigation menus

With a portal file open in the WebLogic Workshop Platform Edition Portal Designer, add sub−books
directly to books. The drop−down functionality will not work as expected if you add books to
placeholders on pages.

1. 

In the Document Structure window, select the book on which you want to apply the drop−down menu
functionality.

2. 

In the Property Editor, select Multi Level Menu in the Navigation field.3. 
Save the portal file.4. 
To preview the navigation, make sure the server is running and choose Portal−−>Open Current
Portal.

5. 

For Mobile Device Support: To support Multi Level Menus in mobile devices, delete the line display: none;
in the book.css file in the skins that will be used for mobile devices.

Samples

To view examples of fully functional portals, see the Portal Samples. The Tutorial Portal shows different
navigation menu implementations (Single Level Menu and Multi Level Menu).

Also, when you create a Portal Web Project, a predefined set of navigation menus is added to your project in
the <project>\framework\markup\menu directory.

Related Topics

Modifying Navigation Menus

Look & Feel Architecture

Creating a Portal File

Adding Books and Pages to a Portal

What is a Portal?
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How Do I: Personalize a Desktop Header or Footer?
You can target users with personalized content and campaigns in the header or footer or your portal desktops.
This lets users see personalized content continuously regardless of the page being viewed in the desktop.

To Add Personalization to a Desktop Header or Footer

Use the WebLogic Workshop Portal Extensions to create a JSP that implements the personalization
functionality you want.

1. 

In WebLogic Workshop, create a shell in your portal application.2. 
In the shell file, create opening and closing <netuix:header> and/or <netuix:footer> tags. For
example:

Change:
<netuix:header/>

To:
<netuix:header>

</netuix:header>

3. 

Add a reference to the personalization JSP to the header or footer. Add a <netuix:jspContent... /> tag
inside the <netuix:header> or <netuix:footer> tag. For example:

<netuix:header>
<netuix:jspContent contentUri="/MyJSPs/myHeader.jsp"/>
</netuix:header>

Where contentUri is a relative path to the personalization JSP. The path is relative to the portal project
(Web application).

You can also add the errorUri attribute to point to an error page to display when the contentUri file
cannot be rendered; and you can add a backingFile attribute. See Creating Shells for more
information.

4. 

Save the shell file.5. 
In the WebLogic Workshop Portal Extensions Portal Designer, open a portal file, select the Desktop
icon in the Document Structure window, and in the Property Editor window, select the new Shell in
the Shell field. (Selecting a Shell in the Portal Designer simply gives the portal a default Shell setting.
Portal administrators can use the WebLogic Administration Portal to change the Shell used.)

6. 

Save the portal file.7. 

With the flexibility of the WebLogic Portal framework, your portal can contain multiple shells that each
implement different personalization JSPs in the headers and footers. Then, when a portal administrator or end
user changes a portal's shell, they can see a different type of personalization.

If you modify a shell, all portals that use that shell are automatically updated.

Note: Do not add business logic to skeleton header or footer JSP files. Skeletons are for physical portal
rendering only and are not meant to contain business logic.
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Samples

The Sample Portal Header−Footer Visitor Shell, located in
<BEA_HOME>\<WEBLOGIC_HOME>\samples\portal\portalApp\sampleportal\framework\markup\shell\headerFooterVisitor.shell
and used as the default shell in the \sampleportal\sample.portal file, references a JSP that displays header
content for Avitek Inweb.

Related Topics

Creating Shells

Changing What is Displayed in the Desktop Header or Footer

Look & Feel Architecture

How Do I: Create a Personalized Portlet?

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Add Portal Functionality to an Existing
Page Flow Application?
Page flow applications can be created first, and then be "portal−ized" by using WebLogic Workshop to add
the Portal Extensions components to the existing application.

To Add Portal Functionality to an Existing Page Flow Application

Open the application in WebLogic Workshop.1. 
Right−click on the Web application in the Application panel and select Install Portal.2. 
Create a new Portal3. 
Drag the Page flow into a placeholder in the portal design view.4. 
If necessary, edit the page flow and JSPs, replacing direct navigational references to JSPs and HTML
pages with page flow actions.

5. 

As you edit the page flow, verify the navigation by opening a viewer that will preview the pages
without the portal. For example, point your browser to
http://localhost:7001/YourWebApp/YourPageFlow/SimpleController.jpf.

6. 

When the navigation and interaction works within the page flow, preview the portlet by navigating to
YourWebappp/portal.portal.

7. 

Verify that references to individual portlets are correct.

NOTE: WebLogic Workshop forces each portlet instance name to be unique within a portal Web
application.

8. 

Since the source files in the application have been placed in a new directory structure, verify links to
resources such as cascading style sheets, JSP includes, and images.

9. 

Related Topics

What is a Portal?

Portal Key Concepts and Architecture

Developing Portal Applications

Building Portlets
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How Do I: Add a Portal Control to an Existing Page
Flow?
To add a control to an existing pageflow, take the following steps:

Open the Pageflow, select Flow View.1. 
In the Data Palette, click Add and select the type of control you want to create.2. 
Name the control instance, click Create.3. 
Drag methods onto the pageflow.4. 
Wire up the pageflow in the Source Editor to use the control.5. 

Related Topics

Portlet Basics

Pageflow and JSP Reference
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How Do I: Create a Page Flow Based on a Control?
Portal Controls require a Pageflow to link their methods with Pageflow actions. A Control can be added to an
existing Pageflow. To create the Pageflow at the same time as the control, take the following steps:

To Create a Control−Based Pageflow

Run the Pageflow Wizard, select Pageflow from a java control. Then select a Portal control from the
list, and click Next.

1. 

Name the Pageflow, browsing to the correct directory if necessary, and click Next.2. 
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Select methods to associate with actions in the pageflow, and click Create.3. 

Use the Source editor to "wire up" the Pageflow with the methods for the control.4. 

Related Topics

How Do I...?
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Portlet Basics

Pageflow and JSP Reference

How Do I: Add a Control to an Existing Page Flow?

How Do I...?
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Portlet How Do I? Topics
The topics in this section help you get started working with Portlets.

Topics Included in This Section

How Do I: Start Using Portlets?

How Do I: Create a Portlet?

How Do I: Surface Dynamic Content in a Portlet?

How Do I: Create a Personalized Portlet?

How Do I: Establish Inter−Portlet Communication?

Related Topics

How Do I...?

Getting Started with Portals
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How Do I: Start Using Portlets?
Portlets are the basic building blocks of portal Web applications, and enable the presentation behavior of a
subset of an application to be managed as a single unit.

A portlet exists as a set of associated files, mostly XML and JPSs. Portlets can be edited visually in the
Design View, and the JSPs can be edited in the in the Design View or the Source Editor.

Getting Started

View Sample Portlets

Create New Portlets

Related Topics

Portlet Basics
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How Do I: Create a Portlet?
Portlets are the view components used to expose many types of resources in a Portal Web application. As
such, a new portlet can be associated with an existing resource, or created first and associated with a resource
later:

Create the Resource First• 
Create the Portlet First• 

Create the Resource First

Create or open a portal's *.portal file in the IDE. You can then drag a resource, such as a JSP, into one
of the portal's placeholder areas. WebLogic Workshop prompts you:

1. 

If you click Yes, the Portlet Wizard appears and creates a portlet using that resource as the content.2. 
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In addition to JSP pages, you can drag personalization resources such as content selectors and
other placeholders onto a portal's placeholder.

Create the Portlet First

Alternatively, right−click on a folder in your Portal Web Project and select New > Portlet.1. 

Name the portlet and click Create.2. 
The Portlet Wizard is invoked and displays its Select Portlet Type screen. You have several options:3. 

How Do I...?
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The following table describes the portlet type options:

Type Description

JSP/HTML
Portlet

Creates a portlet that points to a JSP or HTML file for its
content. These types of portlets can be simple to implement
and deploy, and provide basic functionality without a lot of
complexity. However, business logic and presentation layer
can get combined in the JSPs; as the application grows, this
often leads to escalating maintenance costs while trying to
update the webapp and share code. This type of portlet is not
well suited for advanced portlet navigation.

Java Portlet

Creates a JSR 168 compliant portlet. This creates a Java file.
Accommodates portability for portlets across platforms. Does
not require the use of portal server specific JSP tags. The
behavior is similar to a Servlet (although there are
differences). For related information, see "Developing JSR
168 Portlets with WebLogic Portal 8.1" on the BEA dev2dev
site. This type of portlet is intended for software companies
and other enterprises that are concerned with portability across
multiple portlet containers. Current disadvantages are that this
type of portlet does not leverage BEA advanced portlet
features, and this type requires a deeper understanding of the
J2EE programming model.

Java Page
Flow
Portlet

Creates a portlet that uses Java Page Flows to retrieve its
content. Allow you to separate the user interface code from
navigation control and other business logic. Provides the

How Do I...?
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ability to model both simple and advanced portlet navigation.
Allow you to leverage other resources such as Java Controls
and Web Services. Provides a visual IDE environment to build
rich applications based on Struts. The advanced page flow
features are not necessary for static or simple, one−view
portlets.

Struts
Portlet

Creates a Struts−based portlet.

Remote
Portlet

Creates a WSRP−compliant remote portlet. Remote, or
"proxy," portlets consume content, including applications,
from WSRP−compliant producers. This allows you to populate
a portlet from an external source rather than creating that
content yourself.

Related Topics

Portlet Basics

Pageflow and JSP Reference

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Surface Dynamic Content in a Portlet?
WebLogic Portal allows you to designate targets inside portlets called Content Placeholders, and use
configurable rules to select content at runtime. The process for surfacing dynamically generated content in a
portlet is outlined this way:

Load Content• 
Define Content Placeholder• 
Create Content Selector Rules• 
Associate Content Placeholder to Portlet• 
Use Content Preview Pane to Check Query• 

Load Content

Use the Administration Portal to load content into the server.

Define Content Placeholder

Use the Placeholder Designer to create a Placeholder for the content you dynamically select.

Create Content Selector Rules

Use the Content Selector Designer to determine how the content will be queried.

Associate Content Selector with Portlet

Drag the Placeholder or Content Selector JSP tag into a JSP, and use the Property Editor to select the
Placeholder or Content Selector. Then drag the JSP onto a portal to invoke the Portlet Wizard, or drag the
portlet onto a portal from the data palette.

Use Content Preview Pane to Check Query

Select View −−> Content Preview, and use the window that appears to view the results of the content
selector.

Related Topics

Building Portlets
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How Do I: Create a Personalized Portlet?
Since portlets simply surface JSPs and Java Page Flows in a portlet window, any interaction management
functionality you develop (Content Selectors, Placeholders, Campaigns, or personalized content provided
inline in a JSP) can be easily surfaced in a portlet.

To Create a Personalized Portlet

Use the WebLogic Workshop Portal Extensions to develop interaction management functionality.1. 
Using the WebLogic Workshop Portal Extensions Portal Designer, create portlets with your
interaction management JSP.

2. 

After you create a portlet, you can use the Portal Designer to drag the portlet from the Data Palette window
onto a page in your portal.

Related Topics

Creating a JSP Portlet

Building Portlets

Developing Personalized Applications
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How Do I: Establish Inter−Portlet Communication?
Inter−portlet communication can be achieved using backing files, but the page flow is the recommended
mechanism. This topic explains how to use multiple page flows that react to browser events such as forms. To
create page flow portlets that communicate with each other, take the following steps:

To Create Portlets that Share Messages

Inside the portal Web application, create a portlets directory.1. 
Within this portlets directory, create two new page flows. (A separate directory will be automatically
created for each one).

2. 

Create a portlet for each page flow and place these portlets on a portal.3. 
In the Portal, click on the second portlet and set the listenTo attribute to the instanceLabel of the first
portlet. (Open the Portal in Design View, click once on the second portlet and find the properties
editor.)

NOTE: The listenTo attribute is associated with the instanceLabel of the other portlet. You can
change the definitionLabel without affecting the listenTo behavior.

4. 

In the .jpf file for the second portlet you can do one of two things.

The first option is to use the same action method signature as in the first page flow. For example, this
action definition is from the page flow controller for portlet 2:

 /** 
  * @jpf:action 
  * @jpf:forward name="listening" path="listening.jsp"          
  */ 
  public Forward passString1(portlets.j1.j1Controller.Form form) 
  { 
      thePassedText = form.getText(); 
      return new Forward( "listening" ); 
  } 

Or you can add a handler for ActionNotFoundException handler. For example, in the page flow
controller for portlet 2, make sure the @jpf:catch annotation is defined at the class level:

/**
 * @jpf:controller
 * @jpf:catch type="ActionNotFoundException" method="doNothing"
 */

And in the same page flow controller, that an action method such as the following is defined:

 /**
  * @jpf:exception−handler
  * @jpf:forward name="current" return−to="currentPage"
  */
  protected Forward doNothing( ActionNotFoundException e, String actionName, String message, FormData form )
  {
      return new Forward( "current" );
  } 

5. 

As you edit the page flow, you can verify the navigation by opening a viewer that will preview the
pages without the portal.

6. 
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Place the two portlets inside placeholders within your portal.7. 
When the navigation and interaction works within the page flow, preview the portlet by navigating to
YourWebappp/YourPortalName.portal.

8. 

Related Topics

Tutorial: Using Page Flows Inside Portlets

Portal Key Concepts and Architecture

Developing Portal Applications

Handling Exceptions in Page Flows

How Do I...?
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Enterprise JavaBeans
The topics in this section explain how to develop Enterprise JavaBeans, and how to use deployed EJBs in
your application.

Topics Included in This Section

How Do I: Create an EJB Project?

How Do I: Create an Enterprise JavaBean?

How Do I: Generate an Entity Bean from a Database Table?

How Do I: Add a Create Method to an Entity Bean?

How Do I: Define a Container−Managed Persistence (CMP) Field?

How Do I: Add a Component Method to an Entity or Session Bean?

How Do I: Add a Home Method to an Entity Bean?

How Do I: Add a Finder Method to an Entity Bean?

How Do I: Add a Select Method to an Entity Bean?

How Do I: Add a Relation to an Entity Bean?

How Do I: Import an Enterprise JavaBean?

How Do I: Test an Enterprise JavaBean?

How Do I: Use an Enterprise JavaBean in a Web Application?

Related Topics

How Do I...?

Developing Enterprise JavaBeans
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How Do I: Create an EJB Project?
In the WebLogic Workshop environment, projects are contained within applications. For more information on
the Weblogic Workshop enviroment, see Getting Started. Creating an EJB project creates a directory structure
for the project, a build.xml script, and a build.properties file.

To Create an EJB Project

With an application open in WebLogic Workshop, choose File−−>New−−>Project.1. 
Choose All in the left−hand selection list.2. 
Choose EJB Project in the right−hand selection list.3. 
Enter a name in the Project name field.4. 
Click Create.5. 

Related Topics

Getting Started

Getting Started with WebLogic Workshop

Developing Enterprise JavaBeans

How Do I: Create a New Application?
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How Do I: Create an Enterprise JavaBean?
To create an Enterprise JavaBean, you must have an EJB Project. For more information, see How Do I Create
an EJB Project?

To Create an EJB

Right−click the EJB project folder in the Application pane.1. 
Select New−−>Folder, and give the folder an appropriate name corresponding to the Java package
name for the EJB. Create subfolders if necessary to reflect the package name.

2. 

Right−click the lowest folder in the package name, choose New, and select Entity Bean,
Message−driven bean, or Session bean. The New File dialog appears.

It is also possible to create an entity bean from a database table. For more information, see How Do I:
Generate an Entity Bean from a Database Table?

3. 

In the file name field, enter a name for the EJB file. The file name must have an ejb extension.4. 
Click Create.5. 

Related Topics

How Do I: Add a Create Method to an Entity Bean?

How Do I: Generate an Entity Bean from a Database Table?

How Do I: Test an Enterprise JavaBean?

Developing Enterprise JavaBeans
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How Do I: Generate an Entity Bean from a Database
Table?
With WebLogic Workshop you can easily create a container−managed persistence entity bean from a table in
a database. The database must be available from the domain you are using. To examine the datasources
beforehand, go to the Tools menu and choose WebLogic Server−−>Data Viewer.

To generate a CMP entity bean from a database table, you must have an EJB Project. For more information,
see How Do I Create an EJB Project?

To Generate an Entity Bean from a Database Table

Make sure WebLogic Server is started.1. 
In the Application pane, right−click the EJB project and choose New−−>Entity bean from database
table. The select a datasource... dialog appears.

2. 

Select the datasource containing the table you want to use from the left−hand panel, verify the
connection settings in the read−only right−hand panel, and click Next. The select a table... dialog
appears.

3. 

Select the table from the left−hand panel. Its columns will be displayed in the right−hand panel. Click
Next.

4. 

Select the table's columns to include in the entity bean. Click Next.5. 
Enter a bean name and package name. Click Finish to generate the bean.6. 

Note. If you have configured your server to use com.pointbase.xa.xaDataSource as your JDBC
driver, you will have to add the attribute SupportsLocalTransaction="true" to the JDBCConnectionPool
element in your domain's config.xml file.

Related Topics

How Do I: Create an Enterprise JavaBean?
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How Do I: Add a Create Method to an Entity Bean?
To add a create method to a CMP entity bean, you must have defined CMP fields, including at least one
primary key. For more information, see How Do I: Define a Container−Managed Persistence (CMP) Field?

To Add a Create Method

Make sure that the entity bean is displayed in Design View.1. 
Right−click the right−hand area of the bean, and choose Add EJBCreate. The Add ejbCreate method
dialog appears.

2. 

Select the CMP fields that need to be initialized by the new EJBCreate method. Click OK.4. 

The ejbCreate method is created and appears in Design view. Click the method name to view its source code.
Notice that the corresponding ejbPostCreate method is also created.

Related Topics

How Do I: Define a Container−Managed Persistence (CMP) Field?

Developing Enterprise JavaBeans
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How Do I: Define a Container−Managed Persistence
(CMP) Field?
Container−managed persistence (CMP) fields are virtual fields in an entity bean. These fields are not defined
in the entity bean itself but correspond to columns in the database table. The entity bean only implements the
accessor (getter and setter) methods.

To Define a CMP Field

Make sure that the entity bean is displayed in Design View.1. 
Right−click the right−hand area of the bean, and choose Add CMP Field. At the bottom of the bean,
underneath CMP Fields, a new CMP field appears.

2. 

Enter an appropriate name and Java type for the CMP field. Remember that only Java primitive types
and Java serializable types are allowed.

3. 

The CMP field's accessor methods are now implemented. Right−click the field and choose Edit in Source
View to examine the getter and setter method. Notice that by default the CMP field's accessor methods are
defined in the entity bean's local interface, that is, are created with the @ejbgen:local−method tag.

To Change the CMP Field Properties

To make a CMP field the primary key, right−click the CMP field and select Primary Key.• 
To make a CMP field read−only, right−click the CMP field and select Read Only. Notice in Source
View that the setter method no longer has the @ejbgen:local−method tag (or
@ejbgen:remote−method tag if appropriate) set. In other words, the setter method is no longer defined
in the bean's (local or remote) business interface.

• 

To change the definition of a CMP field's accessor methods in the Remote or Local interface,
right−click the CMP field and use the Remote or Local options to change the settings. The accessor
methods can be defined in either the Remote or Local interface, in both business interfaces or in
neither interface.

• 

Although not recommended as a best practice, it is possible to define a CMP field in the remote interface only.
To do so, go to source view and delete the ejbgen:local−method tag for its getter and setter method.

Related Topics

How Do I: Add a Business Method to an Entity Bean?

Developing Enterprise JavaBeans
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How Do I: Add a Component Method to an Entity or
Session Bean?
Follow these steps to add a business method to an entity or session bean:

Make sure that the EJB is displayed in Design View.1. 
Right−click the right−hand area of the bean, and choose Add Component Method. A new
component method appears.

2. 

Enter the correct method name and signature.3. 
Right−click the arrow to the left of the method name to change the visibility. You can define a bean's
business method in the local interface, the remote interface, or both.

Notice that for entity beans, by default a business method is defined in the local interface. For session
beans, a business method is defined by default in the remote interface.

4. 

Click the method name to go to Source View, and implement the business logic.5. 

Related Topics

How Do I: Test an Enterprise JavaBean?

How Do I: Use an Enterprise JavaBean in a Web Application?

Developing Enterprise JavaBeans
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How Do I: Add a Home Method to an Entity Bean?
A home method is a business method that is not specific to one bean instance. For example, a HotelRooms
entity bean might have a getViewCount home method that returns the number of rooms with a view. A home
method is invoked on the bean's (local or remote) home interface.

To Add a Home Method

Make sure that the entity bean is displayed in Design View.1. 
Right−click the right−hand area of the bean, and choose Add Home Method. A new home method
appears.

2. 

Enter the correct method name and signature.

Remember that the method name in the bean must have the ejbHome prefix. For instance, the method
getViewCount defined in the bean's (local or remote) home interface must be implemented in the
entity bean as ejbHomeGetViewCount.

3. 

Right−click the arrow to the left of the method name to change the visibility. You can define the
home method in the local interface, the remote interface, or both.

4. 

Click the method name to go to Source View, and implement the business logic.5. 

Related Topics

How Do I: Add a Finder Method to an Entity Bean?

How Do I: Add a Select Method to an Entity Bean?

Developing Enterprise JavaBeans
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How Do I: Add a Finder Method to an Entity Bean?
A finder method returns references to the entity bean(s) that match an EJB QL or WebLogic QL query. The
findByPrimaryKey method, which returns a reference to the entity bean, is automatically generated by
WebLogic Workshop during building and is defined in both the local and remote home interface. Additional
find methods can be added to the EJB's definition. A find method is not implemented in the CMP entity bean
class but is defined instead using a @ejbgen:finder tag, which is interpreted by the container.

To Add a Find Method

Make sure that the entity bean is displayed in Design View.1. 
Right−click the right−hand area of the bean, and choose Add Finder. The Add Finder dialog
appears.

2. 

Enter the correct method name and signature.

Remember that the method name in the bean's (remote or local) home interface must have the find
prefix. To return multiple references, you must use java.util.Collection. To return a unique reference,
use the local or remote bean class name (as shown in the Property Editor pane), depending on
whether the find method should be defined in the local or remote home interface.

3. 

Enter EJB QL or WebLogic QL query syntax. Click OK. For more information on this query syntax,
see Query Methods and EJB QL.

4. 

Click the method name to examine the @ejbgen:finder tag in Source View.5. 

Related Topics

How Do I: Add a Home Method to an Entity Bean?

How Do I: Add a Select Method to an Entity Bean?

Query Methods and EJB QL
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How Do I: Add a Select Method to an Entity Bean?
A select method, like a finder method, uses EJB QL or WebLogic QL queries. Unlike find methods, select
methods can only be used internally by the entity bean and are never defined in the bean's interfaces. A select
method is declared as an abstract method in the CMP entity bean class, and has an @ejbgen:select tag
describing the associated query.

To Add a Select Method

Make sure that the entity bean is displayed in Design View.1. 
Right−click the right−hand area of the bean, and choose Add EJBSelect. The Add EJBSelect dialog
appears.

2. 

Enter the correct method name and signature. Remember that the method name must have the
ejbSelect prefix.

3. 

Enter EJB QL or WebLogic QL query syntax. Click OK. For more information on this query syntax,
see Query Methods and EJB QL.

4. 

Click the method name to examine the code in Source View.5. 

Related Topics

How Do I: Add a Home Method to an Entity Bean?

How Do I: Add a Finder Method to an Entity Bean?

Query Methods and EJB QL
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How Do I: Add a Relation to an Entity Bean?
Entity beans can have relationships with other entity beans. For instance, a Customer bean can have various
relationships with an Address bean, a CreditCard bean, and so forth. Relationships can only be defined
between entity beans representing tables in the same datasource, and the entity beans' local (business)
interfaces must have been declared. The current topic describes how to add a relation between CMP entity
beans.

To Add a Relation

Make sure that the entity bean is displayed in Design View, and that WebLogic server is started.1. 
Right−click the right−hand area of the bean, and choose Add Relation.2. 
If the entity bean does not have a bean class name defined for the local interface, a Set Local
Interface dialog first prompts you to supply one. For example, for a Customer bean the local interface
would be declared by convention as CustomerLocal. Otherwise, the Add a Relation dialog appears.

3. 

Select the Target EJB from the drop−down list in the right−hand panel. If the target entity bean does
not have a local interface, you will similarly be prompted to supply one.

4. 

Enter the Source CMR (Container−Managed Relation) Field Name and Type in the left−hand panel.5. 
For bidirectional relations, enter the Target CMR Field Name and Type in the right−hand panel. For
unidirectional relations, select the Source Bean Multiplicity from the drop−down list in the left−hand
panel. For example, a relation between a customer and his/her various phones number might at this
point be defined like shown in the picture below. Click Next.

6. 

Depending on the type of relation you are defining, either a join table or an additional column (or
columns) in either entity bean's table is needed to store primary key information. WebLogic
Workshop can create the join table or additional column for you if these are not defined yet.
Alternatively, you can enter the name of an existing join table or column for the relation. In our
example, a Customer_ID column already existed in the Phone table to map the relation, and the
relation was accordingly mapped as shown below.

7. 
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After mapping the relation, give the new relation a name, and click Finish.8. 

The relation is now created in both entity beans. To examine the relation, right−click the relation name and
choose edit in Source View. You will be directed to the corresponding @ejbgen:relation tag. If applicable,
accessor methods are also declared for the relation. In our example, the following accessor methods have been
created in the Customer bean:

    /**
     * @ejbgen:cmr−field
     * @ejbgen:local−method
     */
    public abstract java.util.Collection getPhoneNumbers();

   /**
    * @ejbgen:local−method
    */
   public abstract void setPhoneNumbers(java.util.Collection arg);

Related Topics

Entity Relationships

@ejbgen:relation Annotation

How Do I: Test an Enterprise JavaBean?

How Do I: Use an Enterprise JavaBean in a Web Application?

Developing Enterprise JavaBeans
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How Do I: Import an Enterprise JavaBean?
If you have developed Enterprise JavaBeans in another development environment and plan to continue
development of these EJBs in WebLogic Workshop, you can import the beans into an EJB project. In order to
do so you must have the EJB JAR and the source code of the EJBs. To find out how to create an EJB project,
see How Do I Create an EJB Project?

Note. If you have developed EJBs in another development environment and plan to reuse these EJBs in a
WebLogic Workshop application, but are not planning to continue development on these beans, you only have
to add the EJB JAR to the application. For more information, see How Do I: Add an Existing Enterprise
JavaBean to an Application?

To Import EJBs

Right−click the EJB project folder in the Application pane, and choose Import EJB from jar. The
Import Wizard appears.

1. 

Browse to and select the EJB JAR containing the bean(s) you want to import in the top field.2. 
Browse to and select the folder that contains the source code of the bean(s) starting from the package
name. For example, if the source code of a Customer bean is located in
MyFolder/com/shop/customers, where com.shop.customers is the package name, you should select
MyFolder. Click Next.

3. 

The wizard displays all the beans that were found and can be imported. Include the beans that you
want to import (all are included by default). Click Finish.

4. 

An Import Progress window appears. When the import is complete, click OK.5. 

Related Topics

How Do I: Test an Enterprise JavaBean?

How Do I: Use an Enterprise JavaBean in a Web Application?
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How Do I: Test an Enterprise JavaBean?
In WebLogic Workshop you can quickly generate a JWS (web service) file with which to test controls. You
can also use this to test a session or entity bean via EJB controls. The current topic describes how to generate
the test JWS and how to use the test JWS to run, test, and debug the EJB.

Build and Deploy the EJB

In the Application pane, right−click the EJB Project containing the EJB you plan to test, and select
Build 'Project Name'. Ensure that the build completes successfully. The EJBs are automatically
deployed on the server.

• 

(Optional.) Examine the generated EJB JAR to verify that the correct bean class and interfaces have
been created.

• 

(Optional.) From the Tools menu, choose WebLogic Server−−>WebLogic Console. Sign in using
your user name and password. (For more general information on the WebLogic Console, see How Do
I: Administer WebLogic Server Through the Administration Console?)

• 

(Optional.) In the WebLogic Console, select Applications from Your Deployed Resources in the
Domain Configurations section. Locate the application in the table and click the Modules number.
Locate the EJB JAR in the table and click its name.

• 

Create the Built−In Control

If you have not created a web service project in your application yet, create a new web service project.
For more information, see How Do I: Create a New Project?

• 

Right−click the web service project and choose New−−>Folder to create a new folder for your EJB
control (for session and entity beans) or JSM control (for message−driven beans).

• 

Make sure that WebLogic Server is started. Right−click the folder and choose New−−>Java Control.
The New Java Control dialog appears. Select EJB control and complete the steps in the control
wizard. For more information on EJB controls, see Creating a New EJB Control.

• 

Generate the Test JWS

In the Application pane, right−click the JCX file you just created and choose Generate Test JWS
File. The test web service with a JWS extension will be created. For more information, see How Do I:
Generate a JWS File to Test a Java Control?

• 

Run the Test JWS

Open the Test JWS file in Design View. You will notice the startTestDrive and finishTestDrive
methods as well as methods of your EJB.

• 

Click the Start icon to run the web service. The Test View window appears.• 
In Test View, click startTestDrive to begin testing. This starts the web service's conversation.• 
After Test View refreshes, click the Continue this conversation link for access to test forms and
buttons through which you can test each of your control's methods. After each test, click Continue
this conversation to test another method.

Note. When you test some EJB methods you might notice that although a value is returned correctly
by the method, an XMLEncodingException error is thrown in the service response. These types of
errors result from the return type not being Serializable, which is a prerequisite for a proper XML

• 
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response. However, these errors do not affect the operations of the EJB or your ability to use the test
web service to test the EJB.
When you are finished testing, click finishTestDrive to finish testing.• 

Using Debugging

You can set breakpoints in your EJB code and run the Test JWS in debugging mode. You do not need
to rebuild or redeploy the EJB when you change debugging settings. For more information, see
Debugging Your Application.

• 

Making Changes

When you make changes to the EJB, you will need to rebuild the EJB and, if you added/removed
methods or changed method signatures, regenerate the test JWS. It is, however, not necessary to
recreate the EJB control. When rebuilding, WebLogic Workshop will automatically redeploy the EJB.

• 

Note. A JMS Control is not used to call a message−driven bean. Instead it is used as an alternative to
message−driven bean, and is used to easily interact with messaging systems that provide a JMS
implementation.

Related Topics

EJB Control

How Do I: Generate a JWS File to Test a Java Control?

How Do I: WebLogic Workshop−Enable an Existing WebLogic Server Domain?

How Do I...?
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How Do I: Use an Enterprise JavaBean in a Web
Application?
If you want to use a session (or entity) bean from a web service or page flow, you can use the standard J2EE
approach to locate and reference the bean, that is, by obtaining a reference through jndiContext. Alternatively,
in WebLogic Workshop you can use an EJB Control. The current topic provides pointers on how to create and
use an EJB control:

To create an EJB control, you must first build and deploy the EJB, and then create an EJB Control for
this bean. For a detailed description of these steps, see How Do I: Test an Enterprise JavaBean?

• 

If the EJB control is only going to be used within one web (service) project, you can create the control
within that project (in a separate subfolder). However, if the EJB control is going to be used in
multiple projects, consider using a control project. Control projects can be build and packaged in a
JAR, and can subsequently be accessed by all projects in the application, and even be imported from
other applications. For more information, see How Do I: Create and Use a Java Control Within a
Control Project?

• 

You can use the EJB control in the web service or in the page flow, specifically in the page flow
controller (JPF) file, for instance by dragging−and−dropping the control in the target Design View.
For more information, see Getting Started with Java Controls.

• 

Samples

Java Control Samples

callJavaControlController Sample

Related Topics

Guide to Building Page Flows

Getting Started with Web Services
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